part 2: love is a ghost

The Phantom’s Life
The phantom wanders through the forest with the presence of a ghost
At every turn among the trees he takes he’s neither here nor lost
He’s never set his path, and every tree looks just the same
Only the sunlight shining through is what makes worthwhile the view.
It’s a circular forest, and the fringes he has found
Now he’s got nothing to do but walk around and around.
He’s a phantom passing onward, but never in a game
Amid the animals that sleep amongst him he feels wide awake.
Nothing seems to hold him, and he can’t seem to hold on
All passes through completely, from its start ’til it’s done.
The phantom follows no one, and his emptiness is bliss
The phantom is the emptiness he knows everyone is.
He’s spent his days searching for what gives him no rest
But in the whole wide forest he’s found only the forest.
And so, he lets it go, and goes on although he knows
That there’s nothing more to find around the bends and in shadows.
He forgets of the desire that belies a constant hunger
To be never satisfied, and he goes along his way
Seeking nothing, knowing that there is nothing out there to find –
’Til he suddenly finds himself beneath an archway.
1/31/09

Heaven to Hell
I don’t know if it’s a gift or if it’s a curse,
If I’ve gone insane or been shaken awake –
It’s such a fine line, you never can tell –
What started as Heaven my mind turned into Hell.
February 3, 2009

Blast It Out
Everything I take inside of me, gets blasted out of my head;
Don’t hang on to what he said or did,
The way he looked at you
Or you’ll fall through with his pull;
To take you in in the full –
So deep a rabbit hole I follow
Down, down, down,
Forget the light I started out in.
Everything you do is like a flare,
Throws you up in the air –
Like a god –
And brings you falling to the ground to be trodden on
By the shards of all my shattered ideals;
And it’s just me; you are you, and I’m insane –
I’m crazy.
Just hear me out:
Every feature of your self is like a tunnel to follow down,
Endless wonder into eternity,
Becomes my destiny to follow you around
On the line you have me hooked by.
It was what I sought at first;
For a day I quenched a thirst so unquenchable –
And now I must cut off all of the lines,
Keep myself and my wand’ring, desperate heart in confines
Or I’ll get crushed for the millionth time.

So good, so right, so just what I had seemed to be waiting for,
I got some and then I couldn’t stop wanting more
And it settled inside – the hope.
But I must take this seed, and before it grows,
I’ll blast it out,
Blast it out of my head;
Make me forget.
Oh the thrill; how it’s all I really need to fulfill;
A useful waste of my time;
Blast it out like a mine.
Blast it out and leave me to my monotony.
How it’d gotten to me.
I stand alone, wond’ring if it’s just what I made up on my own again.
How many times more must I endure
This blasting through my very core?
And if this is the risk of knocking far too close
I think I’d rather stay a few steps back.
There’ll be a wall to surround me, no collision to confound me,
And I’ll avoid the painful whacking to my heart.
Blast it out in less than twenty-four hours.
Now I’m fine; I got over this hole in the mine.
I still don’t know, what it was, or why –
But why even try
If it all gets blasted out anyway?
And everything I get
That I’d like to let
Myself indulge in for the rest of my days,
Gets taken away while I still crave?
Blast it out – every notion that I have built
To keep it happening my way;
Remember to forget yesterday;
Every moment is a world without chains;
And from the blast in my heart I see that nothing remains.
It all heals
To be blasted out another day in just the same way,
Just as painfully as ever it used to be.
And I sit and wonder, when, when, when,
Will to me something glorious happen?
Blast these dreams straight out of my head
’Cause you know that I am so fucking misled.
Blast these dreams, blast out the chance,
Blast my heart out in advance.
February 12, 2009

Self-Love
Never, never – get used to the word;
That’s when you’ll forever have someone by side.
Shatter your notions and face the world;
The inside should match the outside.
Or could it be said the other way,
Either way, something’s got to change.
“Fuck you” to the world outside you can say
And go on your own way.
Catch the train, run to catch up,
It’s only going one way.
And it always seems to be way ahead –
Or are you just out of place?
But you stop to look and see that you’re running,
Always running away from your place,
Driven to be in another, further;
Tell me what’s wrong with where you are.
After a time, it gets so tiresome,
Spending my life running to catch up –
To my own joy will such a life come?
So I stop and I stay – and the train moves away.
The train with everyone on it but me,
Comfortably taking their own seat,
And enjoying the ride – as I ran alongside.
You come to a choice, eventually:
Do you keep on running, or stop to breathe?
Do you keep on chasing what’s not your dream?
Just for fear of being parted, do you run at full steam?
Or do you give it up, forget the chase,
Let it go, and accept being alone?
Is it worth it to always run after the train?
Or can you finally turn away from all them,
And forget the train and how its tracks lay?
Forget the world and go on your own way.
Screw the world; stop chasing after
That which doesn’t care for you,
That for whom you matter not,
That which goes where your heart does not.
You know it won’t lead to what you sought.
And it’s fear that drives you along that way,
An obligation of the strongest sway
To follow wherever go they.
Ask yourself why others’ say
Outweighs your own and why you jump

To reach what dangles o’er your head,
Why it must always be that you come up.
Around the issue you can’t dance forever, dear
You have to face it:
Let it go or live to chase it?
Follower or loner, dear?
Don’t be afraid to disappear.
Don’t be decided by your fear.
Don’t bury yourself any deeper.
Life your head, look in the mirror;
Tell me what’s wrong with your own face.
February 28, 2009

An Object for My Affection
All I seek to find
Is an object for my affection
That hangs formless in the air
Without a vessel by necessity
Bring down to my level what starts so high above
Transmute through coarser images what truly is so fine
I seek an object for my affection –
If this affection’s even mine.
March 7, 2009

An Object for My Affection
For someone I feel much tenderness,
A longing to hold and to love and caress,
No ulterior motives that we must undress,
And no quality gives to this more or less.
A feeling that fills me and strains to burst outward
In millions of sparks – but oh I’m such a coward,
I trample it in, and I hide and conceal
Beneath shame for feeling, these things I feel.
Still it’s in there and if I hold it down
It will rot to corruption and quickly turn sour;
Simple as sunlight and pure as a flower,
It naturally flows like a river, around.
Around every bend, with a steady pace –
Indescribable perfect grace;
I stand in the middle with nothing to do
But behold what cannot be grasped onto.
I feel loved by you, held and golden;
I’ve given to your face this burden.
From this vagueness pulled your mold
And in my mind this story told:
You care for me so purely, just as I do care for you;
I latch onto the affection that to me you beam straight through.
And you see this truth I feel is my own lulling remedy:
Believe it comes from you, but this affection comes from me!
Can’t leave it in the air, it must latch on to any form.
All I seek to find, all I seek to ease my mind
Is an object for my affection –
If this affection’s even mine.
March 7, 2009

The Moment You Change Masks
I’m like a cup but without the bottom
Pour water in me and it all flows out;
Throw a ball against me and it bounces back;
From a void things may enter; and to a void they leave
All I remember is for a brief time they were in me.
But here they’re no more; wonder if ever they were.
What proof is there but a memory
Of thinking a word to describe how I felt
When I felt whatever it is I now do not feel?
Everything passes, its prominence fades,
All issues shrunk to naught from their momentous days.
Even in a few hours how my world does change;
No one story the true version of events long gone.
Pick your favorite and assert that as your past;
Any stable state can’t seem to last.
What these states are can be any at all,
Any color conceivable –
But if you look deeply and judge the shade,
You see the stepping stones, and not the way.
Watch instead how it changes to “nothing” from “all”;
Never notice the gap between one and the next,
The moment you switch from one to another mask,
Go from one to the next without a glance;
Our mindless, repetitive, day-to-day dance.
March 7, 2009

Teetering on the Brink
Tomorrow’s never happened yet,
So your stories you can all forget;
Is worrying about the chance
The way to bring it here?
And why must you feel always sorrow,
Resigned to a hopeless tomorrow?
Don’t forget, you turn a corner,
And you never know what’s there.
If you free your mind of Time
You turn a corner everywhere.
Another gray-walled corridor
Takes you down same as before;
Can’t allow yourself to hope for more
Or you’ll face another disappointment.
You depend upon the lucky chance,
Waiting calmly at the shore,
Too afraid to soil your hands
And delve into the gray unsure,
To deal in less than the ideal;
So picky over in-betweens,
Yet far too little resolute
To stick it out for your dear absolute.
Surprises are for triers,
Disappointment is for criers,
And monotony for those too scared to risk their egos for the chance;
Take one big shot ’cause little steps at some point won’t advance.
March 11, 2009

Wanting
My life’s so bare,
But I don’t care;
What more is there that I can do
Against the lack of “fun and new”?
It tastes so bland;
Head in the sand;
I long to sleep it all away,
’Cause day to day as I go through
Find I have nothing more to say.
Waiting, waiting
Its abating,
And in place a diamond jewel;
Could I be any more a fool?
I’m bored, and all the flavors rushing past
Do only that, and never last.
Something more
I hunger for
A hunger I can’t satisfy,
And just as much, cannot deny
Although I try, I try to find
A remedy for my own mind.
And jealousy,
And apathy,
They all flow into one in me;
With neither fully I agree
And so they clash
Together gnash
And swirl into a grayened moor
Hold back my outward step before
It’s acted; I’ve retracted
’Fore my foot stepped through the door
Stuck in boredom’s circling castle tower I’m forevermore.
Sugar, sugar, disappears,
In your mind its presence leers;
The taste is gone; the hunger stays
And never does abate.
Look for sugar, look for glitter,
Look for prizes, look for love,
Look for secret truths profound,
Look for blessings from above –
Look for any, yet the same
Under but a different name.
Desire always burns as one
When you bring yourself to face its core.
03/19/2009

What You’re Looking For
Boredom settles when you cannot find
Anywhere around, what you do seek
When you’re searching for all of your life,
It never does elude your curious peek.
I can’t find the perfect words
To describe the nature of our
Yearning constantly for something more;
Go along your chosen path
And watch yourself as you watch out
For what it is that you are looking for.
How it all does intertwine
I cannot phrase into one line;
But every feeling points in the same way.
All that passes through me falls away,
I cannot hold on, nothing stays,
To hold on leads to its decay.
Every object represents
The searching on which we’re hellbent
To find a finding that will set us free.
To escape the boredom of time
We go on, seek the sublime
And march forward to our death so willingly.
Only we do not realize this,
That we greet death with a smile,
Await the final rest each moment’s pass;
In everything we seek the end at last.
Cataclysm of our instincts:
End versus eternity –
We are always looking for the opposite of what we say.
We seek forever, but an end is always what we do expect
In every conversation, every show, and every war.
Cannot imagine going onward without end forevermore.
Read a story with no ending
You’ll go crazy from pretending
How it all came to pass in the end.
This one thought is our enslaver,
Keeps us just as we all are
No matter how we try to make amends.

Life will never change; there’s no tomorrow, only now
And now, you see, does not begin or end.
Formulate our death with every turn around the bend we take
All we do and how we do it – for this one desire’s sake.
What you’re looking for is all the same:
Call it one of several million names;
But it will have the same effect,
Your most prized illusions to protect,
’Cause what it is you’re looking for always
Is the outlet of your maze
Into the light where nothing changes,
Standing still in bliss remains;
Sounds a lot to me the same as being dead.
Call it what you will; but everything is out to kill
The hunger you find standing in the way
Of feeling like you are fulfilled,
Of being perfectly complete,
Of having no more words to ever say.
3-19-2009

At the expense of your suffering
You get a reward
You get peace at last, resolution, accord
Within yourself, silent at last
At the price of your fire
You win your rest.
Such a rumbling storm tosses you everywhere
You remember how it threw you up in the air
And the difficult circumstance of having no ground;
Now you’re calm and with solace,
Inside make no sound
It was just what you wanted,
So you said to yourself
To be stable forever, to be tossed nevermore
To be free of the clashing with every respire,
And you got what you wanted
At the price of desire.
Now what do you need? And now what could you want?
Nothing seemed perfect when it was sought
But now that it’s gotten there’s no more to do
Nothing is moving inside of you.
Nothing conflicting inside of me
And I can’t find one part that burns to break free
Of this rut that has me paralyzed
By nothing to nothing, too late I realized.
Still, it’s a sign that there must be some part
Who cannot rest forever no matter what
If I write of this state and am horrified
By the lack of anything inside.
My life is so boring, and I think that that’s
What brought me ultimately to this state
To this standstill frustration – I need be propelled
To some new conflict I will hate.
03/28/09

Save myself
I know I need to save myself
But I don’t know
What I can do
To plow on through
The fog that weighs me down.
Pulled apart
On all the sides
They rip apart
At my insides
Part of me hides,
The part that craves the sun,
But who instead gets trampled on.
I wait and seek
A revelation,
Miracle, a new sensation
Anything to lift and make me go.
I wait for it
Even though I know
It never comes by passively
It won’t fall on your head for free
You must do something; pay the price;
Too bad I sold myself for artifice
Sold my wanting for acceptance
Of defeat; I never really
Let go of what has held me.
I wasted time
And wasted bread
Could’ve fed it to myself instead
To make me grow up higher, higher
Than I thought to e’er aspire.
Hope for much
And do much more;
That should be what I’m living for.
Anyway, back to the story:
I looked for an open door
To run through and find something new
To help me, help me get back up
And forward march out of the blue.
Didn’t know what I could do
But then it started to flow through
From heart to hand
Without demand
Like issuing a silver stream

Of the exact words of what seemed
Was happening – and then it hit:
The logical next step; it fit
Completely; fire heat me
Once again I found a flame
To overcome me
Wake me up out of this mindless, standstill slump.
I knew action was up to me,
Despite no clue for what to do,
I knew it wouldn’t happen, and I must try endlessly,
And then it happened on its own
That the flow of Life helped me.
03/29/09

I Can’t Forget You
(an homage to the song by Cracker)
I can’t forget you,
I cannot forget
All that we had in common
And all that it meant.
I can’t let go of
The finality
I felt when it seemed
That you were for me.
We said such deep things!
We thought the same thoughts!
Played off each other so well,
There was nothing more I could want.
We gave it all meaning
(At least I did – in my head);
Exchanged so many glances;
Our hunger they fed.
“Us” was so special,
A world of two
Into which we’d escape
And just ourselves seclude.
(And do you see
The insanity

Of what we expect
And truly believe
Can happen? We try
To hold tight and close
What just passes through us and onward goes).
And I can’t forget you;
That’s just how it feels.
I’m stuck to the conviction
That what we had was so real.
I will never forget
What was so pure and true –
I will never forget
Any of you.
(Too bad there have been
So many of you).
April 11, 2009

I Could Love Anyone
I could love everyone,
Anyone and everyone
Anyone is right for me tonight.
Perhaps I’m very desperate;
I only want a kiss,
To fulfill the crazy notion
That the moment would be blissful.
Be careful: it’s a ledge
And you could jump at any time,
And forget from whence you came
While enamored by the sublime.
But I really could love anyone.
Tell me why each time it feels the same.
Each new face, the same old feelings
And the same discordant game.
April 11, 2009

I do not need anything;
Right now I don’t compare
The imaginary world outside
To the reality right here.
Nothing for me lies beyond
What I can sense and feel and see –
And this, my limitation,
Could be any and every.
What I need is nothing more,
For here I am content.
Found what I was looking for
And even though we’re separate,
The fact that it exists and that I knocked into its course
Is enough for me to know that what I want so much,
What I ache for all the time,
The only thing I want for me,
Is a possibility,
Is a reality I tasted –
And now I must let it go,
Because it’s just enough to know
That somewhere out there it’s lying
Waiting for – absolutely nothing.
So I thought that it was waiting for the moment to come ’round?
Ha! Wake up and smell the truth – it’s always there and never fades
It does not need the circumstances
Because it’s its own entity
And I’m the one below it
Grasping at it desperately.
Like a queen it sits and reigns,
Needing nothing from the rest,
Independent of their wants,
With itself, so content.
And look at my first paragraph;
Isn’t that just what I said?
It’s enough to touch upon it
And feel like I have been well fed.
I need nothing for right now
I do not seek – I don’t seek
Nothing to find,
And nothing to need.
And nothing to write
And nothing to say
But – nothing at all.
It all comes by my way.
04-11 2009

On a String
I’m pulled along by a string
Or a million,
Every which way; I don’t have my own say.
So quick takes effect every tug ’round my neck.
I’m ready to change course so suddenly.
All my senses today have gone mad;
Catapult me up twenty feet in my own head;
Every whip of a fly, every minute gone by,
To all of the tiniest stimuli,
Watch the clock, watch it tick-tock my life away.
In anxious anxiety, await the next gunshot –
How does each tiny thing so easily sway?
Every look that I got, and every one I did not;
The slightest fluctuation: an expectation shot.
Part of me is not as insane as the rest of me,
Like an anchor keeps me grounded to the facts of reality
While my senses, the ship, get tossed by the sea,
Carried this way and that, and on some days,
Like today, so mighty are all those waves.
And the pain is the pull on the chain.
And the one tiny part that’s not fully insane,
The eye that just sees and does not deny
Or construe, but holds to what it knows is true,
That is my anchor to the ground,
Tells me not to hold hope in the waves around –
For they glitter so beautifully under the light,
But there are so many, and they pull with such might,
And I chase what has already died.
The sober state of mind:
A different face on either side.
I know I cannot hope,
But neither do I worry
That my wants I’ll never find,
With my chances won’t collide
Or of chances be deprived
By the glorious passed by.
4-11-2009

Go On Your Own Way
No matter what they say
Go on your own way.
No matter what they do
You must follow through
Even if the path they take lies diametrically
In opposition to your own impulse of theirs you must be free.
Do not chase after
To keep the bond.
Let it go
And turn around.
Go on your own way
Forget yesterday
For it keeps pulling you back to just the same place
You’ve been at so long
Many times come to know
It holds nothing for you; you know you must go.
No matter how it seems, it’s a mirage, a dream
That can never be
Your reality.
Your mind sees the distance
But does not bring it here
To see that up close, the distant stars disappear.
You leave them to theirs
And no matter where they all go
You go on your own
Travel onward alone.
And though that may not be pleasant, the truth, I’m afraid:
Your own will must be the last thing you trade.
Forget the world, forget his face,
Stop trying to match yours with his pace.
If you wind your way against its grain
You’ll follow always, but never gain
Your wish. But if you let it go,
Turn your back to it, and go on your own
One day it may bring you straight to your wish
From an angle you hadn’t thought could exist.
Only if you decide this is how you must be.
Go on your own way
And of others be free.
April 26, 2009

Hunger
I feel the hunger; it can’t be ignored,
A constant yearning that pulls me forward.
It gnaws inside, a want so raw,
No goal in mind but to placate the gnaw.
No object it craves; just to satiate.
Raw as can be; no identity.
Food and sugar fail to abate;
Books and T.V. are so empty.
They fail to still
The hunger for
That something glorious
That something more
That’s out of this world in a far-off place;
Run forever to catch it, to chase.
Hunger is chasing what doesn’t exist.
But this hunger believes that it might be filled
If it finds the other half of me –
That yearns likewise to embrace hungrily.
Hunger, hunger – what do I do?
You gnaw but I can’t be free of you!
Drive me crazy; dangle ’fore
My eyes, my grasp, what I’d adore.
I hunger for something of magic;
I hunger for all I’ve imagined.
I hunger for what cannot exist.
I hunger for what I miss.
April 26, 2009

One Way Feeling
I don’t know what it is
That makes me see in all your moves, magnificence.
I don’t know how you are any different
From the others, but in them I do not see
Anything of speciality.
And it’s not true,
Not an objective view.
But still it’s there;
I can’t deny
The lightening powder that fogs up my mind….
But if I’m fair
It can’t be
That in yourself there lies a certain specialty,
A diamond key –
It must be just me.
I don’t know why I don’t care
About another as I do about everything you do,
Why I don’t see the magic in their every tiny move,
But why for you, I do.
What is it that hooks me and pulls me along?
For outwardly you know we’re all of us the same.
Is that just what happens when you knock too close
And can’t forget the feeling though it only happened once?
How does it happen?
Did I just take a hit?
If I’d never stood so close to you,
Nothing would’ve happened, would it?
How does it happen?
Is it just pheromones?
Accidentally collide and accidentally on we go.
How can it be, that it’s a world for me,
But to you, a parallel reality that you never can see?
How it all depends on the space between our hands;
The farther apart, the less I feel your presence.
But when we come close together, I cannot deny,
No matter who are you, and no matter who am I….

Is it the real thing?
Is there something real?
How can this be something that I alone feel?
Now every day I’m reeling
From this one-way feeling.
What is it that makes me want to be just like you?
Why do I want to do all that you do, and with you?
Why can’t I come close or pull away at will?
Why does it never seem to be mutual?
Did I take a hit of you, and now I want more?
I took a hit of my own wishes; now they lie in yours.
With lessening distance, I fall under your spell:
Up close to me you are a bottomless well,
From far away just another empty shell –
One I don’t know anymore.
From my perspective, you and I,
Both of us lead double lives.
One that’s unspoken, between us two,
And one in the world, where you are “you”,
And I am “I”; I play my game,
And meanwhile you go on your way.
The sum of love, of sex, whatever,
It happens like this, not another way, ever:
When we’re together I know you then;
Then we pull apart and are strangers again.
All that was, now gone with time,
The storm remaining but in mind;
It leaves no trace
And the pool lies still
Once more, just like before.
April 30, 2009

About Nothing

We’ll see what’s down this road,
Never been down it before.
Clear off the layers piled,
Let me start it all over.
It’s so tempting to escape
The shell, the mold, I myself made.
Dissatisfied with me
As I made for all to see;
Don’t think she’s even real
But the vision’s probably
Exactly who I turn out to be,
And the truth I just don’t care to see,
So I feel like there is someone else behind –
But there’s emptiness and no one left to find.
Let’s drop it all away;
Yesterday was just a dream.
Nothing from yesterday
Stands before the mirror here.
All that happened – in the void
I see a lonely road ahead of me,
But it makes me forget
The weight of the yesterdays still trapped in my head.
Why not do what I’d never thought I’d do before?
I am not my past, nor is there much for me in store.
I don’t know what I’m saying to you;
It’s coming out just like it needs to.
Clear out your mind of all you know and be free.
You’re no one; stop building yourself up to be
“Someone”; at some point the layers get too many.
So we can start afresh, repeat it all again
Until the next time we must shed.
May 02, 2009

A Happy Poem
Yesterday I was so worked up,
But now I feel just fine.
I took the poison out of my head,
Found solace to be mine.
Stressed over one thing,
I followed my heart,
My feeling, it led me right;
If by “right” is meant to be “comfortable”
Then I possess a very clear sight!
Now I can write this story;
Now I just sit here and smile.
The less I worry, the better I fare
Trusting that deep down I do really care.
Down goes my worry and I cease to compare
My proper lot with their proper share.
And the strings do not ensnare.
Confidence rests when I rest my head,
Stop trying to hold on to every thread.
Letting it go and letting it flow
To work out every moment as it must so –
The world’s not so dumb as not to know
How to progress by itself without your hand
Pushing it where it thinks it should go –
That is the only remedy
For ones like me, to become free,
To feel unburdened and empty
In the most filled-up possible way.
And to those in my place, to you I say,
Worry will eat your strength away,
Cut your freedom down to four bare walls,
To left or right, to light or dark,
To either or and nothing more,
Until all aspects of your day
Become a chore, and you approach things before
They happen, that way –
Well then what’s the point?
The turns you take come without your say.
Stop planning and forcing your life away
Based on yesterday, while forgetting today.
Chains in your head keep your fire at bay;
The chains in your mind you can barely see –
Worry kills possibility.
May 12, 2009

For –
I know you, when I see the way you think inside;
I was once there, content inside the mire of mine.
But it gets old,
And it gets stale;
Swirling in your bath you never can prevail….
Are you afraid of becoming light?
Are you unwilling to let it all go
Because without the burdens you surely will find,
Besides their weight, you have nothing more?
Are you afraid of being empty?
What will you do when you lose those prized
Sweet burdens you hold onto so tight?
Without the down you think there’d be no up?
Weighed down by clouds that have drifted off so long behind,
You stay afraid of the coming light.
Are you scared that you might not be
The person you think you see,
That you’ve built up and covered over in stone?
Why hold it if it’s not your own?
When you are told to let it go and love yourself
Does your gut squirm and push away those words like death?
You blush when they preach to smile through your frown
Because it seems so fake when you feel so down.
But I know more than that: you’re embarrassed to love
And to laugh at what you could never give up.
But more than any, is how it pains to embrace
The truth etched so clearly upon your face.
May 13, 2009

The Downward Pull
Sometimes I feel like my life isn’t real,
To go against the grain,
Make your choice, endure the pain.
There was a plan hanging over my head,
You could smell it in the air:
“You’re supposed to go there.”
But without a doubt, the way I have gone
Did not accord with my old song,
There was no path I went along.
It wasn’t written in the script,
And I swear it felt a charade,
Like it was never even made
Like I made it on my own,
Pulled it all out of the void,
Less concrete than my night’s dream.
It has no firm quality
Except its tinged insanity.
Where I am now, feels like I should not be there
What I have made, feels like I pulled it from the air.
I look around, and it’s not how it’s supposed to be
There should be another me,
And she should be another way,
Living out a different day.
I could see her former path
Lying ’fore me oh so clear;
From the path how I did steer
Into God knows where.
There was an easier road so broad
To tumble down and placidly trod.
You do not see, but my reality
Stood there right before my eyes
With a million signs
Pointing to what must be;
The downward pull lured me
Just like it lures us all
To take the freefall
Into destiny.
May 26, 2009

Temporary Cure
How do you delude yourself today
To think your dreams will come your way?
Do you work hard? Do you run far?
Justifying everything you do for tomorrow?
What new silly games do you play
To keep the emptiness at bay?
The emptiness of right now and today.
Now you can’t look away.
I’m fine, I’m empty; but I still depend
Go out to get it every now and then.
Every desire is just me needing my fix
And it’s nothing more than a temporary cure.
Like sugar, sometimes it’s just a need.
All I take in is a part of my vital IV,
Nothing more than the drugs I must sometimes consume,
To stay alive…just to live out the tomorrow in my mind.
How do you pass the time? Which diversions hold you?
Do you ponder your past lives? Do you practice meditation?
Hoping to feel once again the thrill of elation?
It fills the void with a sugar so sweet,
But one thing about sugar: it burns up real quick.
And another helping will do the trick –
It’s then that you know that you’re its slave;
To feel elation just to feel is just another game,
Another drug with a prettier name,
Sounds like a better excuse
But it’s still only used
As porn for your soul.
How do you fill the void? What game are you playing?
Are you in love with someone? Are you seeking fame?
Are you rooting for your team as you sit and watch the game?
Got a million desires, all the same.
Get into a game to pass the time.
Immerse yourself, lose yourself, and you will feel fine,
Asleep to the truth, you’ll dream that you’re alive,
And blind to your reflection, you’ll seek out the divine,
The name you gave your special game that keeps you getting high,
Which you must periodically revisit to keep yourself alive.

We keep ourselves alive
To perpetuate our games.
Got one desire with a million names.
June 7, 2009

It never comes out like I wanted it to
Every word I say, every image I convey,
Each façade that I portray; to make it seem like I don’t care,
Like on me had no effect something that really shook my world.
But my inner life does not accord with a single word
I say; I guess I lie; guess I deny
And pretend it’s something different on the outside
Even though I know; yet I can’t help but fear it’s just a show
I make in my own mind.
And how do I pass
The gaping hole between Intent and Act?
Between intent and action
There lies a gaping hole
No bridge I build can cross it
It’s insurmountable
The inside and the outside
Have nothing of the same.
All my outward actions
Aren’t real, but of a game.
6-23-2009

I Won’t Find It
I won’t find it in you;
I won’t find it out my window
Looking for a different view.
Sometimes I drive around,
Desperate to find it
(While I know it can’t be found).
But I don’t find it in the mansions,
I don’t find it in the woods
(Except inside the mystery
That lies around the bend,
Where it goes on but I can’t see,
The beyond behind the last tree).
At first sight I jump up,
The excitement of a moment
Thinking wonder I have found;
But how quickly I come down.
I don’t find it in the mall;
It isn’t in the bright arrays
Of the colors and the patterns,
Of the rhinestones and the jewels;
The variety placates
But for moments far too few.
I don’t find it in my friends;
Even there I feel alone.
We talk about our separate worlds
As if we lived in one.
I won’t find it in good company,
For that is so temporary.
As soon as I leave it leaves me
Empty once again;
Barren with nobody else
As if my lifeline did depend
On holding onto them.
I won’t find it in romance,
Though that’s the most convincing lure.
It holds such promise in its end,
The promise of a cure
(And the promise of an end).
Through it I search inside each face,
Seeing what treasure lies in there,
And when I find a jewel so rare –
I just use it to compare!
Compare us two; me against you.
Either this trap, or all’s bland.
All seem sad and desperate,
Living out a chore, and waiting for what all wait for.
Romance lifts your heart so high;

That is its allure.
But into the void it flies
To leave you wanting more
(’Cause romance is a whore).
As do drugs, so does our “love”
(I put it in quotation marks
’Cause it’s not really love).
I won’t find it in my food,
Though often I crave sweets;
Get lifted by the flavor,
Though its stay is always brief
(But if the flavor lasted
You’d stop noticing its taste,
So there’s really no escape).
They say I’ll find it inside me,
But I have no clue what that means.
Inside myself I do not see
The wondrousness I seek.
All I know is that’s the way
To go; because there’s no way left.
Every path the world has offered
Led to a dead end
(And I suspect that this way has no end).
Perhaps my heart is hardened,
Perhaps I just deny,
And refusal to see makes me blind
To the treasure that’s inside.
I know I don’t need to change
Anything ’round me;
Via inner change it rearranges,
Not circumstantially.
…I find it in contention,
I find it in the ebb
Of the inner turmoil always ’round the bend.
Two sides of the same coin:
Tension and contentedness;
Contention for my soul.
I find it in my fantasies,
Sad though it may be.
I find it in the food I eat,
In books and in T.V.
When it’s enough to placate me,
I find it everywhere.
When it’s just the thing I need
I pull it right out of the air.
For some reason, at some time
Any thing will work just fine.
But even the next moment,

You know the coin may flip.
And nothing will placate my soul
Until the turmoil stills.
Is there a reason to seek out a cure
For the turmoil born in wanting more?
Wanting and being satisfied
Spring up from the same;
That which doesn’t have a name.
June 27, 2009

Traveler on the Road
Wherever I go, I leave no trace,
I’m only passing through this place.
For a while I do take part;
But in the end leave only footprints on your heart.
Your home is here, it seems to me;
I fell in accidentally,
Chanced to wander through your sphere;
I won’t for long stay here.
We collide like charges, me and you;
I’ll leave once you’ve transformed into
The next skin to envelop you;
Don’t worry – you transform me, too.
Soon I’ll leave, watch you recede,
Waving goodbye as the distance increases,
Watching you fade as onward I keep,
Soon, even in my memory.
I’m a traveler on the road,
Nowhere is my home,
And slowly I’m accepting that
I’ll travel on alone.

The story we’re cocooned in now, to me it feels so pure,
But I know we’re only in it so that we may change more.
And though I’d love to stop and say at last I’ve reached my home,
I sense the path does not end here, but continues to roam on.
Like music, I have disappeared
Into nowhere – was it even here?
Though no trace of it remains,
It’s left its mark in how you’re changed.
A phantom who is here yet not,
Does his work but leaves no spot.
Following the phantom’s footsteps, you may trace a line
That weaves throughout separate places, threading them with time.
I wish I could take one along
To walk with me as I walk on,
Never at an end –
I jump from book to book,
Some time in each I spend,
But in none I find my nook.
And if I may find someone,
To travel by my side, by the same internal guide,
Well, that would feel like home.
But I accept to go along this way,
Playing out the role assigned me in each place,
To go through what I need to,
Transforming constantly anew,
Carrying nothing with me between trips from here to there,
Relaxing all the iron grips I hold with out of fear.
We’ll have stories and adventures; but there’s no chance for permanence
With the villagers I meet along the way, in their abodes
Permanently settled; I can only hope to find,
With severed ties from all the world, another traveler on the road.
July 13, 2009

Slowly Coming to Acceptance…
You’re here to change me; and I’m here to change you;
For a time we will stay while the storm clouds brew,
Then we’ll part ways once the storm passes through,
And accept that it’s time for something new.
Don’t hang on; it isn’t wrong;
We sing, but we don’t write, the song.
You can’t drag someone else along
To face what’s yours to face alone.
Each one is his own entity,
Lives for himself, to become free
So that when he dies he’s severed ties,
Freed from the weight of all his lies,
An empty shell that yet is whole.
And so it’s true we’re all alone.
We all must face what’s ours to face;
In this involve nobody else;
No matter how you long to follow
Someone else’s path for fear
Of nevermore being to them near,
You must go to your next place.
While you live you never know
What trace your actions leave after you go.
You live as you are told to do
By the voice you learn to listen to,
The drum that beats, whose call you heed
Without being able to say why.
All you know is if you don’t, you’ll regret it ’til you die.
Maybe all we’re meant to do
Is to greet death well –
Can only get there is we follow
The line that drags us through our hell.
July 15, 2009

Keeping My Boat Afloat
Feeling so stupid, and so sentimental
I always fight inside to reclaim myself.
Something has stolen me, locked me inside,
And the spirit I had when younger has died
Not completely, but it is pushed down
In favor or taking the world in instead;
And what will happen once it truly is dead?
Where am I going? Do I want the right things?
Am I purposely leading myself to the brink?
It’s all in my head, which corrupts every smile,
Starts once again to measure my while
Against the standards of everyone else;
All I am is now put to the test.
And all I feel is that every day
I’m a little boat sailing along the vast bay,
Playing it safe in my little lagoon,
I enter the ocean, and get crushed so soon
By the waves; they’re against me, every one
And alone out there I see only the sun
Shining down on a barren sea
That seems to stretch onward to infinity;
No other boat like my own around
By which I could navigate where I should be bound.
Messages in bottles that someone once wrote,
Abandoned at sea as the boats all sink –
Of sinking I’m always on the brink –
Fighting to keep my boat afloat.
August 1, 2009

In the Light
In the light I see myself anew
Clean and empty through and through.
All of my yesterdays never existed;
I couldn’t hold onto them if I tried.
What crumbles now is the cast of my mind,
All the ways I’ve been are left behind,
And all of my thoughts, their webs of substance
Turn into mist inside my hands.
All that I knew in its time was true,
Vanquished now by the light that shines onto,
Not blaring but steady, not blinding but soft,
Not intoxicating, it holds me aloft
And carries me on into uncharted realms
Where my past mold has no place or need.
In the past there now lie only empty shells –
It never mattered, and never happened –
A glorious gift, from my own life freed.
Couldn’t even tell you last year’s tale.
I don’t remember it, but if I tried
To recapture its flavor it would be stale;
The goods in the basement have been liquefied.
Can’t resist this process and instead hold on,
It’s true all I’ve been and believed is gone.
I played in a story but now it’s done,
And the “me” that I played was really no one.
She was good for her time, like everything else,
But no longer do I need what’s just a shell.
More than you know of you is not the real you;
So much can be lost – but it’s not worth holding onto
For if it can be lost, then it can be replaced;
Even years of your life can be simply erased.
Almost all of yourself is only a shell.
What’s left is real, but it’s tempting to feel
Like you want to hold on to the makeup and clothes
That you think define you, but which really confine you.
In the light nothing can remain,
You crack a smile and the constructs fade,
You look back and it was just a charade,
You grasp onto air reaching for yesterday.
This morning I woke up and lay in the light
And I could not fight how it pulled me along.
I woke up and the maze was completely gone;
The hedges I’d placed my footing around
Were naught but shadows on the ground.
All this time playing to illusory rules,

And to know what I did I did not have to –
Well now all that I’ve done is completely undone!
What missteps on my own terrain –
In all I’ve done and all I’ve known
I was just circumventing shadows
Instead of walking freely along the vast plain.
August 3, 2009

I have an appetite that doesn’t consume,
A hunger inside for which nothing will do.
Every satisfaction for a time subdues,
But again it wakes up to gnaw.
I’m carrying a bomb that I need to drop,
Every nook of the world seems like such a good spot
But as I run around looking for it,
It doesn’t matter where, all in all.
08-05-2009

Corruptability
Corruptability’s my tendency.
What starts out as a smile turns 180 degrees.
And it will funnel down into a tunnel, getting worse and worse.
One side holds paranoia, the other holds remorse.
And I can’t help it
Something in me
Turns every smile into a dagger
Every promise every hug and every want
Becomes a chain, I am restrained.
And in my mind I feel like ripping out all my insides.
I have to run away because you stand too close to me.
It isn’t me – it’s my corruptability.
While it is far away it seems a pretty dream
But when I’m on the brink – oh how I start to think.
Every notion, every act – I must hold back, I must retract
’Cause I don’t know if I am right.
With all I do I always fight inside.
It makes me go out of my mind.
There’s something in me
And it turns everything around.
Don’t come so close to me, it’s too close to being reality.
I’d rather live in maybes and what ifs
’Cause I am safe up there;
’Cause they can’t touch me here;
’Cause I can go on believing what I want to believe,
Holding on to my worldview without threat of argument.
When I knock too close to the real my walls all get knocked down.
My convictions don’t fit in with all I see around me.
All that’s new seems horrible, it threatens to undo
The bases I have built up in me; how I think life should be.
“Will I myself betray?” becomes the question of the day.
“Will all that I believe die in the face of everybody else?”
Am I slipping into hell?
And if I am, will I even know?’
’Cause I could go on with a smile pretending it’s all fine.
Won’t even feel the burning; convince myself that it’s not real.
And all I am is being broken all apart.
Corruptability – the ability of my heart.
It sits there like a guard wilting every flower.
All that starts out wonderfully turns scary in an hour
So that I won’t be crushed by the inevitable let-down.
Won’t find the wondrousness I seek, and I don’t even want to try.
We’re only human, but that’s not good enough for my
Stupid web of high ideals – perhaps it’s time to take in what is real
And if I do this, will I lose
What is irreplaceable?

Trade innocence in favor of the world?
August 8, 2009

Rejection
I can’t lie, and I can’t deny
That I got rejected yet another time
And I sit here and I wonder why
It happened.
You came on to me so strong
And I got swept up and played along
And I didn’t hold back any of
My heart, again.
And I let myself hope for all the best
And how my logic did protest
But I put those trifles all to rest
’Cause I liked you.
And my affection was so pure for you
I thought I saw an angel inside you
But I saw just what I wanted to
It’s my mistake again.
Rejection, dejection, deflection,
Acceptance of defeat, and a failure of action.
It happened once again to me in just the same old way.
Attraction, rejection, dejection
In that order once again for me.
Oh rejection, I sit here with my own misery.
You said you thought that we could be really good friends.
I let that vision go straight to my head,
Now look how I have been misled
By the promise of what could be.
From all that you have told me
I doubt you’ll ever listen to my story,
Take the time and wait a while for me to bloom
Open your heart and make some room
For all the world that I could show you;
It’s so good to see another view.

But instead we go down the same line,
Further away from each other with time.
Can you suddenly turn around and start a brand new life?
I don’t think I could either; at least not without your lead.
We knocked together – but I guess it’s temporary.
I can’t lie and I can’t deny
That all I did was lie and deny
Put up a front before you and hide
What I really hold inside.
And now you’ll never know
You’ll walk away thinking I’m forgettable
But if only you took the time
I think you would like the things you’d find.
Rejection, dejection, deflection,
Acceptance of defeat, and a failure of action,
It happened once again just like it did the time before.
Attraction, rejection, dejection
In that order once again
I do not know how or when
It ever will work out?
Oh, why did you ask me out and then walk away?
Good thing it didn’t get further than a play we didn’t play.
I said that I’d go out with you,
But then you never followed through.
And why oh why did you then flirt with me?
Was I a comfort for your misery?
And was that all you really needed me here for?
Why did you say we’d be so good together
And then change your mind like they change the weather
Forecast on that website we looked through?
Was I a little pick-me-up for you?
I know I don’t understand what’s really going on in your head.
I am no fool – I know that you’ve found someone else.
And is she everything you want in a girl?
Does she make your heart sing?
Does she make you feel good inside?
’Cause that I think’s the only thing
That you can ever really judge by.
I embrace it: rejection.
I got rejected again.
I don’t know why
Maybe I didn’t act in time
Maybe I acted like I did not care

But I love your walk and I love your stare
And I like the way you do all you do
I only wanted to get close to you.
There are things about you that I could never accept
But they didn’t matter anymore
When I decided I liked you anyway
Behind your personality –
I like so much the things you really are.
Not what you wear, your car, your habits –
Maybe our lives just cannot fit
And maybe that’s why you gave up on me,
’Cause I don’t like to smoke, and I don’t party.
I guess it’s for the best.
And I guess you don’t feel the irresistible urge to contact me,
So why should I be bound to you if you spare not a backthought for me?
We were standing on the brink
But then I started to think, and then I got scared,
And by the time I had calmed down you had moved on
You move so fast – in a day the connection was gone.
All I wanted to do was get close to you,
See the world from your own view
And give you mine so that you may know
There’s always another way to go.
All you have is what I do not.
And I know I hold what you once sought,
I’m the part of you that you have forgot
And you are the half of the world I know not.
We could break each other apart,
Shatter each other’s lies and become
Someone new, see the whole world through
Each other ’til we no longer know who is who
And that would be real; we’d become real
No longer be the shells we’ve been
We’ll cancel out like water and flame
If only you could see past your game –
Drop your standards, your society,
Your mental constructs of what should be.
I’m not who you would like to see,
Be seen with – how embarrassing!
You need a hottie with some bling,
A cigarette, and experience,
Weed in her pocket and a minidress,
And if you can’t see that’s worth maybe a cent,
Hope you don’t settle down, only rent.

And if you’d still prefer an empty guise,
Then experience hasn’t made you wise.
Emotions change, fade like our clothes
Here today – tomorrow, who knows?
Now living only in yesterday.
I reach back to grab what’s faded away.
I only wanted to get close to you
See the world the way you do
Know that neither my bubble nor yours is true
And reality lies somewhere in between,
In the fun we poke at each other’s scene,
In how silly before you all I do seems,
In how it vaporized my childish dreams
That clung on like leaves – but it’s soon to be Fall,
And you – let yourself be stripped of all
The cobwebs and old trends you carry that hinder
Your view with a lens that acts like a filter
But the world is all here and it’s all real –
Can’t pick and choose what’s yours to feel
Shouldn’t make my mistake to conceal
And suffer for being inept to reveal
What I hold as true, and what I think of you
And the chance I see waiting between us two
So high dangling over our heads – to grasp
It there’s a one percent chance – 99 we’ll fall flat
To calamity – but the magic I see
Dangles airborne ahead invisibly.
August 24, 2009

Oh My God
I lie with my eyes open wide awake
Going up and down with each breath I take
From emotional highs to mental doubts
Each time I “know” I’ve got it figured out.
I truly am an emotional whore,
I put you through it though I know
When we come to the brink I’ll say no once more
And leave you writhing on the floor.
Once again I’m so unsure.
The reality smacks me and I can’t ignore
The differences that divide you and me;
In the world we aren’t meant to be.
For all the attraction that might draw us near
You’re still in yours, and I’m still in my sphere
And I lie with my eyes open flooded with fear
Just knowing the facts that I fail to see,
Ignoring the harsh truths that are sure to hit me;
Why don’t I value myself as I should?
You’re bad for me; yet to myself I’m no good.
Can’t face the truths about you, but I need to,
Everyone finds someone’s neck to sit on;
God my emotions are so misleading!
For them a whole storm I am entreating.
Will I ever be able to break free,
Will I push myself deep into a trap?
What if it goes too far, too deep?
On my head a level grip I can’t keep.
I swear they all think I’m so levelheaded
But fear drives me crazy and I always let it.
My heart is so open – it’s called stupidity.
And I fear what everyone will think of me.
God it’s so hard; why must I be put through this?
Keep the hurdles away, ’cause ignorance is bliss.
I know the truth, know it deep inside
And oh my God what if to myself I lie
And then go along pretending for life?
Where there doesn’t need to be, I create strife.
I’m such an idiot, the worst I know –
No clue of my own worth, that if I make a move
I could get all I want, it could change and improve,
Oh how I dread how these things will go.
Too late to take back all that I said;
I tried to be honest – and look where it led!
A grave before I’ve even made my bed
For the night – and the knot in my chest don’t feel right.
Hide the dirt, I want only pure;
Just a drop of poison spoils a glass of wine.

I could take yours and I’m open to that –
Are you just as willing to take all of mine?
Oh my God – please hold my sanity
I swam far out to sea, now I reel in
And cling to my pole, feeling more in control.
Too late – I already did what I did
Now I must play further and be unafraid
To act as I must for my benefit
And always remember what fortune I’m worth –
God it feels stupid to talk like that
But if I don’t I’ll wind up crushed and on sat.
Like the shit someone stepped in, the slime out they spat
Goddammit you know I’m worth more than that!
August 27, 2009
Untitled
Stop talking to me, you keep spinning my head
I have no opinions of my own.
I don’t feel like playing the game:
Maybe I’m not a very good girl.
So many standards and ways to be
Too many windows through which I could see;
Comfort never yielded good poetry;
Stop criticizing all that I see in me.
Words said, moments past,
Emotions you know they change in a flash
I try to freeze it to take a breath
But certainty is certain death.
I want nothing more than to knock myself out
Go numb to my mind and go about blind
Just do what I do, not a thought given to
If I’m right or wrong, what I could’ve differently done.
Be my common sense for me;
Picture myself in a year –
But you’ve never been attracted like this –
I have no respect for myself
I have no true love for myself,
Love which will give me the very best;
The good chairs, I give them to all the rest
And myself take the stool
’Cause I’m that kind of fool.
What to trust, by what to go;
The more I learn, the less I know.
The more I live, the less direction;
Steer me, steer me, my affection.
August 28, 2009

A Little Here, A Little There
A little bit here and a little bit there
A drop of humor, a moment of fear
An analysis long but then throw it away
Blanken my mind to keep thoughts at bay
A sec of security, then an hour of doubt
Little signs everywhere turn me all about
Self-disparagement, then indignance,
Each minute steal a backward glance
Chase like a puppy, then to chase I’m affronted
Never could really pinpoint what it was I wanted.
Minutes of poetry to spill the crap out;
Feels like a solution, but it’s roundabout
Feels good to calm down but the problem’s still there
I never fix it, I just quiet’n the fear.
And I know I never do my fair share
In the game – I stand still and I wait
I’ve got a sharp hook but I put on no bait
I don’t wave it around – that’s for you to do.
Um, what, you expect me to dance for you?
Sneer! Tough luck, fish, go on your way
A big one will swim by me, and he’ll say,
“Well I see no bait but that sure’s a fine hook!”
I want a fish who can see my face clear through the brook!
No, I’m not unrealistic – you’re just materialistic!
And when I have to try goes my ego ballistic!
I never did try, just let you swim by
Forgetting we all get pulled ’long with the tide.
And if you want it grab it – but if you don’t, don’t cry.
It never happened, and I wonder why.
Snap out of it, girl! You could have the best!
Wake up do your makeup to chance leave the rest.
How my machinery does protest
When I try turning the gears the other way.
August 28, 2009,

Love-Hungry
No, this is not how it all should go
The truth of it all sitting at the soul
Is that I want love, to be cared for,
To be desired, be adored,
Be admired, treasured, prized,
Look infinite through one man’s eyes,
And to feel this in return,
All you give me, I will return
I will take yours and you take mine
Without protest, lose yourself and we’ll bind.
I’m starving for love and because of that
I’d settle for whatever scraps I can get.
And that’s the truth at the heart of the matter;
My quest fueled this whole encounter.
August 29,2009

Oblivious
I can’t believe the things I say,
I can’t believe the things I do,
I’m numb to all their impact,
I just take a mental shot
And shoot like a ballistic missile,
Giving not a thought.
I don’t feel my impact, it does not exist for me.
I let the bombs go off and walk right by the casualties,
Go blind to my destruction, ’cause I don’t feel a thing.
Cut my head off of my shoulders, and I’m capable of anything.
I remain naïve and myself I do not feel
The emotions that I cause in all of their exquisiteness.
I just roll along, singing la-dee-da-dee-da,
Tense myself, let the gust blow past and cut it off.
How can this come so easy
To take no responsibility?
Continue to laugh as if I never lived a yesterday.
The feelings fall right off of me as I just go along my way,
Oblivious to what I caused in their imagination.
How the tables turn; never thought I’d be the one to burn.
And I retreat into myself and feel not the sensation;
I feel another happiness, my own contrived elation.
And I am too uncomfortable to bridge our separation,
I’d much rather forget the game ’cause I thought it was just that.
Turns out I am a mental whore; and here you thought I was so pure.
But I could easily forget the chance ’cause it is too much strain
To deal inside the mess I made when I did not refrain.
And now I continue to play, though I don’t want you anymore.
Summer lovin’, gone so fast; you just met another whore.
I would rather forget it and suffer the loss
Of the chance I thought last week would only come around once.
But now, you know what? I don’t even care anymore!
I’ve forgotten your face like an oblivious whore!
September 5, 2009

Constructs, Constructs, Constructs
I walk around shadows and hide in the folds
All that I feel inside I hold
I pretend I don’t care even though I do
But I never know how to show warmth to you
Who gets under my skin and makes me trip
You know I can’t bear to loosen my grip
When you make me feel I might lose myself
And get lost inside your own essence
I worry that I have lost all my good sense
I worry, and worry, seeing all it at once
Avoid the mistake to avoid being the dunce
Which just makes me a fool
And I stay on the edge, on the defensive, in case I turn out to be somebody’s tool.
Before the hits strike I raise my shield
Before the sun shines in I’ve raised my shades
And a constantly misaimed sword I wield
Hurling it not where I meant it to go
And then I say “oh well” once I go “uh oh”.
I walk around shadows
I hide what I want
I hide what I feel
And pretend like I don’t
I pretend not to care
And I act unaffected
One normal would acknowledge a storm that passed through
But I say, “what? Were there winds that blew?
What goings-on are fazing you?
I have no clue!” But in truth I do;
It’s laughable what I put myself through
And after all these years I cannot find
A valid reason for my self-treason
There’s no reason why
I should keep up the constructs and walls and continue to deny
For the public eye
To stay nice and dry
By the heat of my hell
Of my own device
’Cause I act so nice
Though half the time I smile I mean to scowl
How much of my nature do you gather now?
Not so nice! It’s all pretend
For what end? Oh I forget!
’Cause I never knew,
Just kept plowing through
Hurdles I did not need to

And instead of taking them around
I bypass shadows on the ground.
September 22, 2009

It starts up top
And falls through a jungle onto below,
Over a maze that it covers like snow
Brick by brick
A wall so thick
That to dismantle it is impossible.
In the city,
The trains only go one way,
The clocks only tick one way
As we run along in their wake.
It falls from above down onto below
Into the shape of the cup we hold
You’ll never see the snow fall just as snow
But always taking a mold.
09-25-2009

The Dive
What what what what what am I doing?
Knots in my chest.
Making the wrong moves
Every step.
Every step
Not what I wanted to do.
Feels like pulling my skin
’Gainst my body’s moves.
I try and I try – but I don’t know why.
Already I’ve become a slave to the tide
And I haven’t yet dove in!
Can you imagine
What will happen once I am inside?
Your only chance to save yourself
Is before you’ve taken the dive.
But once you’re in – let’s roll
You’re a passenger
In a car – where it goes
Is beyond your control
Can you feel the tension eat away?
Constant unease in the day-to-day,
And it gives no rest; how you are repressed!
About to burst open any second
From this constant pressure in your heart;
The one time you heeded the beckon….
I watch all of the things I do
And think to myself, “this can’t be you!”
“What are you doing!?” Why do I run
Headlong towards the pointed gun?
The waiting trap, the finite rut;
Feel the knot inside my gut.
Says turn around
Before you drown.
This isn’t real, and it’s not your dream!
So why do you settle for a life you don’t feel
Is yours to have – you know what you want!
But you can’t get it ’cause there’s a wall in front
That stops you from ever saying what you
Can’t feel how strongly you feel is true!
And what is here but the scraps of a mess?
You know you’re a mere convenience,
Alleviation for the stress,
A future doll but to undress,
And not a “you”, not someone to
Be lifted up towards higher view;

No he will never exalt you.
So if you want to stay pushed down,
As life goes on trampled harder into the ground,
Then hang ’round ’cause you’re almost here
At the point where the border becomes a blur,
And you look back in a while to find
You’re crossed the line
That you didn’t notice ’cause you denied
What you’re feeling now, the tension and strain,
Inner calamity that drives you insane
With its constant pull and constant pain,
Torn apart, and it eats you alive;
It’s scary to see
That a part of me let’s myself be resigned
To “destiny”, to a dreamless future, and not “what could be”,
What I feel’s for me;
This part just gives in
To let myself be controlled by the pull of the tide,
And just take the dive.
September 25, 2009

Don’t Think Twice
Don’t think twice as you make your moves
Carry on forward, for the rut awaits
The moment you lag, it will swallow up you
’Fore you know it you’re stagnant and can’t continue.
Don’t think twice as you go through your day
Swirling inside your sweat is at bay
You could fall and sink into that old, depressed way
But instead carrying on is the remedy.
The only cure is to not look back,
To not sit still, to never let yourself lag.
Don’t fall in, because when you’re inside
All the time you spend becomes wasted time.
For ones like me, it’s not so easy;
Push ourselves constantly ’cause we’re empty on yearning
And death is always around the bend
The kind of death that shuts your eyes and makes of you a shell
Drags you down to listless hell.
October 03, 2009

Forks in the Road
Forks in the road don’t steer left or right;
They kick you down or propel you up.
And they always signal an internal fight,
But it’s still your choice just the same.
But I know which choice we take more often,
’Cause too often we’re blind to the other that’s there.
An impossible staircase you must jump for
To reach where it sits in the air;
Never what you imagine is there.
It seems so absurd, but you know you can be
Any other way – that moment is the one you break free.
But I don’t say this like girls say to “follow your heart”;
Know that beast, he’s nothing more than a tart.
What I mean is, you could be somebody new
When you throw out the world from your worldview.
Because every road has two directions,
And it takes effort to turn the other way.
Change your image – in a day you could be someone else truly,
Though it’s just what they see.
Nothing remains standing permanently.
You feel so alone, and so insane
Watching it all as you waver between,
Another day wanting none of that scene.
Forks in the road come up to my face,
Knock into me and force me one or another way.
Each time I feel myself long to escape,
’Til a choice is made and I go on my way,
Fine for a while, fine for a time
Until unexpectedly I repeat this rhyme.
And the further I go, the more I’m alone
On my own with no hope for someone
To be by my side; who could I ever show
The decision behind the me the world knows?
Truly everyone’s burdened by some kind of mask;
And me? More so than anybody.
I see what I do, then think “I didn’t mean to!”
I am shocked; but the clock just keeps on ticking
In its clockwise direction while myself I keep tricking
With a comfortable story and complacency,
And a view that’s pleasant, but far from reality.
’Til I hit that moment when it breaks and what lies
Behind it becomes all too clear to my eyes.

Compare myself too often to you,
To their lives, to tomorrow, to what I could do
And my deepest fear, I will tell you
Is that my whole life will pass me by;
All of them always say, don’t let it happen that way
They say, forget your cares and throw them away
For a night; but each time it makes me fight;
I see Venus in the sky alight,
So far away, and God it’s so bright!
I fly away, my cares I let
Stay uncared for on the home I left;
To the distant new as I fly so free
They thin out and fall behind lightly.
Looking back at the Earth from afar I see,
God does it sparkle beautifully!
But I know what’s there:
Behind the shine lies the substance I built over years.
Here’s nothing of mine but a memory
Of flying free to a world that is empty of mine.
October 08, 2009

Inspiration
You can say it to me over
And over but I don’t care;
I don’t believe it’s love.
Love, if it is true needs no words;
Just listen what I tell you
And say nothing yourself.
There’s more love born in a step the other way
Than in a million hearts, all the “I love you”s you can say.
And I don’t deal in false proclamations;
Love has more to do with effort than emotional sensations.
So many faces all around me,
They’re all the same, personality
So vibrant, yet so far away
Don’t we all look like pinpricks
Jutting out above the ground
A millimeter up, just like everyone around.
I don’t want to be pulled by your string;
Should I just quit this thing
And cut you off for good?
If I’m already writing of our ending,
And I know I’m just pretending,
Maybe then I should.
’Cause I see so much bullshit all around me
Hear so many words but inside they’re all empty,
Wading through the mire but it touches my skin –
Should I, should I, should I give in?
To the pull….
Drop it all away
The images that I created
Hold on to my name
And play my familiar game
That I fall into so easily;
I trade something ’cause nothing’s free –
But I forget this rule
And in the end end up the fool.
Love is an illusion tied to coordinated flirting.
Right time, right smile, right words, you’ve got yourself a brand new dream.
But in one way or another you are overcome by hurting

Hooked your line onto his string
And now to follow you’ll do anything.
November 3, 2009

Probe
Halloween came and went this year
I didn’t have time to stop and savor
The moment as I ran by it in fear
Of missing out on something good.
Why I do always feel constant unease
Churning like worms crawling through my gut?
Always I never know what to believe –
There’s this tiny feeling I can’t help but perceive,
It is real or an illusion I weave?
Is there a path that “feels right” to you?
Or does the cold hard world ignore what feels true?
So much pressure from what they expect you to do;
And how much does it matter what everyone judges?
Each man, his each step he halfheartedly trudges
Along, his head turned towards the source of a song:
Just a lure to ignore, or a dream to chase?
Follows you like a shadow until you face –
Honestly I do not know if I’m honest;
I could be your every dream;
Why do I keep wondering
If I’m missing out on my true desire?,
Which seems unlikely to ever transpire.
Burdens and doubts turn my mind about constantly,
So much unease, I’m on the verge
Of lulling myself to just appease;
So many problems spit out through the fountain
And run down my arms all around; they surround me;
And nobody seems to have it down perfectly;
Everyone judges, but none are exempt
From being tied by the strings of the patterns they kept,
Couldn’t break out of the mold – yet I
Live my life without realizing one day I’ll die –
And how do I spend my precious time?
Fighting to keep it all inside
And thinking I face it by writing this rhyme.
I tell myself a lie right now: I’ll say it all before I die.
November 5, 2009

Run From Your Foundations
You built such a beautiful castle
Inside which you now dwell
Every detail is so intricate
And each hand-chosen shell
Is embedded with precision
Down to each minute detail;
It’s a beauty to behold
This structure glittering with gold.
The sunlight does it justice
In its shadows and its light
The interplay’s spectacular
And it stands out in the night
When the stars are but a backdrop
For the borderlines finite
That entertain invisibly
Stories spanning to infinity
Unfolding through the hidden spaces
You see with your imagination.
Bit by bit you built it onward
Molding what you so much wanted
Now you live inside it
Not apart from castle’s walls.
It’s slavery wrapped inside beauty
He’d never break apart now, would he?
Who would leave behind the world
To just disprove its iron hold?
Immersed inside of the precision
You blur the borders from your vision
Remember how it came to be
Each speck triggers a memory
How slowly day by day it grew
Each memory’s bound straight to you
And wraps you in your own sinew
Now find how painful to undo.
And as you build it ever higher
Stacking floor upon each floor
Winding staircases grow mazelike
And obscure the door.
Farther you go from the ground
Enamored by the dream you’re bound to
Forgetting the few faulty bricks
You used to start your palace
Way back when, ignored the cracks

That didn’t seem quite right
You decided to press on regardless.
Do you realize now at least?
No matter how strong the lure it’s
No fix to keep building turrets.
Regardless of how grand a sight
You’re building brick by brick upon
Loveliness to one day come undone.
November 7, 2009

The Fine Line
On the fine line, I always waver between
One side or the other – is either my scene?
And it’s never what is, but how it may seem.
In the doorway I stand and I waver between.
I think that I’m ugly, but then the coin flips
And the shields on my eyes are replaced and then I
See everything differently – the old world grips
No more; the same changes with a different eye.
Nothing has changed, but I stepped into
A new world without even having to move;
Veils apart, by your thoughts separated:
Conviction one: my world I created.
I find myself now always able to choose
How what I see and what happens to me
Can be viewed – but I never know what to pick
And I know, no matter what I say, it could be another way.
Should I settle on what feels pleasant today?
If you find yourself miserable, stuck, and misled
You don’t need comfort, you need a slap up the head.
It’s a fine line walking between your worlds
Doorways open at every turn
Into lands all so grand waiting to be explored
And to make you forget bout the other doors
And the doorway out, and the other doors
Leading to places just as alluring,
Just as convincing and equally real –
But still I face the same old problems
No matter what world I choose to be in
History repeats itself and I can’t seem to win.
So I don’t know what to tell myself –
Don’t quit on the game; you can’t get out
Until you get through; and that’s all it’s about.
Forget the line; you stuck in the knife;
Explorer by dreams, loser by life.
This poem did not end to my expectations;
I wanted to make myself seem really cool,
But look what I did, called myself a fool
And spat on my noble revelations.
November 14, 2009

In The Low
When you’re in the low, oh, things couldn’t look worse.
Looking for an exit as you repeat the same verse
Time and time over – won’t get out of your head;
Outside just a shell; inside seems you’ve died.
And while there you wonder what it’s for.
Someone tells you, you need to spend time here before
You start regrowing – but you don’t believe
’Cause from inside each moment you crave only to leave.
From outside the low’s pain you cannot conceive
Even close to how it feels to be buried beneath
Every one of your failures, complexes, and fears
The hours alone, shattered’s been all you’ve known….
Even once you climb out (at last) you can’t recall
The exact measure and feel of the pain from the fall
And just how alone alone feels when you’re by yourself
And feel no connection to anyone else.
You wait and you wonder when it will all end,
From inside you think “this confers no benefit”
At the time – only years later you look back once more
And understand just what the low was for.
When you’re in the low – you’ll never believe it –
But it’s a chance to shatter all you don’t need.
You built up a layer of what doesn’t matter
And walk under it, buried, but just don’t see,
In the halcyon days when life flowed free
Without resistance, you only could be
The persona equated to the mask that you wore –
Who would take off a mask the whole world adores?
In the low you discover who you really are –
None of those words you attached – they’ve all gone
So if you think you’re clever, unique, or a superstar
Get ready to shatter the mirrors and walk
All over the glass with your bare feet and sulk
’Cause you’re not who you thought you were, not even close,
You are no one – there’s nothing at all to you –
And you only reach that by going through
The low you so hate – heh, now don’t you
Realize just how hard it is to hold to
What you know you believe, as the gales blow through
And tempt you to let go and sink –
You are always on the brink
And all that matters is that you don’t let go.
The low is a drop to the bowels of existence
But it’s also the biggest possible chance

To break out of your life and do something – anything –
Totally pure; beyond circumstance
Is the kind of man you will become,
Above the limits that contend some –
And you’ll see – if you make it – the low sets you free –
Eventually you become a ghost.
November 17, 2009

Wait For Your Own Love Story
Stay out of their story and wait for your own
For your one great love – maybe one day it’ll play
Out from birth to rebirth, from bud to full bloom,
And you’ll cherish each moment with a heart that’s full.
For now part of you’s here, another piece elsewhere,
Dragging along after the stardust trail
Of two lovers inside a closed bubble, so you
Turn away, don’t feel pain ’cause you long for the same.
But it came to me once – and I just pushed it away.
Fear overwhelmed me and I cut off its head
Gave it a quick death, kept the procession at bay
And hid in my cave, peeking out every now and then.
Stop wondering all the time, when, when, when.
Wait for your own story to engulf and begin.
11/17/09

The Hand of Fate
The hand of fate steps in to play
And dangles before me what I so crave
Then laughingly whisks it back away
And I run after the prize like I’m its slave,
Hanging on to the afterglow,
Thinking I must do all I can
To get back what I’m scared won’t come back tomorrow:
I’ve fallen into a familiar trap again.
November 23, 2009

Around You
I truly don’t know if I’m free or staged
I don’t know which I am with you.
No matter what I do it feels like a play
And also no matter with who.
I want to feel real, but I only ever feel
That way when I am alone.
And I know for sure, I don’t want to spend
My whole life being on my own.
I almost worry that for me it’s too late
That I’ve digressed too far
Hated myself so much that I
Rejected me and who you see
Is only a forced contrivance –
But can that ever really be true?
Can you ever not be you?
I always feel tense and I feel no connection
To the one who’s next to me
Whoever they may be
There’s a wall that sits in between
Because I never really know what to say
And to keep the awkwardness at bay
I make some stupid joke.
I’m either wholly joking, or far too serious
There seems to be no in-between
Looking into these trifles is making me delirious
And seeing my own face in the crowd makes me run
Back to the safety of my dreams
Where it’s natural and perfect between us it seems –
But when life plays out it fails to be true
And do you think I’m crazy to think I like you?
December 5, 2009

Accidents on the Breeze
I wish for so much
That I don’t have right now
I build it all inside my mind
But it escapes my reach somehow
Oh, oh, as the vines swing back
And forth so constantly.
Thought I had it all –
It was so near –
But then it swung the other way.
We’re all accidents on the breeze
In a world of almost here’s
Say we’re searching for our way
But we let the breeze switch us each minute
We think we have control
But we only let it roll us where it will,
Thrill after thrill,
And then one – fine – day –
We die.
Life is an accident on the breeze
A trip among the vines that swing rapidly
Nothing is free
Nothing is set in this jungle where we get
Swayed endlessly.
I still want all the things I keep on coming back to
I still feel just the same when I’m too long near you….
The winds blow through between us
But somehow I always see this –
It pains like a spear that cuts through like a needle
Reminding me of that same thing I always feel when
You and I meet eye to eye
It thrills my heart and I can’t deny
No matter how little time we’re together
I don’t look for it but it hits me whenever
It’s me and you
Just for a minute or two
So golden – now we’re here let’s breathe –
But the wind picks up just as I got settled
Into my home where I feel it’s right.
Is it just me or do you see this?
Let’s tell each other and it’ll be alright.

Accidents happen upon the breeze
But maybe there’s something that stands permanently?
I know we’re destined for this lifestyle
Knock together time to time for a little while
And we remember what we saw inside each other
But the weather changed and 10 years later you’re a stranger….
Oh – don’t let that happen, please
Don’t let your life be an accident on the breeze
I’m here for you
Too quiet – it’s true
But maybe one day soon I’ll tell you
How you make me feel
No matter what
Stands blocking up the view.
I’ll grit my teeth and continue
’Cause that’s really all that I can do
To set myself free,
Keep myself from being an accident on the breeze.
December 11, 2009

Perceptions
Not everything’s explicit;
There are realities unsaid
And though they’re given such few words
Are just as well wordlessly felt.
They live on in the undercurrents
Trapped beneath the show
Sometimes seen, but in little signs
And despite our words we all do know
That what is true can’t be erased;
Try and bury it or turn away;
Try to trample over the path that pulls
Oh, I don’t believe the words falling from your lips
Because I know what you do fear
And I know you will try to stop the waves
But the forces you attempt to control via charade
Are beyond you or I; and you can fruitlessly try.
Many times over and over I see it,
But I stay quiet ’cause I’m too scared to believe it
Yet how many times have these perceptions been true?
I confuse myself, and in the end, all along I knew.
I do wonder if I made everything up –
In such little things can you see a whole world?
But it’s hard to keep straight when the view ever shifts
Though time to time I return
To something I was so sure was true –
But I lost my grip as the winds blew through.
Perceptions return and some can’t be erased
I laugh as you try to stop what we know will take place….
So what am I waiting for when I know the truth?
It’s almost as if there’s the door, and the key
I hold in my hand, but I simply don’t do it;
See the clouds have all cleared and my view is free
Now there’s nothing left but for me to do – no reason not to;
The path is free, and so am I
So here I come, acting on my
Perception and dragging it from underground
To the surface, to its rightful place
Knowing nothing can stop me, not threat nor fear,
Because the fluff has faded and left me clear
12-14-09

A,B,C,D
Driving faster than all the cars on my right
But I don’t notice as I look at the surrounding sights
What do I see? I see a word so bare
I see grass gone dead and a gray highway
A pale blue sky looking like it hasn’t seen the light of day.
I go from A to B just like from C to D,
Stuck in a routine of apathy.
I turn the radio off ’cause I can’t stand the song
I hear only silence as I drive along
In a vanilla-covered world asleep in the sun.
I’m in need of excitement – I need a spark
To get my mind out of a sleep so dark.
I go from B to C just like from D to A
Ever-turning in a stagnant decay.
I could stare at the wall for hours – to me
It’s the same as going to a party.
People talk but I have nothing to say;
I just listen to the conversations going by
And nod, okay; see, I can’t complain
I can make a joke and that’s the extent of my game
It stops there, I can’t care about the things that hook you.
Why so serious? It’s just passing through.
I feel bare as bones, and I hold nothing
Don’t react, don’t complain, don’t desire or explain.
Don’t tell me to have sex, get drunk, or the like –
It’s me that’s the problem, not the style of my life.
I go A, B, C, D and then back to A.
It’s all the same, it’s all the same
And I’m just waiting for something in me to change
Maybe a care, or maybe a fire,
Or maybe a strong enough desire….
People are different, can you understand?
For some reason to me everything tastes bland.
I’ll be honest: I’m too scared to address
The one big issue that gives me no rest:
And that’s love, a relationship, a boyfriend, a mate
I’ve put it off for so long that I’m scared it’s too late?
I blush as I write this and it’d be better if I could
Say it out loud, not just to myself.
You think I don’t care! But that isn’t true!
This is more important to me than grades, or school,
Or work, or appearance – or anything you could give a name!
I just pretend I’m indifferent, but it isn’t the same

To me – I see exactly as you see!
I’m not blind to what goes on around me, I’ve just
Pretended I’m above it – but, God, is that a lie!
I want a boyfriend, and I want to have my
Own story, own love – I’ve hit the nail on the head
It cost me a deep blush, but I’ve overcome some dread.
How can some people find it so easily?
But for me it’s a burden, a fear, a problem,
A troublesome issue that I can’t solve or act on.
Yeah, laugh – that would be the right thing to do,
And that’s what I would do if I heard me as you.
So you see, there’s the issue and it frustrates my core
I’m held back around the person whom I most adore!
And even though years have passed and I’ve done a horror to myself
By keeping it quiet – I thought it could fade
I thought I would be fine keeping up a charade
And what have I been complaining about all this time?
How fake am I! How I live a lie!
No kidding! Look what I did to my
Own desires – kept them bundled up inside
And never mentioned it, not a single time,
So how can I complain? Yet how can I ignore
What bothers me constantly? And what is more,
I overanalyze every moment
And this overworking swings me back and forth.
I give up – but I can’t – I just get swayed
There’s only one thing to do to stop playing this charade.
But where can I find the courage, and not feel it’s too late?
I have nothing to lose, no dignity;
I might get embarrassed, but at least I’ll get free.
And I keep saying this many a time,
And I keep writing so many a rhyme….
December 16, 2009

What must I do to keep my fire burning?
Don’t give in to the trifling storms
That depress you, regress you, and all-around threaten
The soul that should shine through each step you take
And the very worst thing is to feel beaten
Inside you can feign death or be ever awake.
12-16-2009

Distant Dream
You’ll always be a distant dream
Living in my fantasies
Trade an imaginary happily-ever-after for one that’s real
Forever with you with me.
I write your name into my phonebook
For the minor thrill of the way it would look
And I feel like I see the impossibility
Of you being more than my perfect dream.
I get my hopes up with substitutes
They fill the gnaw with happiness
That is nevertheless pure emptiness –
It releases dopamine just the same.
I’ll tell myself you’ll be only my dream
To come to terms with the actual goings-on
You liked me before but since then you’ve moved on
Not all are as crazily patient as I –
Hardly any could sit as idly by.
It’s my own fault; for my cowardice
What an amazing chance I did miss.
December 17, 2009

One of Those Things
It’s deeper than convention, far beyond your choice,
Something you can’t control and takes its rest inside your gut,
Buried in your instinct, given no true explanation,
Logic does not abide here, nor does fault, or shame, or blame.
You can’t deny it’s real, just like you can’t deny the color
Of your eyes, and it sits far removed from the surface’s game.
One of those things
That you can’t decide
You didn’t choose it to happen
But it can’t be denied
A connection that’s deeper than your bones
A reaction that you can never control.
Some things in life are just this way, and there’s nothing left to do
But accept and try to fit it in your plans
’Cause how we live our lives, and the visions we weave
In face of such a force, are shown to be so illusory.
When it knocks upon your door it cannot be refused
And you may find yourself a sudden unwilling host.
Your plans may disintegrate, and you may cry
But there’s no question of mercy on a level this high.
Oh it’s one of those things
That you can’t control;
Misguided to try for compromise
’Cause it’s no one’s fault and within no person’s will
To change the essence in a realm where your consciousness don’t dwell.
One of those things
There’s nothing you can do
Try to shine another light but it won’t change the view
Try to pray with all your might but it won’t change for you
’Cause it’s one of those things
You can’t explain
One of those things
Beyond you.
12/19/2009

Impromptu Musical
(Male part):
I like women, several dozen –
Two could be just fine –
But I’ll never stick around ’cause I’ll be late to catch the next breeze
So if a girl should try to catch our magic, freeze it
I pat her head so gently, laugh, and break her heart.
I do, admittedly I feel a little bad –
So many pure young souls that I have pinched a tad –
But when the dawn breaks, and the sun shines,
Adventures of my dreams leave my mind –
O! I forget all about my follies of the day before,
I had a girl, we had a tale, soon I will have a dozen more
For now I’m fine keeping up this lifestyle
They say one day I’ll want some company for more than a night
But I say on my own I am quite alright
And I can handle myself wherever my feet brake –
Yes I’m bad for a girl, but good enough for my own sake.
(Female part):
I’m just a young and idealistic girl –
You already know how this is gonna end –
I sit here waiting for my prince Charming,
He’s pure of mind and always ’round the bend.
I have no interest in flaunting what I got
I scorn the whorish girls who do do that instead
And smile complacently and stick to pretty
Thoughts that spin all day ’round in my head.
Look at me I am so idealistic
I don’t have a realistic bone in my body
One day I’ll fall prey to some bad, bad man
And then I’ll never be the same again.
I know my fate like I know the number line
I laugh at it myself ’cause I know I’m beyond help
The way I am – but every man I do decline.
The face of any man, it makes me want to puke
The thought of waking next to him, it makes me sick
You see, I am a spoiled and bratty princess
Waiting for the key
That will unlock the gates to romantic bliss for all eternity.
Let’s be a little wise and look at this objectively:
Prince Charming is a pansy and as sensitive as I
I’ll fight those sex offenders off all by myself
With my noble spirit – I do not need anyone else.
Oh in the world it’ll be quite hard –

I’ll get duped and tricked every other yard –
But I’ll gut it out.
12-28-2009

All Love Songs
All love songs demand
Something to be given to the singer at hand:
You owe me, you hurt me, you shattered my hopes,
Is what they all sing to their lovers like dopes.
All love songs are selfish;
Do they ever sing
Of the joy, independence, or freedom of their love-thing?
No, they sing of themselves, and the feeling they feel,
The hopes that they harbor, and lay at your heel.
Fulfill my desires, is what they all say;
If you didn’t I’m justified to walk away.
It’s a mask that expounds on your virtue and grace,
The triggered emotions evoked by your face –
Underneath that is selfishness, pure as a gem
That ever is fixed on what you owe them.
That’s why I hate love songs; I think that they’re fake.
Underneath each sits a hunger to slake,
Like a dog who devours what he can obtain,
Thinking always only of his own gain –
And a free-running soul for himself to take –
But most importantly, an illusion to break.
I’ll do that for you, call you out on your
Cheap tricks masked over by a love-sick sore.
And you may hate me, but I don’t care.
Enough of this bullshit – the flip of your hair,
The beckon in your eye, the thoughts you deny –
If love songs were paper I’d set them on fire
And show the world what I think with a big damn pyre.
12/31/2009

I’ve stood before the archway
And it makes light of my world.
The plans we sit preparing
And the daily stories told
Fade before the archway
That leads us far beyond
To drop the crude and vapored
And to know no limits’ hold.
Through the archway I can’t pass
Because you know there’s no return,
But standing right before it, staring
Outward to the stars,
You learn an openness
That there’s no other way to learn.
Many times I’ve reached the archway
And it’s real as stone and fern.
January 4, 2010

What I Love About Life
Some days, inside me things fall into place
And I couldn’t be higher if I were flying.
I get so filled up by everything;
Aren’t even bothered by my own constant lying
(For there can be no other way to speak).
I love driving fast and really feeling
My speed through my bones when I let tension go.
I love blasting emotion out of my heart
With every song I hear on the radio.
I like company and I like being alone;
I love being against the world in which I’m embedded;
I love thinking about the endless unknown,
Sometimes standing before it; but to enter, I dread it!
I love, given the chance, to talk to a stranger;
And I don’t like love, but I love feeling danger.
1/06/2010
Pattern
Had a talk with your image last night
You called me again in my dreams
And told me of your troubles, your troubled life;
I forget what we said but it satisfied me
To hear you again; I was wondering when

And if we might talk once more.
And though I acted the same,
Indifferent and lame,
As when I’m awake, I didn’t mean for
It to look like I was avoiding you,
But even in my dreams I follow the same old pattern
It’s difficult to show that I care for a stranger
Only slightly easier to tag along;
In my dreams we meet again and again
More quickly the barriers shift in that land
As we run around and run into each other
Say more to each other now that we have more time.
My dreams can free me; but in life I’m still me;
My soul feels well-fed as if with a remedy.
January 14, 2010

More Problems Explained

For some reason, whenever I’m near you, I just want to walk away
Though at the same time I long to stay and get closer.
I don’t know why but I end up retreating
And if I look at the situation from the outside, like an audience watching a play,
You’d never know that I feel this way from my actions
Which tend to be self-defeating; which all tend to conceal
Inside what I feel for you, and how perfect I think we’d be as us two.
I get discouraged because you show no interest;
I act kind of mean, but I think you’re the best.
I hope you have selective hearing to miss the little insulting remarks I address
To you, though I don’t mean to, I’m just too afraid to get close,
Though I really want to; what if you hate me? What if my transparency shows?
I’m so bad at showing affection to people I really care for,
But easily show it to those who don’t matter as much, who don’t touch me.
With them there is no feeling, and I act warmly like a child or a bit of a flirt
But if I do act so, it means it means nothing to me,
Backwards though the strategy be: trust me, if I avoid you
It’s because I like you all the more.
January 18, 2010

Even if we break up, I’ll be fine;
No matter what, I’ll always have myself –
But I remember now that you can’t own yourself,
So if we do end, I really will be left with nothing –
But then I always have nothing, even right now –
So what am I scared of losing?
And how can I ever lose, if nothing is mine to have?
January 24, 2010

Life is too short to think of possession,
Far too short to strive for perfection,
For an appealing scenario, to imitate,
For something that’s not “you” to emulate….
Life is far too short to worry over trifles,
Too short to be dominated by your complexes,
Too open for you to sit here closed off,
Too short to feel self-conscious for writing clichés,
Too quick to doubt your heart; don’t let it lie.
Life is over too suddenly to hang on to the past,
Can surprise you so quick and blast you out of your niche.
Life is too precious for you not to strive to do
What truly you want, and let your own fears stop you.
Now I will stop writing clichés that I don’t understand.
I just know – any moment, there’s so much I don’t know
Or see – I’m blind to possibility
And this blindness runs me into a corner for my few short days.
January 24, 2010

Crazy Stalker Love
Well, my love, I will write you a song
Called “Crazy Stalker Love”.
Prepare for a tale of romance
Sung on Earth as by angels up above.
O! Love of mine, I watch you sleep,
Though you will never know.
I hound every trace of you I can find,
And trinkets that reek of you I stow
Into a space, my sacred place
That I have devoted to you
And my crazy stalker love –
I hope you feel the same for me, too.

Does the thought of my eyes closed at 2 AM,
My face innocent as my subconscious thrives,
Stoke a burning desire within your heart
To forever intertwine our two lives!?
When you wake up, do you visualize
That I am awake like you?
Do you see me inside my kitchen when you
Are in yours, doing all as you do?
I don’t just go on your facebook page;
I’ve researched your favorite songs.
I’ve flicked through your photos so many times,
I have a story to string the panels along.
It proceeds magically, leading you to me –
Though those photographs aren’t there yet.
But if you let them materialize
They’ll tell a tale you will not regret.
And then under the surface, I’ll pleasure you –
I’ve taken the time to find out what you like;
Asked around, made some deductions;
A guarded chord I am sure to strike.
O! my lovely, what in you I see
(And I see you more often than you’re aware).
I pine for you affection, dear,
Longing ever for you to care.
Go through my diaries, uproot my lies;
You’ll be the one to know me behind my disguise
With your peering eyes – or from your computer;
Are you on my facebook? Are you reading my quotes,
Analyzing them? Are you absorbed in my notes?
If wishes were granted, you’d be outside
Watching me, sighing, from my window.
I want you to want to know the true me,
Every embarrassment, quirk, and grotesquery,
Just as I aspire with you, lovely.
Actually – wait, no.
January 26, 2010

Displacing the Storm
I take a huge swing, blindly almost
And while I do, I don’t feel the moment.
I just did what I did, what I wanted to do
Without thinking of how it might look to you for once.
But the next day, the storm that I’ve kept at bay,
Starts creeping over me like a virus
And too soon has overwhelmed my being.
I’m in its throes and every doubt and fear
Stabs me over and over like a spear
Right through my heart, my mind starts seeing
The worst reality on its screen,
The hopelessness of every dream,
And I start letting them go – they weren’t worth much –
I’ll have another one day, and I’ll be okay,
It’ll happen easily, without all this fuss,
And I won’t have to fight inside this mess.
My heart goes cold with fear and retracts –
This has some influence on the way I act
And that’s why I’ve dropped the bomb on you
In one fell swoop; it was all I could do
To make my voice heard, and bare my heart
And bring out to the open, unshielded, what’s true.
Well, I did what I did and tomorrow will show
The next few feet of the river’s flow
And like always placidly I will follow
Calming myself inside of the storm,
Trying to stifle the squirming worm.
January 30, 2010
The Clump
I feel somewhat like a stranger here,
Even after three whole years,
The bonds I’ve made will easily break
Like there never was a yesterday,
How fast the ties will fade away
When I move on to my next place.
You’ll stay swimming, spinning, turning,
Too afraid to leave your space,
Sitting inside that dimly lit corner
While sunlight shines onto a world you ignore;
The taste of your thoughts, it infests the air –
But I’m not bound to it anymore.
Here at the end it feels like the beginning;
We’re strangers as much as when I first sat down.
I didn’t get what I was so set on winning,
But I’m as light again as when I first came around.

Change, change, your time has come.
Turns out I can’t stay in one story too long.
I have no home but the path that winds on.
To no one place do I belong.
February 20, 2010

I want to bring it all together to come crashing in a storm
Let all the pieces meet and watch it explode,
Burn out the rotten leaves and let fresh new ones regrow
In the rubble that’ll lie before my feet.
Come all together burn before me, burn into my eyes.
You’re the one I want and I cannot pretend to bear no lies,
Like anybody else I have as much of a disguise,
It’s hormones, baby, fueling me, I’ll never realize.
03-25-2010

My Lover
Oh, my lover, I see inside you.
This connection is just divine.
Flitting from form to form like a trick
Of the light, but each time is so right,
It holds me up in the air alight,
Aloft, so far removed from aloof,
The mask I wear too often to
Keep stable on the ground.
Now just look at what I’ve found.
Oh my lover, I see through
The outer shell to what’s in you.
Through your eyes and your ways,
Your mannerisms, your gaze.
Sometimes you’re a person, more often a haze,
A formless mirage that wanders always.
Oh, my lover, it’s not just the wine.
I speak here freely; you aren’t mine.
Love does not possess; it takes the burdens from off your chest.
If you want to know what love is, always make the choice
Of the one that doesn’t sap you dry,
Keep you down, stifle your voice.

When the feeling is missing, I circumvent
A shell I cannot pierce.
Frustratingly, inside I try to see,
But I find no inner content.
But when it is right, I peer straight inside
And come out to the world from the other side.
It’s the filling to the shell,
The ocean’s swell
That carries you off the ground,
Away from the world,
And don’t you know
When I look at you, it’s indescribable
What I see – at this point I don’t even care
If it’s just me; I’ll never resolve
If it’s just a dream, an internal sham.
And don’t you know,
I feel you’re more like me than I am.
03-28-2010
So Sure
I am one of those
Who only wants the dream.
Don’t you come too close;
I know you can’t be what you seem.
I live inside my mind,
Exalting what I cannot have;
When I get to know the real you
I’ll stay miserable to myself.
How revolting your features become;
It makes me want to throw up.
So tempted to stay in and play by myself
And never really to grow up.
Like a child I play in my room, looking ever out the window;
How pretty the world seems when you cannot touch.
How strongly I feel that I want it so much.
So I’ll lead you down the corridor, but leave you at the door,
My eyes on another window, ready to play once more.
I see the sunset, the sunrise, daylight, the night;
Each so amazing, in its moment ‘so right’,
The one I want to get lost in; each time I feel so sure,
But when I step outside, the infatuation dies;
I don’t want it anymore.
I’m not twenty inside, but four.
Maybe younger.
I said I like you; call me a liar;
Certainty is no marker of desire.

April 3, 2010

Am I always gonna be looking for
Somethin, somethin more?
Always gonna be wondering
What’s behind those other doors?
Attracted to the mystery,
Will I never be able to choose?
Sit down in one place and commit,
Stop wondering what I’ll lose?
Will I constantly remember
The chances I left behind?
Will I feel like I wronged my heart?
Now will there be nothing more left to find?
I feel like I’ve found the ultimate,
And beyond that is only beyond;
But that’s a fleeting emotion I’m scared to lose
And can’t hope to hold onto and find again.
Grip too tightly what comes by surprise
To return nobody knows when.
Poisonous convictions
I should not have paid much heed
But listened to my body
’Cause my mind tends to mislead.
04/03/10
Realism
I’ve gotta be real, I’ve gotta be real,
All those stupid thoughts I’ve gotta ignore.
I said I’ve gotta be real, think about tangible things
Like T.V. shows and who’s at fault for what and God I don’t even care
But I’ll pretend, and throw my stupid thoughts away,
About doors and emotions and theoretical crap
That’s invisible to the tangible.
I said it’s time to grow up and these childish things drop.
I’ve gotta be real, I’ve gotta be real
’Cause I’m living out of this world.
Time to put on makeup when I want to be noticed
And stop ruminating on the esoteric issues of becoming who you are.
’Cause in the real world you make yourself a star.
And in the real world like this I won’t get too far.
Oh my God that was so rude what she did
And I can’t believe the things he said
He’s a douchebag and my professors suck
So I’ll go out of my way to give them lower ratings;
Maybe that way I’ll make my mark on the world.
Maybe my name will get out and be heard.

This shirt I bought the other day, ohmygod it’s, so uncomfortable
And I think my bra was showing all day in the sun –
No scrap that, a real person would have definitely known
Not to buy a shirt that would put them at such a disadvantage
’Cause they have common sense about these things, and their heads aren’t full
Of useless crap that isn’t real.
Imagination is a sin so be a stone
Unless your imagination helps you get ahead;
I’m trying to be real, that’s what I said
I need to do to be a part of it all
Instead of just watching the world
And living in my head.
Somehow I’ll lobotomize that part of my brain
That keeps me focused on internal terrain
To the ignorance of what’s outside my skin
What I’m getting into, what situations I’m in….
I said I’ll be a stone, I said I’ll be a stone
But pretend like I’m in it, and like I care –
Nah, nevermind, who gives a fuck if I’m real.
I’ll just do what I want, and you can go fuck yourselves
And I’ll be how I want, and if I lose it all
And wind up hated, alone, or stay small –
I’ll swing the other way to absurdity
And watch mouths drop as they don’t know what to make
Of my disconnected take on my every mistake.
04-08-2010

Regret, Maybe…
I would work through it if I were up to it,
But I have too much to do
To drag you out of your rut.
It’s easier just to deny it,
Burn the bridge I once put so much effort into,
Not look back and keep moving forward.
Some days I feel like everyone’s partner,
Seeing everything in everyone’s face.
Other days I feel completely alone,
Artificially matching your pace.
And if you care so much about what everyone thinks,
Try out my new philosophy, and cut off the strings.
Say “fuck you, dear” and go on your own way
Remembering to forget yesterday.
I said it’s easier just to burn it,
And leave the knots underground.
I feel kind of like I’m giving up,
But I just can’t throw into this all of myself;
I said you need to be the man,
’Cause I won’t do it, though I can.
I said I need to bear less sentiment
’Cause being tossed back and forth is making me spent.
I work to look perfect, and cover all the dirty spots –
Funny how my self-presentation is also how I see the world –
Don’t bemoan your loss: I can understand the Tao
But I can’t sit down and work through the knots.
04/13/2010

These Dark Hours
Do I trust?
The hours alone
When I set myself aside and wait
For next time,
Dependent still
On random thrill,
Uncertain of water cupped in my hand.
Empty and bare
Once stone turns to air,
Once brilliant stars
Fade to yesterday
As I fly through the night
In the cosmos black
Worrying it won’t come by my way.
Weaned off of candy,
I forget the supply;
Stopped in my tracks,
Will I ever get off of my
Feet again?
Lost sight of the brightness
As it disappears into a memory again.
I lived the moment like it was a dream,
Is there faith in anything if everything “seems”;
All is vapor, my hands can’t hold –
They grab at a rope that was only a shadow.
The fear that binds, that there is no ground
And what I stand on is in my imagination,
That everything is vapor and we are lone souls
Shooting through the sky, searching for illumination,
Our worlds illuminated for moments by passing stars
That leave us in darkness, again, alone.
But if we looked at ourselves somehow we might see
Our own illumination; but we can’t seem to be
Enough light for ourselves on our own.
’Cause love is like a bright star that lights everything
As it covers you, then speeds on out of your reach
Into oblivion – like the wind
That picks up like a hurricane in one grand swoop,
Stops to stillness next moment, leaving all as it was,
Like it never was here, just passing through,
But when it was here, oh you knew.
04-16-2010

Stay With Me Forever
Stay with me forever, even when you aren’t here.
Our moments precious few together, I hold so dear.
As we traverse this world so vast (though they say it’s so small)
I hope the distance of our bodies makes no difference at all.
For you’ve touched a recess of memories too deep to intrude
With a cold hand, or any length time interlude.
Some seem to be threaded, though poles apart;
I couldn’t help it, but I’ll gladly accept you having my heart.
I hope that we’re such and stay always connected,
And I pray that one day when I least expect it
In the randomest place, I’ll turn around to your face,
With you I don’t wonder what more there’s to chase
Or find, and when we drift beyond our control, and this falls behind
And down opposite sides of the hill we roll,
I’ll pray to God that I haven’t lost you,
And that one day fate will sway as I want it to,
So that I’ll be with you, living our dreams,
In a world of two that has no seams.
I’m over being ashamed for this sentiment,
Being afraid of being wrong and living in doubt.
It’s with you I can open up and be who I can;
When I’m with you I don’t feel like I’m by myself.
April 23, 2010

Dear Mentor, Kick Me In The Ass
I can’t fall in love, cause I just lose myself,
My self-esteem goes down the drain and I back up against the wall.
For several months after I won’t say anything at all.
And when I get over it, I’m myself again.
And you seem to like me then,
When I don’t care anymore,
Only when I am not bound to you,
But if I don’t keep guard
I will take a leap of faith and then fall flat onto the floor…
So I’ve got to keep a guard around my heart
And all those feelings,
Well they pick up and stop like the wind.
I will be a vessel and just let them pass through
If only so I can keep doing what I have to do.
Because there’s no one who will build your life for you.
Every day you’ve got to stay on pace and continue.
You need a kick to the ass, and I’ll be there to offer one.
Lest your poor little heart falls for someone, and your plans come undone.
I’ve always got to keep myself afloat.
Keep trying, trying, trying
Kick myself hard in the ass to keep from crying
Like a baby and the mentor in my mind
Looks coldly upon what he finds
When he sees my heart running
After someone else, forgetting where my feet wanted to go.
It’s yourself you’ve got take care of before you let your life go.
So keep building, building, building
Ever higher, build your life
Cause in the end that’s what you’ll have.
Don’t chase those pretty moments.
If you’re lucky they’ll pass by,
And they can’t help but catch your eye…
But remember where you’re going.
No, I can’t fall in love.
Oh, when it wraps itself around me, the first few days are bliss.
But inevitable heartbreak comes from misled expectations.
There’s no way to change it so I’ll take it as it is,
But it’s no kind of life to run after brief elations.
April 28, 2010

Can’t Help It
Can’t help it, I so like you!
Lighting up each moment however small.
Standards, what are they to do
In face of what nullifies all?
Like a swift wind or the blanket of stars
Sweeps over every trinket the same.
The all-embrace; I run away and dip low
But when I wake up I have returned.
Now I’m high on a pedestal,
Know I will never fall,
I don’t even know if it’s inside you.
And I don’t even care if I’m the fool.
It’s real to me
Through you.
May 8, 2010
My Terrain
All my life is spent sucking the poison out of my mind,
Dismantling the walls I put up on the ground,
Weaving through them in search of what’s not there to find;
One year I build it, the next tear it down.
Over the flat plains beneath the ink sky
Is the limitless ever-deep ocean of stars
And the same love and wonder you can catch in another’s eye,
Needing never to travel way out there.
On our flat, wide terrain we build mazes, settle hazes,
A haze that blocks the clear, bright sun
That makes everything simple; but we complicate
Finding webs in the corners that form every turn.
We twist and wind, but we can’t unbind
From the bricks that are only vapor.
And the mirrors we hung around all of the walls
Burn our reflections into our mind
And that becomes all we see and seek.
In the house of so many levels,
There is rumored somewhere to lay a great treasure.
It’s not the treasure itself, but its promise
That sources the miracles we see around every bend.
And you can take either side of the coin:
Either something – your treasure – is always amiss,
Or every moment you live is in magic and bliss
Rooted in nothingness.

May 9, 2010

The Mess in My Head
Crawling out of my own mess,
My head breathes fresh air, above the mire
Behind it; I guess I should count myself blessed
That, despite the tatters I left,
I’m free from the mess in my head.
The mess in my head I left back there somewhere;
Now I can go on and walk the world.
All the me’s and masks that swarmed ’round and clouded
I thought were I, but they shrouded.
They fell behind but I remain grounded.
May 17, 2010
Gnawing Teeth
Back and forth
Back and forth
In between
I’m pretty cool
I’m a fool
I cover it up
I’m hard to read
And I’m messed up
I think you’re way above me on
A throne and I’m the lowly one
The lonely one
But I turn around
And seem like ice but I wake up screaming
In my head
I’m crazy; I will lay in bed
And blame me
For what I don’t got
And build up
Problems, problems, walls
To then tear down
My hormones ebb and flow on their own
When they’re fast I find myself alone
Frustrated, want to be elated
The visible spectrum is overrated
Want UV light
Stars in my heart
I worry for us being apart
My heart freezes over
And I sink low
Controlled by hormones’ ebb and flow

My feeling is blasted out of my head
My heart’s all wooden like it’s dead
The shining lights they just misled
And I’m scared to be holding a broken thread
I twist and turn the knots internal
Sleep will not cure every state
Hungry but no appetite
I’m full and I am now too late
Stupid pendulums’ forces swing
Like a wind unexpectedly
I’m on wings
It stops, I stop, remain on ground
Stay low – and still – and make no sound.
May 18, 2010

Multiplying
I write as many poems are there are forums
Blogs, webcomics, news sources, photos,
Millions, multiplying like germs,
Each a staggering work of genius,
Each, art at its finest and deepest,
Each individual so unique
Shares his feelings and dreams like he is the first
Holding them in he feels like he’ll burst –
Internet! Savior of cowards and friend
To the too-lazy-to-create a novel trend.
Here we come, hordes of us
Early-to-mid twenty-somethings in search
Of the life of excitement, the permanent spark,
Sneering at nine-to-five workers, remark,
“Not for us”, we shake our heads,
I won’t waste my life for another’s ends!
I must express who I am – I must write my blog
When I wake up at noon, instead of going to work
At a quarter ’til nine;
It’s unconventional
But it suits me just fine –
Read about it online.
I have the same urge,
Restless from things untold;
But there are so many of us –
Who will break out of the mold?
05.23.10

I’m working so hard to forget you
’Cause it just isn’t happening.
I’ve been a fool to predict the twists
That turn opposite to my feeling.
It seems I’m the worst prophet
When it comes to my own life.
On solid ground one second
’Til I look down and see but air,
Falling, grab at all around –
’Til I realize I’m on solid ground.
My friends are but ghosts, and from ghosts form friends.
Out of thin air, foundations; walls to thin air.
It’s the magic of the world: from the void, back into.
And I am but half, and half, unglued.
Half in the void, half material,
Separate by space infinitely unbridgeable.
Out from the nowhere I’ll pull your hand
And feel my heart rend, plunged into the longing.
I walk these sunny roads but I’m not belonging.
Rocks are not sturdy, but vapor, and ground
Is a rug, that’s pulled out; I look frantically ’round.
Don’t know how to believe,
Cannot conceive
Of a God – don’t we all hope that someone’s out there
To do our work for us,
Lighten our chores.
What I pray to at night
Is the emptiness
And it makes me feel all the weight of my life
On my shoulders – now there’s none but myself to blame.
Search for God – and you’re inside of a game.
Can’t find what’s not there.
What you want is a savior – but there’s only thin air
And the real search for God is no search for God;
Only those can find Him who have no need.
I don’t predict what comes out of the void
Or how long it will stay –
You want the flower, and it starts to decay.
But the rocks you kick and neglect don’t leave.
And mostly, I don’t know how to conceive
Of myself – it’s water I use for ground.
I am my world – unknown to myself.
5/27/10

Do I Need to Be More?
Never had the inclination –
That’s not true, just lacked the guts,
The freedom to throw it all out of my head
And let myself go nuts.
Oh, do you see me?
Why can’t you turn around?
It always seems like I have to be more
To get your notice ’cause you ignore.
Do I need to be more vibrant?
Rip my heart open, let it all out?
Wouldn’t that scare you away?
What’s wrong with being calm and caring,
And having little words to say?
What’s wrong with agreeing, not rubbing shoulders?
I guess that’s too much of a bore.
Like the ever-present starlight,
Always there but never acknowledged;
I guess that I’m no meteor.
Not bright in my own right.
In the background, never in sight.
And even if I tried, I’d only turn out to have lied.
I’m not constrained, just self-contained,
And I keep silent even when this pained.
I can’t be more;
I’m against the trend;
They say sing your heart out and let go of your head.
That’s the move all dare to do
But I dare to stay silent and fall behind,
And boldly claim that being quiet’s fine.
It’s a good goal, and its achievement’s mine
Without even trying;
Being a star I’d be lying.
And I dunno, maybe that’s what you chase;
Me, I’m sadly cursed as the same.
But I can’t be more even if I try –
I’m the plain one, stay at home, care for my
Brother, act like a mother, don’t wear my heart on my sleeve,
Don’t give into sentiments, or light up like a comet,
Keep my feet on the ground and burn evenly;
And I guess then that you’re not for me;
It’s I who makes me myself see
As a blank wall, adorned with nothing at all.
Why’s that so bad? Why does it make me so sad?
Do I need décor? This way I’m glad.
They call it lackluster; I call it what is.
I feel full; they see barrenness.
5/28/10

I’m In a Right State
I’m in a right state
And it’s over you.
I sleep so poorly, it takes me hours to fall.
And when I wake up I’m on a train of thoughts
That’s impossible to get off.
I’ve forgotten how clarity feels.
Inside I’m unstable as quicksand,
As a ship rocking on the high sees,
As electrified as an eel.
I try to talk it all away,
“I’m making it up,” to myself I say.
But then why do I return to this day after day?
Can I really be that deranged?
I’m in a right old state,
A prickly bitch to everyone.
No urge or care to relate.
Oh let the light shine in again!
I’m so contained I keep the torture up,
So high is my tolerance for hell
That I keep sending myself back there.
I’m in a right state
And I did it to myself.
June 3, 2010

Tortured Emo Soul
I used to think your tortured emo soul was something special,
Those internal conflicts made you somehow different from the rest.
But now I clearly see, you need drama to be happy.
You say life is hard but if it were easy it would be no fun.
I can see it now: round and round the same circles you’ll run.
You’re still trapped in high school in your mind.
I’ve been an idiot (living inside my mind).
You say you’re a good person ’cause you try not to act mean.
It manifests as you and your ex staying somewhere in between.
You complain that life’s unfair; nobody seems to care.
Did no one tell you, you pull yourself out of the mire by your own hair?
Maybe I am cold, maybe I lack sympathy.
One thing is for sure: I am what life has made of me.
June 9, 2010

Progression of the Way
Getting soberer, soberer, colder, cooler,
Emptier, forgetting yesterday’s play,
More and more words sound like one said over:
Bullshit, bullshit, bullshit all day.
Boredom, minimal, yes or no
Black and white becomes a sheet of gray.
Coming, going, ebb and flow
But in place I stay.
Mirror, reflects, make no contribution
To conversation, have nothing to say.
Two steps forward, one step back
Is the constant evolution.
Old dreams day by day release,
Let me go, untie their strings
Mansion or apartment –
Neither changes things.
Go down farther, but look back:
Sky ahead, buildings behind
Beneath my feet an unseen track
Heartache hits but knots unwind.
People can’t be kept and I
Am seeing through their skins more each day
I ignore the things they say
’Cause on their face is the truth so plain
The reality no one can deny,
And their words are all in vain.
June 13, 2010

Merry-Go-Round
In the universe of my mind I have a mission,
And for so long deeper inside I’ve been slipping
One foot on the ledge of the worlds’ divide
But once and for all I must let go and take the fall
Without threads, and do my work
And only then can I return
But I ask myself
Will it still be here
When I get back?
Will the world disappear?
Faces and names may change but I
Feel independent of the wheel
The faces and names that exist outside
Are the game and the fantasy in me is real.
For months you will not see me ’round
Wonder where I went and forget my face
But when I come back will our bond remain?
Can we pick up where we left off like nothing’s changed?
But it did – in me –
And so now I see
That the world is a merry-go-round and any
Time you can get off and get back on to ride
Like not a day has passed, party and cry
Just like you did before
The ride doesn’t change and if you want thrills there’re more.
June 19, 2010

I feel just like an orange
Cut abruptly in half and left
To let the juices drip out,
Like a wound open to the air;
The other half whisked away
And now the fibers hanging out
Yearn to retouch their fray.
I feel like my heart’s contained material
Was unwound and sits now in disarray
A mass hanging right before me
That can’t figure out how to rearrange.
A ball, suspended, waiting to fall,
The first half of a thought,
And this feeling is so strange.
It’s identical, what is and what’s not
From thin air form worlds
And worlds go to naught.
Reality becomes possibility;
Keep your head above the instability.
If you can stand on the seesaw and keep talking
Then you can do just about anything.
7/01/10

Ode to My Car in the Shop
Oh car,
There you sit,
A lame camel pounded by a high sun's heat,
A desert wanderer with nothing to drink,
A shiny white crystal turned to black ink,
In coal-like grime, you start to look ancient,
Your joints getting stiff like a hospital patient
Confined to a bed, who yearns to stand up erect;
It pains me to leave you in such seeming neglect.
I love you, car,
You know me better
Than I can convey myself via voice or letter.
You know all of my haunts; I can't hide from you.
And who knows you inside out like I do?
We're like an old couple: you leave me shaken,
I drive you wild over roads we've taken.
You and I, car, we have what's real;
You are technically inanimate, but our bond is ideal.
You know naught of people; I don't know much about cars,
But we transcend these barriers.
And I don't care that you're getting old;
I'm not tempted by shinier ones, truth be told.
Your body is changing; dents where were none;
And you may go slower, but you still get the job done.
I value you, car, I don't want to say 'bye;
Give us a couple more years 'til you die.
And then I'll regret never giving you a name;
And I'll find another... but it won't be the same.
How it pains me to watch you sitting out there,
Made helpless by your disrepair.
And I can't do much to help you heal;
A few days you'll suffer 'til we find the best deal.
And then you'll be better than you were before;
I'll start pushing the gas once again to the floor
Without fear you'll explode in the middle of the road.
And once I feel safe enough to let others in,
We can drive out again to the sea,
And you can sit there in the parking lot's din
While I have a great day running free;
I need time to myself - you understand.
I'll wash you once we get farther inland.
I'll take better care of you this time, I will.
Make this one a longer and flatter downhill.
July 9, 2010

It Once Was a Sea…
It’s in the past now
I’m riding the wind.
It’s only a shell now,
The sight of your face.
The pearl is carried from place to place.
The spirit is homeless and has an elusive embrace.
The spark is alive behind each pair of eyes
Visible only upon surprise.
And after the fire dies you hang onto coals,
You talk about ashes, and stand on debris
Where once stood a kingdom of mystery,
With such an elusive front door,
That you planned to rule and longed to explore.
A gateway to riches of Shambala,
But you slept and blinked
And it vanished in a wink.
Now where there stood riches beyond compare
A wind blows through the empty air.
Shells on the floor, dry as chalk, echo
Of moments that passed and a hold you can’t let go.
Let go – forget – dig out your teeth
And sail away – wave ’bye – to the memory.
July 10, 2010

Sea of Stars
I am in a sea of stars
In a forever cerulean sky.
No matter where I am in the back of my mind
A memory is burned inside,
And this memory is but a state
Of forever being openhearted.
It took one good crack for me to break;
Now there’s love in everybody’s face.
This sky is the permanent background
Of that vast expanse behind the veil;
It’s a narrow tunnel ’tween the worlds
But the space out and in is the same.
And neither can contain
This feeling that’s reflected
In the everpresent starlight;
These stars will forever shine.
Behind and inside there’s love, longing, and peace
And I’m not looking into your face;
I’m holding your hand as we together
Behind these concrete walls and dirty streets,
Suburbia, magazines, cares and problems,
Are every moment flying through
The vast expanse of stars,
Where I’ve been since we knocked so close;
And I think it was a permanent bind,
A state I’ve never known.
Pull back the veil and there you are
And I – I am never alone.
7/17/10

Better and Better
A skill I’ve been developing:
Be not attached to anything.
Do what I need as quick as I can
As unattached as Batman.
Stomp on my heart and get over it quick
Keep at bay the feelings making me sick
Throw on new wood to keep up the flame
Beat my wings furiously to stay at the top of the game.
When disappointment hits I move quick to act
Tear my eyes away and stick them onto a new goal
No time to wallow, no looking back
Like a paramedic team, take quick control
Transport to safety and then you can rest
I won’t hesitate changing from north to west
’Cause I’m a machine with a core of steel,
A lobotomizable memory, and an agile wheel.
7/19/10

Carbons Aflame
Empty feeling in my stomach’s pit
From too much time spent with an old crowd;
The taste reminded me of what I missed out,
And one taste in a while is enough.
You go around and around in circles
Talking of wares they sell at the market;
Are they really enough to content you?
For myself, I need the spark.
I don’t feel low, but I feel corroded,
Like fermented wine was replaced with cheap spirits
And we drank our fill and burned up the fuel
Of empty carbon-based simple sugars.
Those have been my experiences,
And I wonder how you can stand
To do this over every day;
Doesn’t the drama bring you down?
Don’t you get bored with lackluster “loves”,
Vessels with substances having no chemistry?
Just hydrocarbons lit aflame
For that quick cheap thrill, the aim of the game.
You stay so close to earth when above’s the whole sky,
For you twigs are forests, hills, mountains high,
You talk of moving continents – but you’re just kicking ’round pebbles
In a little lone courtyard on the head of a pin.
7/25/10

Back to Earth
I’m coming down from the high,
Coming down from the sky.
Back to earth now, the trip was fun
And I’ll miss floating there far from the sun
With the stars and the quiet and limitless space
Feeling together, the feel of embrace
But I felt the plane bump as it touched the ground
And now I feel each step my feet make, hear the sound
Of each footstep on pavement that’s solid and near
And I think of daily things like bills, what to wear
The unbearable heat and how I’ll next cut my hair
And how I’m ready to settle for something neither here nor there.
Back to earth, we’re back to earth
And I don’t think the next lift-off will be for a while
I can feel it so strongly that it can’t be denied
The story ended and the comet’s trail
Is stardust through the sky getting ever farther
Glittering specks floating away from each other
Each little one settling into a corner of sky
Invisible to my naked eye
How far away the memory now does feel
How I’m no longer touched by just how real
Because we’re back on earth, I almost want to say
Goodbye for many years, my friend, ’til some distant day
That part of you and that part of me
Won’t for a long time meet that touched so briefly.
Oh, I can feel it with certainty
I go on my way, and you go free
’Cause we’re back on earth from our trip to outer space,
Back to our roles, you see;
You’re no longer ‘you’ to me.
July 28, 2010

The Perfect Verse
I keep trying to write the perfect verse
To describe what I find here.
Sometimes I feel a few words hit close
But never to the heart; just near.
So I keep trying again.
Each day I burn into something quite new
One thing ends and another begins
Shells molt constantly; one I can never keep
The river’s much too strong to keep me hanging on
I let go and follow along.
Looking for the perfect verse
Trying to create the combination of words
To place on paper what’s behind my mind:
An endless wheel turning.
Day by day you grow more in-my-mind,
Your body turning to dust,
Then all the dust scatters,
And you disappear;
I’m insane, I fear
’Cause there’s a world in my mind
And I try to bring it here.
But if it tries to come down,
Well you know it can’t fit.
It’s so awkward and tight and even I
Am not I.
In the world I’m just a body
Playing out its part like everybody.
If that part of me in the sky
Gets to know her,
She’s a stranger looking me in the eye,
Saying, “What? I’m confused.
Now if you’ll excuse,
I’ve got to go on my way,
There’s a train to catch and it might crash
But I’ll try not to worry;
These things you can’t control.
When I get home I’ll be tired and I’ll sit down to watch a show.”
I see that spirit move even in and out of me,
Flitting like a ghost from body to body,
A thin string, connecting everything.
The look in every pair of eyes is one,
And the side of a rock,

And the face of a clock,
The same thing all of them say,
What they yearn against their body to convey.
7/28/10

Goodbye, We Are Strangers
I can feel you past me now
Going along your way,
Behind it all
In my mind.
It lives in yesterday.
I can feel the story’s end,
The circle’s close;
Nobody knows.
But inside me it is real,
I’m told it all by how I feel.
Once fully over some weeks
Did it go around without even seeing your face.
The last chapter unfinished was finally written
And played backstage with grace.
It’s all invisible, but it is real.
We’ll never again be close, this I know.
For now we are strangers who never met;
You go separately; and I turn at an angle
Wander into another world down a new ally.
So goodbye, goodbye, you leave me whole.
The dream was fulfilled behind the curtain.
From best friends to strangers.
Now the autumn air beckons
To chapter 2,
Unconnected to you.
I’ll always be longing….
7/29/10

It’s all going to something
You can tread painfully or lightly
But you keep moving ahead
And you can carry your dread
Or you can act like you get to start over again and again
But it’s all going to something.
You are the color of my soul
The reflection of it and its complement
At the same time
If you are there or if you’re not
Dead or alive you are still felt
One day I still haven’t forgot.
You are the color of my soul, I feel
I found you in the world and I
Would trade the whole world just to be with you
’Cause in you I find the world.
It’s all going to something
You know your choices, why not make them?
You can make it painful or do what feels right
Make it ease or agony and put up quite a fight
But it’s still going, and you’re going along.
08/06/10

Square 1 2
There’s no one standing here before you,
No guiding light to show the way,
No one to say you’re on the right track,
Confirm that it will be okay.
There’s nothing but you and your choices,
And the resolve of only one.
No way to ascertain the future –
Sorry, it makes me not much fun.
’Cause in life you are on a cross bridge,
Take each plank one step at a time.
Can never look out to the end there.
Look down and always step your mind.
There’s no one who’ll always go with you,
No certainty in what you know.
Sometimes you can’t see one step forward,
And blindly step by step you go.
There is no stopping when you’re inside
A dance where you must keep in step.
And if you don’t know what you’re dancing,
Give up on always being correct.
Sometimes there’s nothing to grab onto,
Not in the future or the past.
The present moment is a torture –
Your first, your only, and your last.
And when you realize there is nothing
But air in memories and plans,
Hallways with mirrors of distortion,
You know no more how to advance.
As all foundations melt to puddles,
To dust your stories of romance,
Real is not found in your grand castle,
But the inexorable dance.
August 8, 2010

The World is Full of Hipsters
The world is full of hipsters,
And I’m becoming one of them,
So self-aware that I’m aware
Of how I’m self-aware;
Using the same word twice ain’t rhyming,
But I am too hipster to care.
As the upper middle class expands,
So does Am. Apparel in square feet.
I’m only comfortable in Hipsterville,
That one café-lined street.
I often mention the bad neighborhood
That ups my cred by being beside
When I meet my friends at Starbucks,
Setting my Macbook Pro aside.
I even know that I am using
Some examples which are stale;
Where once stood soy and pomegranate,
Sit açai berries and kale.
This cult is heading toward destruction,
And I’ll be the first to ditch the band;
Any decay can be made fresh
By selling from an unknown brand.
08/11/10

I’m a Fool
I’m a fool,
I’m a fool
For keepin’ myself low
On the ground.
Yes I’m a fool,
For being afraid to part with concrete and fly
’Cause what if I
Am wrong,
Then this song
Will come back to haunt me
Make me burn red when I’m alone.
So I stay alone
In my own
World and walk a path I don’t need to walk on.
I am a fool
For keeping myself so down
A fool for ever letting myself frown
A fool for calling myself a fool;
It’s so warm inside the dark and ironic
Self-depreciation – it’s like a tonic
For my esteem;
To act like I’m the world’s queen
It makes me cringe;
I stay on the fringe
And let what I want pass me by.
It’s not the world that thwarts my chances,
It’s I!
I don’t feel I can grab ’em
So I don’t try.
I said I’m a fool
In so many ways
If I could be a different kind of fool on some days
Then maybe I’d know
All the foolish mistakes
I make by thinkin’ I’m such a fool.
But most of all
I’m a fool for love;
Cling desperately to shreds and sail a sea rough.
I hate to be
The one who feels desperately
Like a fool
Watching you on the stair above.
08/12/10

The Inevitable Dance
It takes one point of contact
And the push and pull begins
Into a game beyond us
You and I are drawn in.
I push, you pull
We move together keeping space
As we toy with distance
And the edge of embrace.
Without our own volition,
With laughable ambitions
With the illusion of choice
We play it out with grace.
The tide then turns
As we dance on
And it slips from your grasp
When you think you’ve won.
Just when you accepted
The game is finally done
You’re thrown in again and achingly
The dance goes on.
It’s not your fault or mine,
We merely keep step with time
Ensnared in this romance,
Doing the inevitable dance.
09/04/10

This Is too Good a Prospect
This is so good right now of course I have my doubts
There must be something I can’t see
Some move that’s sure to pull the rug out from me
I’m getting suspicious of my own eyes
’Cause I’m letting myself go blind
To feel only optimism
And allow the growth of the schism
Between my view and reality
I bypass roads where I know I’ll see
Something that’s beyond me to change anyway
So I ignore it and smile all day.
This can’t be that good, I fear
I’m waiting for the slap that waits for me
Around the corner right beyond where I see
I take Photoshop to the scene
And glaze over blemishes to make it clean
As long as I still feel uncomplicated bliss
And keep my mind at peace.
This is too good a prospect
One that I cannot reject
The lines of fortune are intersecting
I’m so happy there must be something I’m missing.
In my dreams my life got better
And life became my dreams
But now that the piñata I’ve been whacking is cracking
It’s hard to believe I’m seeing candy
How can everything be simply dandy?
There must be rot somewhere that I can’t spot.
I remember when I’m with you it can’t be clearer
But when we’re apart I doubt the memories
That I drained of emotions by sucking away
At all the joy they could give me.
So now that cool-headed feeling creeps over
And how I’m starting to doubt
The memory that seems like a moment’s dream
No matter what I do, I just can’t hold on
It slips through my fingers like water
It has the consistency of air
Convictions are no longer convictions
If I can’t feel the conviction there
If I don’t get constant reassurance
From your attention and your stare
I’ll feel like the world has left me

And I sit like a fool, bare.
Must stay firm on the ground
Keep one eye looking around
And part of my heart tethered
Not to get blown off course by foul imminent weather
Keep one eye hardened and clear
Upon reality
Horror stories of breakups that hit everyone on T.V.
Won’t bypass you and me
I’ll join the ranks of statistics
If we’re going to be realistic
Dreams, they’re fun to cherish
But I never really knew what to do
If they’d started coming true
September 5, 2010

The Need for a Base
Is the reflection a reflection?
Is gold gold and not rust?
Maybe these flecks of dust are diamonds.
Ignored the big and over trifles fussed.
I see the forest and it looks so winding and vast
But I put in a new pair of eyes
And suddenly I’m looking down from above and how
Small in my palm does it seem from the skies.
You need a good base to stand upon
A platform from which to see
Defaults on how to be
But there is no real “me”.
You need stability to survive
An identity in this world to thrive
And I, I have my solid base
But it sits out on the sea.
I’m saying I never know how I should be
If I’m seeing this scene the way you see
And if I’m alone in my view I abandon ship
That’s why I get tossed around endlessly.
09/08/10

I to Me
I walk along like a marionette
Turning this way and turning that
Churning out gold nugget waste
Pushed along by an invisible hand
That never moves in haste.
He controls where I will go
And builds the railroad of our traction
Call it God; this nothingness
Is the true determiner of action.
Nothing defines everything
And all I know is there’s no I or me
In any step I take, any thought – there’s no mistake
And I can feel no victory
Only the hand that pushes me.
It removes all of my pain
And carries it and then I learn
That it’s not mine at all
And I reluctantly feel I am not alone.
I was walking along the road
Blaming myself all the way
Until I walked right out of my body –
I one became two and glanced back:
There she stood, still on the track
And I, ahead, felt something
Pushing against my back
The invisible hand that’s been moving me
Not my heart, or mind, or dreams,
No decisions, mistakes, responsibilities.
It was a sublime moment;
I had been thinking of death just before.
I’m the feathers of a duck
And everything is water rolling onto the floor.
Keeping up conversations
Costs so much effort it’s become a chore
There’s really nothing about which I care
And lately no matter where I’ve been
I’m never fully there.
I’ve known love, I can’t imagine more,
What else could I ever hope for?
It was me with me –
And sex – eh. I’m apathetic
To the thought of some faceless dick.

So I was thinking, perhaps I’ll have a short life,
I’ve done what I wanted, and as I look ahead
All the roads stop to an end that’s dead.
I don’t care for the world, it’s out of my head
And I’m out of its clutches
Almost nothing touches
Deeper than surface skin –
So a short life may be mine to win.
Yeah, I’m ready to die
I have nowhere to go
And then I walked out of my
Own skin and I know
That there’s no I to me,
Only the hand that pushes invisibly.
09/08/10

Come Out
Come out of the dream world, unhook your heart,
Don’t be afraid with a thing to part.
Come out of the clouds and forget your mind,
Don’t be afraid to leave a story behind.
Come out and respond right to keep up the game;
Apathy won’t keep alive your name.
Make your move and think before
You jump with your knife out to settle a score.
Be a constant and let whatever’s bright
Flare up and die out into the dark night
Don’t bemoan tricks or shows you may lack;
Come out as you are and go on with your back
To the world and be unconditionally
Reserving of judgment for all you see.
Go on straight ahead in spite of the scenery;
Eventually you will be bound to find greenery.
Go on steadily and it’s a hundred percent
That you’ll get to your goal by mere fact that you went.
09/12/10

I’ll Never Be a Writer!
I’ll never be a writer,
Give in to the decay.
I’ll never overthink it
For more than a day.
I’ll never go to therapy
(But I might be a therapist).
I won’t spend my whole life
Feeling wistful.
I’ll burn through every feeling
And get a taste for every kind.
I’ll treat the world as my buffet
And seek what I will never find.
I’ll never stay a moment
Longer than’s my time.
As soon as I smell the decay
It’s time to leave it behind.
The pleasure of life lies in
Always ever seeking.
Movement is the cure
For the disease we call “bleak”.
I won’t get wrapped up in thoughts
Such as “I am such a freak”.
They’ll come at me but they’ll find
That all my hooks fell off.
I’ll never be a poet
And become so self-absorbed.
Every hat worn temporarily
Must get discarded.
All my problems and my states
Are as forever as today.
All the artists and the writers,
People of craft, skill, and like mind
Hanging out in the bowels
So low on the ground,
Dug so deeply that they cluttered up their minds
With a web of iron weighing a thousand pounds,
They can hang out in the darkness
And swirl inside their sweat.
I might visit for a day or two
But I’ll never let
That world become my home;
I’ll hop onto my rocketship
And propel up and above them;
Life is only a trip.
So don’t touch me, don’t touch me,
With your problems and dirt.

I’m a princess and my delicate heart can’t feel hurt.
9/12/10
You Make Me Feel
You,
You make me feel desperate,
Like I’m gasping for air,
Like there’s a monster inside me
Underneath my smooth skin
Clawing and screaming,
Writhing in constant unease,
Having nothing to grab onto
And no platform on which to stand.
You make me feel like I’m out on the sea
And every moment is a wave.
I hate to say it’s you and not just me
And I worry for you it isn’t reality.
But through you I’ve known every feeling,
And I think through you I’ve been thrust into the joy
Of every action and thing’s purpose being
In itself, and not something more.
You make me feel everything,
And inside open doors.
You are both ends of the spectrum
And everything in between,
Each separate color and the whole gradient
In every situation and scene.
Every person inside of your face
And yet only one, like nobody else.
A lifetime in half an hour.
And I’m afraid that I’m a fool,
But I never pretended I felt this way
From anyone but you.
What if it’s all too intense for you?
Tell me, then what will I do
If left on my own with unmet dreams
And cut-off strings hanging out in the void.
You make me look in the mirror
And see what a princess I’m being,
How cold, and flawed, and seemingly uncaring,
An ice queen with arms folded, waiting.
You are a source of energy
That never will die with distance or time,
And I cannot forget you.
I don’t know love, but I know you
Make me feel everything in the world there is to feel.
9/13/10

Bright Star
Bright star that lit up my sky
Like nothing else in the universe –
We are not pressed for distance or time,
But bested by my cowardice.
Bright star, the only one,
The chance was before me but now you’re gone
And my retribution to feel our tie
Severed and watch you shoot out of my sky.
Bright star, now across the universe,
Never to be felt again.
Oh bright star, I had the chance
Over and over again.
But bright star, I was too human,
And your light the rarest gift from above.
Oh, bright star, I failed the test
And let ego overtrump love.
Oh bright star, the only one,
How my actions have been mistaken.
Bright star –loss is forever,
And our story a breath never taken.
9/13/10

Everything I Need
Everything I need I have right here,
My whole world encased in a convenient square.
If I want friends I can go online,
If I want to write a song I can go online,
If I want to know the weather I can go online
I don’t even need to walk ten feet outside;
They’ll tell me the forecast, and I’ll gauge it in my mind.
If I want music it’s right here
If I want to say ‘hi’, I can just type it out –
You’ll get the message before you hear the sound.
If I want to find love, there are online dates,
I’ll know you through your list of likes and your photographs;
All info is broken down into captions and paragraphs
And I don’t need to go out and live to come up with my epitaphs
I can do a quick search and they’re laid out already;
What need do I have for my own ingenuity?
And I don’t need to drive to go see the concert;
I can watch it online; we can watch it together
Over skype, you in your room and I in mine.
Everything we once needed has become obsolete –
Write out a song by hand on a blank music sheet?
I can just do it online, and, no less, for free!
They have programs that will even play it for me!
Air hockey, pool tables – even those exist virtually
And instead of cumbersome coordination, I just press a key!
I need imitation only,
Holograms – overrated is this ‘solidity’.
We’re moving beyond the material, anyway,
Exploring the world with our butts in one space.
To limit energy waste we can just regulate
What pathways we take – two or three about
But for $10 a month add a fourth route!
The notebooks are getting ever smaller
Until we can implant our world into our palms
And throw the rest of the plastic junk away.
From head to hand, a direct link
We don’t need to move, only passively think
Be inert vessels for the intravenous drip
And bury our bodies before they are born.
9/20/10

Bright Star shot out of the sky,
Went home to leave this world behind.
Frustrations pent up over so many years
One day all burst free.
Two stars met out in deep space,
Out of time; God said to them
“Separate and learn to grow,
Complete the wheel and start out low.”
So Bright Star dealt in all those things,
The daily plagues of the earthlings,
But after a while once it started to fade
And rocks began to turn to vapor,
Closer and closer to home she came
In her heart and memories – memories faded,
Her actions and words merely played,
Life around her a charade.
Bright Star didn’t care for the world,
All the layers unpeeled from her one by one;
What was left was stuff that mimicked the sun:
A bright star – but not the one.
Bright Star searched and searched the world
Looking for Bright Star –
Bright Star is the essence of,
The kernel of, our hearts,
The spirit that can never die
But be awakened to live forever
The dissolver of “you” and “I”
The part that knows and feels love ever.
Our essence is a Bright Star
That yearns to kiss all this goodbye
And shoot up beyond what we
Come to learn matters not when we close our eyes.
So closer, closer Bright Star came
To remembering her truest name
And farther from the earthly game
Of dust and shells and echoes
With little specs of stardust buried
Glittering like mica in the soil
Neglected by bodies feeling only their toil.
One day she got tired of pretending,
One day her mold fell off for good
And, leaving the shadows behind,

Bright Star shot into the sky
Up and out of this world.
September 22, 2010

You – whoa oh
You are the color of my soul, I feel
Both its counterpart and complement
At the same time
And I feel just fine
09-22-2010

I’ll Never Like a Boy Again
Always looking for that feeling that blasts my world apart,
Make it up inside my head, wake up to ache inside my heart.
Then I thought I found it truly, when I no longer looked,
And it was perfectly fine until I started to think –
Then on every little movement I was hooked
With my hooks in his flesh I start to sink.
Through someone I can find the diamond of wonders,
The world inside the world, the water in the desert,
The rose from a faraway land that appeared from air,
The gates of promise that lead there.
Yes, through one I can find what it is I look for,
But I realize it each day more and more
That your body’s just the avatar, and it’s not really you
But a traveling ghost that eludes embrace,
A shadow flitting across my view,
Which I can see inside the details of any face
If I really wanted to….
So how can it be your form I love?
Love is a thing of the stars above,
Too fine to be brought down and stuffed into boundaries
Too fine for this coarse earth.
We, solid beings with our quirks, earthlings
Don’t know how to handle what has no strings,
What’s boundless – you and I can feel
But “you” and “I” could never work,
Our bodies themselves would corrupt the initial pure;

Maybe once in a while we’d feel the spark,
But most of the time we’d be on the ground, where we were born.
And knowing all this, the nature of bliss,
What’s possible in these human shells,
I can’t bind love to any one name
Or the face of one – they all look the same.
That’s why I’ll never like a boy again,
What I seek isn’t in his face or his voice,
But it could be, and I could see
The universe in his every cell
But it really only comes from me –
Too late once I bit the hook and let myself get dragged through hell.
So how can I love the form, when the form means naught?
It’s invisibility to bring my world to life I sought
Without this weightless quality the world is desert and dust;
Out of nowhere a rip in the empty sky
Gives a glimpse of the kingdom that formed from thin air –
Until the door vanishes – but for the rest of your life, nothing will ever compare.
It takes one good crack to break you forever,
One to set you free
And once you’ve touched upon the magic
You’re linked eternally.
September 26, 2010

Fuel
Every solid mountain is really liquid fuel to burn.
Every feeling and state is a cog in the wheel that turns.
Nothing’s objective or forever,
It’s only fuel to move ahead.
You think a game is dying, but you don’t know;
Out of nowhere it can resurrect.
I need you
To be
My agony
So that I don’t run out of fuel.
I need the torment of incompletion
’Cause it propels me out of apathy.
And rest
Is for
The dead and I’m here to feel as alive as I can.
I’m adding years onto my life,
Incurring karma on my back.
It’s never over ’til I’m dead
And we’re never… at the end.
I need you to be unreachable
So that I can learn to bend
Any way my whims desire,
And play with my inhibitions ’til they’re shreds.
And you
Keep this reaction
Going on inside.
And I don’t know
How it’s for you –
But I’m throwing wood into the fire.
Everything inside the past don’t matter.
Convictions are so strong so they can shatter,
And perspective made to change,
Every moment rearrange,
You’re on the sea,
You’re in the air,
You are so free
With no ground beneath.
I will get used to this being my way:
Eternal instability.
’Cause peace too easily
Turns into apathy,
And apathy’s a death you can’t escape.

Everything could be a joke;
Blue could turn into yellow
And I could hear a million words
Inside your simple “hello”.
And I’ll love it
And play
And you will play along
As I write the song
With the movement of my form.
There is no truth to defend,
Only the answer for the moment,
The next move to make
For the game’s sake.
I’m no one, I am just pretending,
My permanence is ever pending,
Forever on the ledge
Between absurdity and seriousness
And if you ask which it
Is even I don’t know.
All I know is that we’re always burning fuel.
9/30/10

Reflections While Listening to Music
It’s only the feeling I want to feel.
I’m dancing inside my heart
From nothing but this feeling
Which has no root.
My roots have already started burrowing themselves into the ground.
I didn’t choose how; I only watch it, as my heart skips along,
Now feeling worry, now feeling joy, now feeling serenity and peace.
Images can’t form in my mind. Ecstasy has no form.
Love love love – it could be an illusion.
It’s like honey and my world comes alight.
Then when it leaves how cold it is.
Sometimes I think it’s necessary to hold back, keep my arms up and everyone at bay.
Then I switch to dropping those fences and being completely open.
I keep going back and forth between cold and warm, between being shrewd and a fool, between
following and being aloof.
Being watchful and skeptical is the trade of my mind,
But being a fool is the post my heart keeps returning to.
Less thought, more heart. Thoughts overcomplicate, but when your heart feels, it speaks a different
language. It knows a different way of knowing, and now doors are opened which lead to new realities,
new background colors for your scenes.
Music can lift your heart up this way and quieten your mind.
It can be medicine for your heart, and for all sadness.
I want to say, there stands the archway that leads to a new world, one of togetherness, that is never
boring. Let us go through it.
I’ll take pain over apathy, because pain is fuel and fuel propagates transformation.
Pure ecstasy is that moment when you stand right before the archway, on the edge of the two worlds.
10-03-10

Oh puppy love, sent from above,
Why do you make me sway
To the rhythm of you, and all your ways?
Chasing every day.
I’ve taken too much of you into me,
I’ve forgotten who I am really.
I’m only me, but I’m no one,
I’ve come undone,
Chasing desperately.
Oh puppy love, sent from above,
Love’s not a game for two, but one
And I’ve come undone,
I’m really no one,
But when I’m with you, we’re one, not two.
I lose myself and turn into you,
Taking in your ways,
And I can lie, that you’re taking mine
And with this lie I will feel just fine.
But puppy love, sent from above,
It is so clear what lies here.
We live in illusions enough as it is –
An overlay that makes life bliss.
But it won’t be true,
It’ll come back to you.
So unhook your strings,
Take yours out of mine
And come back to my philosophy:
Go on your own way, and of others be free –
But my heart is a fool chasing desperately.
10/06/10

It’s as if I am blind,
But behind my eyes
I sense you out in the night skies.
I close my eyes
And I am in space,
Feeling you somewhere, in your place.
I know where you are,
Where my rope goes
And you’re holding its other end always.
Earth matters not,
You were what I sought,
And now I’ve reached that place
I’ve been dying to go, where I’ve always been –
If only I’d closed my eyes I’d have seen.
It’s no longer ‘me’, but ‘I and you’
And I feel no space between us two,
Behind our bodies, separation and words –
Inside our hearts we are in accord
Quietly, together, you are the world
I found in the droplet when I gave up the world.
The whole world was empty, but you are the world
Overflowing with riches untold.
Only in you does this happen for me –
I find a cure for my apathy.
And I don’t need others, I don’t need games –
They fell off of me and you stayed in place
Like you always remain once the storm blows past.
I love you, I love you, I love you at last.
10/09/10

We’re running out of traction,
We’re on the last miles,
Coming up to the end of the road,
And it’s either gonna take off or die.
I feel I’m growing along opposite poles.
Like Two-Face – half becoming alive,
The other half goes ever number.
Each time I see you I feel dumber.
I cannot lie to myself,
I make so many excuses for you,
To justify your immaturity
By saying, “oh – he’s just moody”.
Don’t you find out the truth
On days you look like shit.
I was in my imagination more than I’d imagined –
Then you hit.
I don’t know how to think –
Everything’s numbed when you are sick
And I can barely feel it,
But I know I’m right in the thick.
I know my heart’s in shreds now,
My hands clawing for support –
But I can’t feel the impact.
I breathe it in but it stops short.
We’re nearing the funnel’s end,
Where time between opposites lessens.
I get too used to it,
I get too used to it,
You are so fucking frustrating
Make up your Goddamn mind
And tear yourself away from the mirror
And off of your behind
To run a few laps around the gym
’Fore I tear my eyes off you and onto him
’Cause we’re running out of time
To continue our cowardly climb.
And now the Novocain is wearing off and I feel the pain full force
And all the things I want to say to you I’m saying to myself
And I’m imagining the dark side of the light I saw before
And feeling like I do not like you like I thought I did before
And that my heart is turning wayward to another setting sun

And it was all in my imagination that in essence we are one
And that tomorrow I will find my castle rubble, all undone,
And the desert will consume me and my stars all one by one
And in memory I’ll store away the past things that I treasured
And you’ll go on your way without a care, an act you carefully measured
To keep your heart safe, and me not too close
Til you turn back but I’ve given up on this course
And the chance is now over and the leaves are all rotten
And my bright golden era is history forgotten.
10/21/10

A million times it has come to me
And a million times gone away
To leave me fearing its disappearance
And alone in the darkest night.
Yet all the stars return, alight
And dance once again like they did.
Every time they go out I fear it’s for good
And yet it never is.
I close my eyes and forget today;
Unable to hold onto the notes of the song
That fly into the past, that mysterious abyss.
Whenever I close my eyes I fear
What I can’t hold onto will disappear
And I’ll wake up to find it vapor, what was –
And yet it never does.
Still whenever I close my eyes:
I touch the emptiness of memories.
10/21/10

Chronicles of Foolishness
I am such a fool it makes me blush
So much maltreatment just for a crush.
It’s a familiar dilemma these days
But when I acted cold I was unhappy anyways.
I regretted my aloof exterior
And beat myself up for the façade.
I haven’t yet regretted the shame of being foolish
Just felt the burn run down my bod.
Foolish feelings will disappear
Over time, I’ll get smarter,
But I never can rewind
To the chances I stepped on by holding her back,
So let the fool attack,
Watch her bumble, ungracefully stumble,
And mumble nonsensical words.
Is it enough of a sign? Are you shy, or blind?
Or just enjoy watching me writhe on the line?
I may be a fool, but you are oh so mean –
Only when we’re alone does it fall somewhere in between,
But when we’re out in the crowd, how you start to push down
(Not me anymore), but your cruelty I abhor.
And I’m sure my childishness gets to you,
Pretending it’s just friendship and I’m not 21 but 2.
But you have me open now, you must see it yourself,
I’m sure it’s glaring for everyone else.
’Cause the fool feels so naked
And how the air bites,
A hairpin trigger each hair excites
And inside it’s like Jupiter’s red stormy eye,
No ground for your footing. Magnify
Each cell to a planet and each one is suffering
Its apocalypses – cataclysms. And each time
I step forward, make one advance,
The sensation’s like standing in no man’s land,
Like I’m in a country whose language is foreign,
From the woods wolves will jump out and leave me torn.
You’ll quickly decide you don’t like it by my side,
But just played the game while just that it remained,
And if so, then I truly will have been a fool –
Even so, nevermore would I want to be cool.
10/21/10

Sober As I Go
I woke up with a heavy heart
There’s nothing can be done.
A million views of yesterday –
Real, I don’t know is which one.
A heavy heart from yesterday,
For me, and you, and you –
Was I wrong or am I wrong right now?
I don’t know what to do.
I don’t know o’er how many levels
This illusion spans –
What’s real for me, what I thought too
Was just as real for you,
You’ve demonstrated is untrue.
And the lines I safely hooked into,
Let myself fall in a lull –
Doesn’t take too long to sober up,
The ground is concrete, feelings dull,
World is quiet, sky is clear
The drunken lights of yesterday
Into memory disappear.
I once thought love should be so calm,
Peaceful and serene,
But enchantment and sobriety
Belong to different scenes.
No one can tell me what is real
Except for you – but I might ruin
The ruins with the question;
Show, don’t tell.
I’ll trudge through hell
(Which flips to heaven with a switch),
My heavy heart in tow,
Sober as I go.
10/23/10

We all live in multiple worlds;
Most of the people in my life
Are on the outer shell, dancing
Together, on the ground floor.
They’re at the party; they live the play.
Their words so distant from
What they mean to say.
How I see their faces, so surreal –
They barely cause me to feel.
But in the basement, the bedroom deep,
Quiet recesses, doors closed we keep,
So distant from the surface there is
A room, a world for two.
And I feel you are there with me
Where the rules are so different from the outside sunny –
All the etiquette and form blocked out –
I can only hear you breathe, every little sound is so deep.
Less and less distance as we come closer
I look in your eyes I see more people than in a crowd.
Every color electrified; each fidget magnified.
It’s torturous hell, this precarious state.
Words are so empty and we can be
Quite apart in the outer world – this is just between you and me.
Nobody knows what we find here –
The door is closed to those outside.
This room so personal, where I know you,
Each passing day, more through and through
As we’ll blend, each cell merges one by one,
I am you, you are me, where had one begun?
I feel we’re always in our sacred room,
Despite what happens on the surface, beneath it’s the same.
It’s all lies up there anyway, a game, a play –
I belong in the room for two.
I merely stay out there ’cause I have to –
My body’s out in the sea, keeping its head above the riot,
But underneath the waves, it is oh so quiet.
Water caresses every part of my skin,
We’re conversing more personally than I’ve ever been.
It’s so close, it’s me, I’m it, we talk
And we know what we say as we say it as one.
October 29, 2010

I’m going crazy, but I can’t feel it anymore.
Poetic lines run through my mind just like they did before.
Interpretations bombard me, but I try to block them out
Before they weave a wall of fantasy from which I won’t see out.
The world is quiet, the world inside
That’s the one that matters, where is my real life.
I wander through the desert now alone for a time
Coming up ahead, it’ll be a while.
Separation is heartbreak; heartbreak is fuel
Aches tire the muscles out; fear is in rule.
I don’t know why it’s such a mountain,
I don’t know if I’m insane.
I’m killing myself with this selfsame pain.
11/02/10

So tipsy on the tightrope that is my ground
So distorted the mirror where I see myself
No permanence lasting more than a few
Seconds just like the sea never is still
But how it beckons from the shore.
Safety and comfort can be found at home
But the thrill, frivolous, keeps me wanting more.
I will return to the sea to be rocked back and forth,
Throw away the compass and sense of north
All my senses and direction’s like a rock that’s been dropped
From great, great heights – it leaves no order.
I will sometimes float among the stars
Sometimes I’ll be a comet hurtling through dark space
And that’s inside while the life goes on in this world
Like puppet theater, shadows of what lives inside.
Sometimes I’ll be alone in the vastest desert,
For a thousand years I will feel this hour
And when we embrace it is timeless and knows no space
Behind the world we are together.
That’s been my story for the past few years,
How much is fantasy, do I know?
It could all be fake, but without this light
My world’s so barren – it’s a cure, alright.
Sometimes I’ll burn the fuel of heartbreak
Sometimes I’ll meld what’s outside and in
But I will stay alive in spirit
The terrain that affects me is the one I walk within.
11/08/10

Desperation is a state so low
Never been so heavily in its throes
Why must it be you who keeps me hanging by a string?
Why not somebody nice, somebody loyal,
Someone who will not crush me at the chance?
I stand before you, just following
I turn away to keep cool
So that you will not see my desperation
But I sense you sense it anyway –
Never been such a fool.
I’m unaccustomed to the painful chase
Knives under every step toward a distant embrace
I watch other fools I’ve laughed at who’ve been in this place
But who am I to talk now?
There is not a word that I could say.
Visions of my heart bleeding with every squeeze
I’ve stepped on it so hard for protection
But wouldn’t open foolishness come more easily?
I forget never to take myself so seriously….
Step around the fence
Go lightly past the mountain
It was a dunghill
You blew up into a dustcloud.
Looking back so easily,
Moving ahead so breezily
I’m free now.
What a pretty dream.
No matter what the goal is,
The light shines everywhere.
All the time you wasted
Vanishes into the air.
So cut off your head, stop swimming
In the pool of sweat,
It’s been too long I sing this song.
I’m free now.
Go, go, go, forget, forget
Freedom laughs at any regret
You just have to get past the rock
So make the jump without a thought.
11/10/10

Thought I knew
But all I know is I don’t.
There was structure, there was certainty,
An answer for the query.
Those days are done.
I can’t even say with certainty that two and two makes four,
If it’s open or closed – is it even a door,
Or a hologram before?
I followed my heart and it led me to the state where it gets blasted all apart.
I took the road, hoping for clarity, hoping to set myself free, and got lost.
I dove in without thinking it through
Now I’m aching, aching,
And I – don’t – know.
Where is tomorrow or yesterday?
Right now lasts forever.
The pain of being alive knowing neither wrong nor right
And being blind in each endeavor…
All I’ve learned is that the road
Turns not how you expect it to
And for a tossed-around heart
Emptiness will cleanse you through and through.
For this voice I lost, this voice I thought was true
I got a revolution of my rules,
To putty went the steel,
This vulnerability makes me keel over and cry
’Cause I know nothing anymore with certainty
It’s hanging in the air, all I do see
And I could die at any time and that would be a breeze,
But I am in the moment, here I’m stuck,
Eluded by the wanted Lady Luck.
I hate girls, and I guess they hate me, too;
Oh Lady, if you were, we would so clash
I’d so envy your ability to flirt;
Your game with Time, that bastard, leaves me hurt
’Cause pawns that pine for the sun at dawn
Sleep through afternoon and wake up to find the light gone.
An open heart equates with stupidity.
I should have standards but I am free
To latch onto a limb lit up by the sun;
In every fallen leaf I see the one.
I crave to get drunk
And purge my heart of this junk,
Have sex without a thread
To tie me to the bed.
For a long time my heart will be silent,
Asleep, not dead.
11/15/10

It’s so hard to come back down to earth
When for so long you’ve been up with the stars.
You are vapor, you know
But feel your feet hitting concrete now.
There’s a time to be in love
And a time to walk alone,
Come back to the city to work 9 to 5
And learn to hold your own.
For so long you seemed stiff
I admit I was a bit repulsed.
When you wanted me so bad
My heart was turned away.
But I never love the person – just the feeling in between
I’ve learned – my “love” has always been unclean.
And now I’ve been burned
The tables turned and you
Look available and I like how you do all you do.
The light that’s been my torch could now shine on you.
Don’t let get me drunk again just when I need grounding –
But how good everyone looks when you are rebounding.
It’s astounding how fast my heart moves.
For a long, long while it will be quiet.
I reject love in favor of building myself.
’Cause when I take in one I lose what I am,
On that I have no grip.
It’s been a fun, fun, otherworldly trip
Inside my heart and mind.
But now we’re trudging back to work.
I see ahead all the lessons I’ve not learned,
The mountains and the rocks without the mist.
I belong up in the stars, but now I feel
A million miles of time between yesterday’s light
And the next trip to be.
Now it’s memory.
I’ll have all the worldly fun I can
But I’ll never be so touched by another man.
And I’ll do all I’ll do with all but the chamber
In the bottommost depths of my heart –
Let it rest.

Back to earth, back to the world.
Time to build myself cell by cell.
And if I find you out in the desert again,
It’s the spark in your eyes I seek, not the shell.
What’s that without the brightness?
11/17/10

I want to, I want to love you
I feel this so sometimes
I hold it in most often
But why?
My heart has made its decision
Without a choice being given
It happened that way and there’s nothing to do
I walk outside but in this case there’s nothing
I can do to alter what is for me true
And I try but I still feel the way I do.
Nothing much changes from day to day
There’s still the same old sway.
Oh, some days I feel this, so whole, so happy
Like you’re here with me but it’s not in you
Other days I’m practically crying
Feeling my heart tear and rend
Every moment those days it’s the rip and chasm
That’s hanging on my mind.
Without my choice, some day in the future
The sides come together
The hole closes in to be whole.
Dancing with me, I’m dancing internally
Mirrors all over the walls
Reflecting your memory as it plays in my eyes.
But solo’s how we go and dancing on
I feel you behind the cold glass wall
My hand touches, but it’s my imagined sense
Behind it there’s nothing but fingertips.
Solo’s how we go inside our hearts
Coming together and growing apart
I think is a drama starring only you.
We may sit next to each other but
We are a million miles apart
And we may live together and play the part
Of being together, being one heart.
But you are you and I am I
Each one imagining what says the others’ eye
It’s a reflection of your desire
You listen to language you cannot know
And give all the senseless sounds meaning
Your whole life in this love, you’re dreaming.
11/12/10

December Lights
A little bit of loneliness settled into me
From a trip I took downtown.
Even the safe posts to which I return,
My home, the things I know,
Have a sense of unfamiliarity.
A little of the silence I heard outside
In the trip’s aftermath still remains to reside
And when I speak now the sound of my voice
Jars out in the living room like foreign noise.
The quiet night, the lights wrapped around
Wooden porches, make the surrounding space darker,
Harder to see; December lights
In a cold lonely quiet yet quaint, flavored night.
It seeps into me, this moment’s taste,
Through my skin to my muscles and bones and still deeper.
Cobblestone streets, an old, ornate church
Muted by shadows of traffic-lit trees.
There is no one around, save a few single bodies
Making their way to their cars back (I think),
Turning in for the night, passing closed cafes
That line the streets like streams intertwining.
The beauty of the interplay of every detail,
The space between lines, between the cars of the light rail
Hold the world in a delicate balance,
Mirroring the stars’ (we can’t see from here) dance.
Every tiny thing I do sense
Settles inside me with permanence.
And I become built from the little pieces
Of each new impression I intercept.
And I wonder if it’s not a one-way attack –
Maybe the well shivers when I stare back.
Though I’m home, in part behind I remain.
Inside I’m still traveling on the train.
12/04/10

Friendship
I can never settle in your arms too long
And sing this song
That my heart sings
When it feels so warm,
Like it’s drunk hot tea,
Embraced completely;
Tomorrow it will know cold.
Oh oh – back and forth,
Swing from end to end.
This bond of friendship fluctuates,
Or do I too closely hound the trend?
I’m getting used to these familiar rounds,
Round 2, round 3, to infinity.
When we part I know you’ll swing back my way,
And when you do, I’ll know to say goodbye.
I prepare in advance
So that I will not despair.
There’s a whole world outside
And I’ll wander it when you’re not here.
When we next meet I’ll have things to say
And this keeps the swing in motion.
But the private feelings I’ll keep to myself,
My heart’s excitement and commotion.
For now this works,
For now all’s lit up,
For now it’s everything I need.
So I’m not afraid
To wave ’bye, my friend,
Or fear our bond will come undone.
Together, apart, round 4 –
And many more to come.
12/05/10

Many months I told myself
“You’re just chasing an emotion,
Running after bright lights of stars
As they fly past you on their own.”
I briefly felt so complete,
But now I feel like a fool
For jumping out of this world to an impossible realm,
For wanting what I do.
It isn’t smart to drop your standards,
And turn your back on the rules of this world,
To try to bring to our state of colors and shapes
What among them looks absurd.
Now every day I tell myself I’m crazy,
And I have no game to which I belong.
When you get me that’s all you get –
Sorry if you wanted the hooks that dig into your heart.
There was a time when I still had a choice:
Do I chase it or follow the clear, wide road
Waiting at the side for me,
Wondering why I am up in that tree.
So many months ago, I should have saved my sanity;
At that juncture I could’ve put my hand up, said “stop”.
I could’ve broken with this beating, been free,
Cut it off ’fore I went too far.
12-08-2010

I Want Only You
All my heart is cleaving
To one, but one unto –
Since our first collision
I’ve wanted only you.
All my thoughts point one way;
To one they all point to.
No strings hang out on the fray,
For I want only you.
12/19/10

There’s a perfect wrapper, an ideal shell,
A world waiting, a tape playing –
But it can go on my whole life just as well
And I’ll play my part, though my heart’s nowhere in it.
My heart is with you, in the sea of stars,
Flying through the cosmos at breakneck speed.
2010

Can’t shake this feeling
Can’t shake this feeling
That I’m holding out for naught.
Can’t shake this feeling
That it’s a mountain
When it should be like a waterfall,
And that we’ll never come together,
That the well is dry
And all the water was my dreams settling under
A promising starry sky.
Can’t shake this feeling
That I can’t forget you
This moving on’s not like the rest.
I let it go and
Move on, feel good that
I am alone and at my best.
But when the cycle’s over and the storm calms down
I find your presence on my mind
And I feel like I should be where you are,
On a thread unbroken I feel you are mine.
No matter which side I stand on
Can’t shake the feeling that I’m wrong.
One half of me’s in love while the other walks alone
In the stars or in the desert – where’s my home?
Can’t shake this feeling,
Can’t shake this feeling
I’ve been going the wrong way.
Can’t shake the feeling
What was meant to be lives on in the hallways like a ghost,
Meanwhile I act out like a shell, an empty host.
My spirit’s wand’ring somewhere looking for my body, lost,
And I am just as lost as well.
12-22-2010

Air and Memory
Every day I think about it, it seems a bit less real.
It’s been a while since I have heard your voice or stood by you.
Yes, concrete physicality is what I need to feel,
Otherwise what have I but air and memory to grasp onto?
Yes, I worry far too much that the future’s empty,
Though the past has proven that delusion wrong again, again.
Over, over I daydream of how I’d like it all to be,
But impatiently I only sit and wonder “when?”.
Worrying it evaporated into air like mist,
That it’s only in the past and will no more hold me,
That our lines part forever to prove it a tryst,
And leave me naught of that world but air and memory.
Shooting stars run through the sky,
Here and then forever gone;
Just like situations I hold dear.
Bright for but a moment’s time,
Until it’s out of sight ;
And what have I but memory to stay near?
The star is no more luminous
To the naked eye;
It lies outside my vision – but not outside the sky.
1/02/11

It’s Lonely at the Top
I’ve been thinkin’
A lot about drinkin’
Each quiet night away.
I’ve been sittin’
High up on this post,
Apparently keeping emotions at bay.
I’ve been frustrated,
And at times elated,
Often, in the same day.
Set up on a mountaintop
By somebody’s words,
And left, watching them go back down on their way.
Now I sit with a frown feeling all alone again,
Smart enough that everyone tells me I’m so,
Foolish enough to let an idiot’s words
Slip under and sink my heart low.
That’s why I’ve been thinkin’
So much about drinkin’
While banging against the wall all day.
Cold-hearted gal,
Whose guy’s just a pal,
And the girl is more like a guy anyway.
Can’t make a move
’Mid the stomach flips,
The nausea, the stiffness, the businesslike air –
You assume I don’t want to,
But that isn’t true –
Someone’s opposed and I feel that it’s you.
In my mind I’m caring and tenderhearted,
Loving and soft, not black or white –
I do know the range of emotions, in fact!
It’s not just anger or apathy.
But between what I feel and the things that I do
Lies an impasse, a glass wall I just can’t break through.
Maybe I should go dancing
To open my heart –
They say I could do with a little romancing –
But I hate everyone!

And quickly get bored –
Let some guy feel me up, fill me up with sweet words
And other such bullshit –
Go back to your day job,
You decked out avatar –
I only care about what you really are,
When you’re low, unpretending, ashamed of your face –
At least it’s more honest than last night’s embrace.
On top of the mountain we all gaze upon
Sits a throne that I see nobody sit on.
But it’s becoming clear (I don’t want this to be:)
In their minds on this throne everyone places me.
And I don’t want them to feel like I’m better than they
Or keep their distance ’cause I hear the words they don’t say –
It’s how I am and I cannot stop.
So I find myself high, untouched and alone.
Let borrowed words express what’s known:
It’s lonely at the top.
1/06/11

Lover, you’re whole again,
You left his body –
Now there is no more spark in his eyes.
You, form of light, move about without name.
You’re somewhere again and I’ll find you again.
You, who’s the essence of all that I seek,
I feel you out there once more, stronger than before,
More complete, more solid, though purely of light.
You need a new form next time my heart you ignite.
Old ones like leaves get swept under the table.
I thought all was lost but inside I feel able.
My heart feels renewed; the ball that unwound
Somehow found its way into a structure again.
Lover, a new dream, another illusion
To start up the game – maybe this time play right
To shoot in the bullseye; when I see your face
I’ll know it is you and we’ll quickly embrace.
I already see you, once more a new dream
That my heart takes out of the old form you were in.
It’s true, I’m not pretending – the inner reality
Is a fresh new start filled with possibility.
A friendship was formed, flowers grown from your light
But the light was never what was meant to be kept….
Excuses, anger, but at the core of it sadness;
Pretty stories just to make me feel better.
1/07/11

I Guess it’s Mine (song for guitar)
I guess it’s mine,
I guess it’s mine
To walk alone.
I guess it’s mine,
I guess it’s mine
To always feel this yearning pull,
To always be half,
Torn.
To always be
Incomplete and on the road.
I had dreams of settling,
Coming to a final place,
A safe embrace.
But how I feel
That it should go,
My pattern’s proving
Not like that at all.
Why the vision
If my hands work another way?
I’m looking right at it
But walking away
Down another path I never felt was mine.
It’s where my feet are
And the scenery is foreign to my heart.
The air has the strangest flavor,
Not of home.
Yet where I find myself
I guess is home.
That old dream
Nurtured for so many years,
What feels right –
Doesn’t match what’s in sight.
Somehow I missed it
And now it’s far behind.
Never thought I’d be the way I am;
I must have never known what’s mine.
I guess it’s mine
To be locked up.
I guess it’s mine
To be so calm.

I guess it’s mine
To have a broken heart
And if that never changes down the line,
Well then I guess that’s mine.
I guess that’s my lot
And assume no guarantee
That my lovely vision
Is meant for me,
That I won’t remain wandering
Across this gray, bare sphere
Looking for the arm
Reaching out to me as I to him.
What I want so much
Might never be requited.
The night will be so quiet,
I’ll be alone with all the stars.
Never find that grain of warmth
That settles deep inside your heart.
They found it next door merely
By stumbling in the dark.
I had dreams of a wedding,
The dress and ceremony
In the twilight with the lights
Glowing dim and eerily.
And a husband and a home
To live calm and happily.
But I want none of it now,
It’s set me free
Cause I can’t have it with the one I want to be with me.
Until I had a collision
That shattered but one heart.
Maybe it happened
Just so I’d sit down at this guitar.
And if it never was
I’d probably never write this song
I guess it’s mine,
The way I go along.
Meet along the way
A stranger who was always me,
Walking outside the dreams in my head,
In reality,
Beneath the sun shining coldly on her face,
Objectively.
A shadow by my side
Who’s always been alive.

I guess it’s mine,
What I see when I glance behind
In surprise.
Even though the past is full
The future always appears empty.
The pavement flies up,
As I step it forms beneath my feet,
Then falls behind
Where nothing’s mine.
1-10-2011

Pinpoint
I can’t pinpoint the essence of you or me.
Who are we all trying to be?
The winds pick up and I can’t do a thing.
They blow me about – no roots in the ground.
Even trying to improve seems to be part of the game.
So many people, each a little story of his own.
We’ll never have time to see everything,
So stick to your grain of sand and see in it what you’d find in any other.
Oh we travel far we travel far
But you’re born a way from which you won’t get far.
We can try; in our minds we become
Everything we think is ours.
But in the mirror is a little piece of reality staring back at me
And I don’t know where on the map her place is,
Is she an arm or leg, left or right?
A heart or an eye?
I think she could be purple or any color my mind likes,
It likes them all the same.
I could give her any other name
And in my mind it would still be me
’Cause I imagine a favorable identity.
But in photos her body never changes,
And my mind still doesn’t know its host.
Oh you’re a story born with all the pages
But you never want to read it through.
You’re on the lookout for other covers,
Never recognizing you
As one of those stories, like a stranger you might spend some time around.
You’re the missing piece from your own scene.
Sugar cannot taste itself.
Like rubber bands we stretch out a little
But spring back to the core, what’s comfortable.
How does alchemy come into play?
We strive and jump to get farther.
The “I” inside is the same for all
But our bodies are different –
Your body’s who you are.
A rose and a carnation – to the sunlight they’re the same.
One could never be the other – so don’t waste your time.
Each one has its bit of earth, it can’t be everywhere.
And its story only a few other flowers maybe will hear.
1-16-2011

I don’t want a wedding,
Walk down the isle with everyone’s eyes on me,
Go through this rehearsed ceremony,
’Cause whoever stands across from me, part of my heart
Won’t be with him, but out with the stars,
As I wonder in the back of my mind what I’m doing plunging in.
Marriage, marriage – why do I need it?
Is it for security?
Ceremony – it feels so phony.
You never will have all of me.
Part of my heart’s forever blocked
Closed to the others’ faces.
Though they be sweet, I must retreat –
Nothing will come from their advances.
What about mine?
I wanna move
But I move inside my mind.
I want togetherness in all we do,
I wanna feel that my heart’s with you.
I appreciate the others’ virtues like my neighbor’s house –
It’s nice but it’s not home.
Invitations, and stupid vows –
Go through the moves to get your prized possession.
Show it off, keep it by your side,
Put it into it when you get bored.
If we don’t mesh and something feels wrong
I’ll just bury this feeling that I don’t belong with you.
’Cause I need marriage, I shouldn’t be
So impossibly picky.
I’ll never find somebody good that way.
I should aim for Mr. Just Okay.
It’s just a stupid feeling anyway.
You need a man, God you’re twenty-one!
The pins of fear that I’ll end up alone
Should strike my heart but honestly
I’d rather be alone than alone with a stranger,
Wishing for another, wishing to be free.
Marriage, marriage – pick out the dress,
Have all your family and friends stare.
Be the center of attention for a day –
I’d rather disappear.
No stupid slideshows of “our journey”,
Signs that we were always meant to be,
Half-meant toasts that bring a tear to my eye

And contradict what everyone said last week.
If it’s not perfect in the sense
That with him I feel no doubt,
Why do I need to bother?
And keep this one around?
We can go through the motions.
I’ll be your smiling avatar.
My heart will be nowhere in it,
And from yours quite far.
Marriage, marriage – true marriage is impossible,
And if you strike upon the chance,
What if you’re so unlucky that it passes you by
Like a comet shooting ’cross the sky
And there’s nothing you can do but wave ’bye?
1-17-2011

No more illusions now,
The storm has passed.
I don’t need you beside me to go on my way.
Right now I feel perfect and confident
Writing what craziness I have to say.
I don’t care if nobody agrees with my view,
I’d even rather it be that way
So I can go on alone where no one has gone
And say I was there first,
In a land nobody knew of,
A world hanging in midair
Where blue is red and the sky is the ground,
Where nothing makes sense but inside I found
A resting place that is only a sense
Of going along with no one ahead.
1-30-2011

I’ll remember that vision
Of just you
Walking in through the door, head on.
Nothing about it,
No meaning outside
The plain thing, no strings dragging on the floor.
Add to my collection of memories
Like bright little jewels in a jar
Growing brighter and deeper, garnering
Subtleties as time goes on.
Or is it my eyes, or is it my mind
That changes as it wraps around them?
And leaves them to ferment, then comes back to taste
Layers and layers of feelings gathered,
A molecule here, a tinge of another
But I can distinguish each one.
From five to a nine hundred and forty two
Increases the variation.
From the depths and the widths;
In an inch lies infinity
If you continue to divide.
And I will always almost reach you
Yearning to from inside.
And in the empty space lies sweetness
In the slow passage of time
The honey dripping from the cracks
In air, overflows, keeps flowing
Much to my surprise, my hands
Can’t grasp it all – I give up
And smile just for this time.
2-04-2011

Marketable Skill
I should have learned computer science
So I’d have a job,
Practical procedures I can carry out with ease.
Instead I trudged through biochem out of sheer will –
And now I’m left without a marketable skill.
My father’s yelling constantly about “real life”,
Says I’m irresponsible and unaware of toil,
That my head is in the clouds and I’m out of the world –
Before he takes my keys and leaves to change my oil.
My boyfriend-type-thing-I-don’t-touch
Is up-to-date on techy things,
Meanwhile I have broken three mp3 players,
Three cellphones, two computers and one camera –
Like the twelve days of Christmas – falala-la-la.
This awkwardly-leading-me-on-leading-me-along-friend
Whom I see five minutes a week face-to-face
Who won’t ask me out but spends all night online with me,
And built up a harem of possibilities and fantasies
That chase him ’til he rejects them awkwardly –
He has a marketable skill,
one for which I'd kill
(maybe I will).
’Cause everything is not like how it sounds, sounds, sounds –
And now we’re talkin’ bout “real life”.
I pray my references will lie.
There’s nothing gained in staying shy,
’Cause it’s inevitable that I’ve got to make up shit –
So I’ll take liberties to elaborate a bit:
I play piano and guitar
I can almost strum a chord.
I know Paint Shop Pro 9,
I made some drawings, they were fine.
I’m an “artist”, “writer”, “musician”
And many other ones besides
But if I were to be honest, I would say my forte
Lies in writing silly songs ’bout going ’long my way.
Not about political affairs
Nor useful product reviews
But about the act of writing those,
The focus never on the point lookout,

But about about,
about the other side of it, the underside we hide.
Now see me flipping over logs like Pumba and Timon,
Makin’ 90s references ’cause I’m a 90s girl.
Got no boyfriend ’cause I’m used to bein’ alone.
But it’ll be okay.
I’ll marry Johnnie or Jose.
Captains Morgan and Alina –
I think it has a nice ring
(Nicer than the one I won’t be wearing).
While the world moves fast ahead, I’ll strum my mandolin,
Singin’ about what’s happenin’,
Not things, not judgments on the world without,
But about about.
02/06/11

Too cool I wish I’d be a little brighter,
Too low I wish I’d be a little higher
Too calm I wish I had some more desire
I know zero and ten
But 4, 5, 6, 7 are motions foreign
Too hard I wish I’d be a little softer
Too male I wish I’d be more like a girl
Too much thought I wish some would shut off
Too patient I wish I’d had enough
Too cool I wish I’d be a little warmer
Cheeks flushed peach instead of pink
My arms move onto yours seamlessly
I’ve spent too much time on the brink
I deserve better. My heart too squeezed
Put my mind at ease with barriers where I should go
I just for certain want to know
Too dim I wish I’d be a little brighter
So heavy I wish I would feel lighter
Winter I’m whiter than a ghost
Too cool I wish I’d start a little fire
Ignored my own desire
Never will come forth
Forget you, you don’t know my worth
You only think about yours too
You’re too young to be one of two
You take for granted my affection it is true
Cut you off cause I’m so cool
Too long I have felt like a fool
I’d love it to be you – but I’m no masochist
If you want it you know what to do

Life don’t twist round your sensitivity
You only think “you owe me”
And in that statement I won’t be the “you”
You’re cool but I am so cool, too
I wish I’d be a little warmer
Then maybe this would proceed better
I can’t deny this train is stuck here on the tracks
I go on my way don’t look back
02/09/11

Dear Heart
Dear heart please kill me
You switch every hour.
Confident then crying,
Disabled then empowered
Then disabled again.
You’re in so much pain
That I have to work through –
Can’t do my work cause of you!
Dear heart please die
Please calm down and stop bleeding.
I don’t know what I’m doing so wrong in this world.
I tried but got nothing
I tried but it’s dying
Receding into the past
Where all things go.
You swell and withdraw
I have the sea inside me
And it’s more like the ocean than the one I see
When I drive to the beach –
Cause this one’s in
And touches the cells underneath my skin.
How many more of these poems do you want me to write?
I try to be independent but inside
I’m dependent on his every move
And nothing has changed after all this time.
How many poems of degenerate quality
Do you want me to spill?
Die heart, my motor, pushing me back
And forth with the strongest swell.

These words exorcise every wave of emotion
From inside and onto this page – they lie here
For me to remember and maybe the rest
Of the world to one day hold dear.
Die, dear heart; you almost kill me
Practically every day.
I am powerless before your archaic sway.
You control my body with sadness and fear
You doubt my dreams and empty the glass
So it sits half empty and trickling out
Through a little crack.
There is something happening to me,
I don’t know what it is.
A sword running through my heart.
No one can see it – it’s perfectly private
And outwardly there is no sign.
But it’s a whole other story inside and I wish
I would just finally die.
Cause I don’t know how much longer I can rock back and forth
Torn apart then reunified.
Sometimes I choke on the upsurge of feeling;
At parties I go out of my mind, so bored.
But always inside there’s this pendulum swinging
From pole to pole of my inner world.
It’s without warning – the feeling of
Incompletion is driving me up the wall.
Frustration at no solution in sight
I bear it and watch time crawl.
12-14-2011

Square 1 3
Back to square 1, 1, 1
My whole world has come undone.
Every structure, every judgment
Of myself and everyone.
Yet solidified
Some convictions inside
And every time that I return
The world is ready to reform
Until I come again back to square 1.

The circle finished and now I am set free.
I hung on so long but finally
The missing grain fell in my lap
And slapped me into sense.
The unnecessary threads always fall off on their own.
Every person is a character
Featured in his several chapters.
The pages turn and I keep learning
Brushing back the pretty tales of my deepest yearning.
This I know: you cannot lose what’s true
What’s real doesn’t need a grip to stay.
It will remain but remove the lens
Don’t hold on so tight and magnify.
Everything I knew in its time was true
But past it means nothing but an empty shell
So go on, on, on
And accept that you cannot escape the return back to square 1.
The world does never stay forever
That way which you see –
Commonsense words certainly
That I relearn as if I start again.
Everything you learn you must learn twice at least
The second time walking, the first on your knees.
Square 1, 1, 1, how neutral you feel.
The world I had been in was getting oh so stale.
The desert felt like wandering a thousand years
Now it’s time for a new breeze, a new perspective
Shatter my collective memories and dreams.
I suppose what’s left is all that’s real.
I start my life over for a new ordeal.
New characters and plans – just an ephemeral game.
But I – I am not the same this time.
Square 1 return before you send me off
To a new home, a new life
No choice in what’s my strife.
I’ll see you in a few
Back to square 1
When the devil pulls the pin out of my world for fun.
02/15/11

I’ve been sad so long
I’ve been sad so long
My heart feels like it’s bleeding, crying
Endlessly for what – two years now.
I’m trying to get out all these emotions
Without holding a molecule back.
I’d scream, and cry, and shout in the night
But my voice is oh so quiet
That it mostly stays inside, confined
And my heart cries.
I’ve been worried about being too emotional
So I try to self-contain.
My habits of restraint have become
So deeply deep ingrained
That even when I’ve had a lot to drink
I still think of how they see me
If I’m a mess I stay in my room,
So quiet, until I’m properly recomposed.
I’d love to unroot the demon that possesses me to do this.
I feel chained inside cause everyone is saying
“Be expressive” and I feel bland.
I hate and do not see myself at all.
I’ve been thinkin’ I need to up my sex
To get your heart on me.
You think so little of my femininity.
I’ve been thinkin I’m too manly
I could use some heels and skirts
And the guiles to flirt without insulting.
I know that if you loved me I wouldn’t have to change a thing.
My mind knows love is free, no standards
My heart holds onto you with a passion.
I’m on your wayside, your eyes on dancers,
Beauties ornamented, full of grace.
I’m too austere for your tastes.
All I long for is your embrace.
And the closeness we once had is really what gets me.
I’ve been sad for so long
I’ve come to this mournful song
Like a dying lark out in a lake
I thrash when I awake
Throw out in all directions
To escape this madness and this pain.

I make excuses,
I find explanations
But still I’m on the same – in so much pain
I long for days where I felt love.
I long for you to be attracted to me
See me as sexy and a woman –
Perhaps I am not womanly.
I need dance lessons – I will whore myself up for you –
And herein lies the flaw.
You must feel my desperation
So much honey dripping down your jaw.
I have been sad for the longest time
I want to cut my heart right out.
Too deeply settled in the pit of my chest.
I have been thinkin’ that I’m not enough.
I hold on to this one thought:
All these things I’m thinking are rot.
I hold on to this thin link tenaciously.
Every now and then I’m free.
I don’t care now – I’ve accepted that you will go on your way
And forget me, which you never held as anything worth saving.
I think everything just to escape
The present pain inside my chest.
Everpresent, sometimes dull, but gives no rest.
I’ve been thinkin’ there’s just something wrong with me.
02/19/11

Love is an uneven pull,
Earth is an uneven field.
Where chances lie above our heads
Our kinks trample upon them.
So very many unnecessary
Buttons on our form
Block what we want true.
I’ll have a knot in my chest til I’m over you.
Slowly it is happening
No shortcuts through the thickest mire.
A quick bright shot, now make up for what you got
With what you lost,
What’s in the past.
Earthlings we are so uneven,
Distortions of our spirit selves
Lain sleeping.
If it awakens it opens to the harsh dilemma
Ever trying
To ignore the rules it knows belong to fools
But fools are we as long as we
Stay slaves to gravity.
The spirit knows no weight
It’s but a grain that lives constrained
And trying
To escape the psyche’s mazes so confining.
02/21/2011

Now I Know What Gravity Is
Dear, I’m broken open,
My mouth a gaping hole.
It’s all I know now.
Nothing else comes close to mattering at all.
The sights of all our world
Are but a backdrop for the stars.
I’ve been severed from head to foot.
There is no going back.
I feel, I feel, I only feel
The world is dragging at my heel.
I utter words that fit my body’s role
But it’s a shell
And I’m in hell
And heaven all the same.
Inside there is no rest
But an expanse of stars
The universe an openness.
I say I want more than anything to die
To fall into this open starry sky
Why the world if we belong
In the open bound to all and none?
I could paint you a picture:
Every planet spinning on itself.
Not a mass, but a whirling
Creating its own gravity
(A game and I hate it) –
As do also the stars
Which create my sky of beauty
That I see when I’m freed from gravity.
One small body but I’m never complete.
I’ve been this way so long now.
One moment turned me inside out
On my head,
Flipped my world upside down.
I swam in a sea of stars
Inside the chamber in my heart
That nothing else has ever reached.
When you’re broken open the clouds bleed
The walls cry an endless river
It never stops flowing and the water falls forever.
You see in a moment
How everything does scream
And it pulses –
Remember, the world is a reflection.

When you’re broken open
You lose your dreams
The past falls off and you are clean
Standards fade like salt in water.
You were searching for something
To hold in your hand
And admire forever;
Endless fire.
But all that you get when you leave the world –
That ‘thing’ is everything,
Impossible to hold.
All that changed
Is a sword pierced through
And made a wound that will never heal.
Now maiden of mourning, walk the earth
Forever crying, singing, dying.
All you say will never say it all.
Love is an endless waterfall.
Not the bottom or the top where’s there’s rest
But the falling, falling you cannot catch.
I never thought I’d think this way
But I’m only cynical about the day to day
And the games, I point them out
But what’s it matter?
Most people do not want to shatter what they think they are.
You’ll never get far – the world is a sphere
And after a while
You’re back where you started.
Life on earth is confinement if you’re awake
So many cobwebs off to shake
And your spirit’s always thwarted.
What did I want? A form to hold like a cup.
I wanted to always keep my mood up.
But if I were at peace I’d write none of these –
I don’t know if that spares your eyes and ears.
How many more years of this game must I bear
Before I am out there?
02/21/11

This thing beating against my chest
Is not my heart but it knows no rest.
A fire’s been lit,
The beating is of my spirit.
It beats against my bones –
That’s why they ache.
It knows no language
So it cannot speak.
Clumsily it leaks out through some words,
Some songs, some forms,
All saying the same in so many ways.
2/21/11
I’m so cool
I don’t care about anything but school
I’m putting everyone in last place on my agenda
Feelin’ relaxed, like I aint got to pretend.
I’m so cool
I’m turning tragedy to humor
Laughin’ ’stead of cryin’ that I’m a fool
’Cause that’s how cool I am.
I’m getting texted on this Friday night
As I sit at home while everyone parties.
For a while I just need things to be quiet
As I sort out my priorities.
I’m so cool
I’m quickly getting over you
I do not care what you are up to or with whom
Or if you feel alone.
I keep movin’ forward
Keep doin’ what I have to do
Hold my arms out to the future
And take out every trace of you
From my heart and mind
Your name only pops up every now and then
Subsided has all the emotion
Now I’m left with nothing but my cup is full to the brim
There’s no room
For anything but my goals.
They think that I’m aloof –
Maybe it’s the truth.
I don’t care because I’m so cool.
02/25/11

There is nothing I can do
But pour my heart into
Everything else around me but you.
You’ve run away –
What did I do to you?
Maybe I was too kind,
Or not kind enough – on some level I’m blind;
There’s always the obvious I’m blind to.
There’s nothing I can do
For an answer.
The knocks back on the door get softer
With each day.
It’s passing through the stages
Laboriously
And the pendulum swung back my way
To strike me in the chest.
Yesterday you should’ve seen me, I was at my best.
Jealousy consumes me over why it works for them
As the other half of my brain says, “stop being twelve, for shame!”
Real life’s out there
But oh in here
It’s a pendulum swinging from ground to sea.
When will it be over?
There’s nothing I can do but put words on this paper.
When I look back at this one day
I wonder what I’ll see.
02/28/11

Well, what can I say? Some days it passes and I feel okay
Going along, sing the same song,
Writhe on a private line
Hanging desperately but fine
With my slavery
Not enough pride to complain today
Or feel my ego smart
I go along the same.
Everything passing into the past
All problems and issues are overcome
By digestion; I churn through it quick and complete
And shit out gold nugget waste.
03/03/2011

Why did you leave me here
After your touch?
A metaphorical touch –
Once was too much.
Of everything I was, everything I made,
Nothing remains
That bears my true name.
Because nothing I did, or thought, or said
Sat as deep as the open wound sits in my core;
An always renewing open sore
That rips and closes and rips afresh
Every night.
Now that I’ve known this deepest touch
How am I supposed to live my life
When nothing matters
Everything pales
In comparison to this light?
The wound is too open;
I doubt the form
Through which I knew it
Could himself heal.
Even his attention
Wouldn’t be enough
To seal.
It’s mine forever alone.
I’ve lost my peace ’til the final sleep
From a touch too deep – any deeper
And we come out to the sea of stars
At the core of each cell,
The hole in the shell,
The diamond you search for –
What did you find?
An ever-open starry sky.
You wanted a treasure to have and to hold
But what you found was a portal out of this world.
How can I live here anymore?
I found what I was looking for.
Now all I want is to merely die
I have business here no more.
Every picture that I took,
Every poem that I wrote,
Everything I know I am,
Identities and names,

Are lost off me, fallen into the sea,
And merged into the waves.
None of them have a tie to me.
Tell me, how am I to marry
If the only marriage real to my heart
Is the one of completion, together, apart?
Why did you leave me?
I throw sand at the sea,
Angry at you, then I drop to my knees.
You have me forever,
“You” who is none –
From your brief touch I have come undone.
I am no one,
I only move, only do
As I wait to die.
All day all I can think of is I;
All night all I can think of is you and cry.
I’m incomplete without you,
Always reaching, always longing.
I never will find you trapped inside a form again;
The shell fell off and all I’m left with
Is the ghost
Who has no host.
03/04/11

Love is a ghost, flitting across my view.
It appears in the window, then disappears,
And the room is left empty and dark though you chase
That ghost, ever travelling, in search of a host.
You find the spark in a pair of eyes
For a little while ’til the bright star dies,
For its lifespan is timed. But you go on,
Alone in the desert for a thousand miles.
Then the story ends and your heart forgets.
You’re in a new land and you ask yourself,
“Whyever did I ever fret?”
The chances you find are infinite.
“You” are new, the past forms matter
Not; again you’ll find what you sought
And love ’til the flowers die again,
Like the earth does spin. And there’s no need
To wonder “when”, say “never”,
It’ll sooner than you think happen.
Know the key, the love in your life
Has no entity; it’s you and this nothing,
This spirit you see in a person, a rock, hear in melody,
That sits in your soul. Its only goal
Is to open the chamber inside your heart,
And you’ll feel it forever, together, apart.
03/06/11

Mark It In Time
A night I will always remember –
The day I killed my love.
He falls apart and I surrender
To the current pulling on.
My heart is turned to slumber,
I feel it pulling out the hooks
As the story now is over,
And everyone bows as the curtain falls down.
Not just in my mind,
In the same place I felt you
When you touched the deepest chamber.
I do feel it true.
Are we forever? Out of time?
Are you mine?
I didn’t want to kill it –
But I fear I did.
Mark it in time.
03/10/11

I see you everywhere,
Not in a form.
Your ghost flies into
The movement of the breeze,
Through the branches out this window. And I
Turn my head and see you in the cracks in the walls.
I feel you pulsing through the solid surfaces,
The rustling of papers,
The pang in my chest.
You strike without warning
And leave just so,
Flirt with your wink around every corner,
Coy and illusioned,
And insubstantial.
You are in time, you are the space
Between things, the movement from A to B.
But there are no stops, only infinity.
And you – we touch hands again and again,
Turn towards and away and back
Is our play,
Forever like there never was yesterday.
And I ask, what is my body to do?
I want no one – only you.
Only if the feeling is right.
Only if there is no doubt.
Only if every cell agrees.
Leave me unfinished
03/11/11

If you don’t want to be mine, then I’ll let you go.
We never knew each other.
Every day your picture becomes
More like that of a stranger.
I hooked in too deep –
But I don’t take the blame.
Distance myself from the swirling sea
Of kaleidoscope colors and ecstasy-agony.
We go on our ways, apart.
Beyond my skin this whole thing was naught.
The last stitches close up this bubble forever.
Even I won’t be able to stick in my arm.
It remains sealed to me, just as before
I knocked into you when it sat invisibly, latently.
We are on the upswing of this slow way.
I know and feel you less each day.
Seal the rip ’cross this rag doll chest.
It’s fine, it’s probably best.
03/14/11

Speeding Bullet Train
Do you remember five years ago,
When I was trapped inside the low
And I could not even imagine a light?
But then I saw the light of the train.
Now I caught a speeding bullet train and I can’t get off.
I’m in love with an emotion,
I’m at home inside commotion.
Any less than the fastest mess is such a bore.
I used to be at harmony
Inside the forest or right by the sea,
I sat under the sky and took my time staring in awe at the stars.
But now I do not care;
I dropped and left it in the past.
I jumped and landed in the air,
Picked up a wind so fast.
I caught a speeding bullet train
And now I can’t get off.

I think I’m going insane,
Faster, faster with each thought.
I wanted love but the train sped on
And I left you standing in the dust.
I couldn’t help it;
I hope it’s just a phase and soon that I’ll calm down.
What I’ve become is the very last thing I ever thought I’d be.
Every day is yesterday and every moment I am free.
I caught a speeding bullet train,
I caught a wind out of control.
I let go of everything but one aim…
Whose name I do not know.
03/16/11

You bit right into my soul with your voice and your eyes,
With a synchronized manner, what mirrors mine.
You plunged into the deep end and took right hold
Of the plug that drains the water out.
Like a seed you burrowed and took firm root,
Come sunshine you poisoned all the fruit
With your presence – each molecule carries your taste
And every vine entwines around your face.
But now it all has gone to waste,
Every hope I had I killed with my anxiety and haste.
I turned my back upon
To save face.
But each moment I long for your embrace.
It’s a two-sided life,
Black on front, white behind
No outside, yes in
Flip me over and expose the din
To the sun,
Dance in step,
You’re the one I feel it all next to.
I think of only you.
Everywhere I see your face;
The fool has taken up my space;
I’ve long since let her win.
03/16/11

You can try and push the boundaries,
Steal a glimpse into new worlds,
Dip your feet into sands of another constitution.
And you can use those hallowed moments
To make headway and results
And create something outside your situation.
But you’ll never get too far
From the way things really are.
The electron cannot stay in the excited state forever.
You return to home base,
Land on your tonal
And sing the one note that resonates.
You can enter into states,
Almost be another person
With qualities foreign to you.
And you can take home what you learn –
But you’re a tourist in a land
That never sits quite comfortably with you.
It seems we’re born with constitution
And we wrestle with the ropes,
Make exertions, then return to take a breath.
And just when we’re doing nothing
But let the ropes stay bound
We see who we are on the ground.
’Cause you’ll never get too far
From who you really are
Or the stable chemistry of every element you see.
You know relations from the get-go –
Maybe they can change slow
In those lit-up moments find us shaken out of our peace.
But when we fall we part
Or return if that’s our start.
Tempering the winds, it is truly an art.
Oh, you can try and struggle
But you always will return
To what remains standing
When you stop fighting your own.
03/17/11

Unhooked Again
Version 1:
I feel you next to me,
Standing at my side,
Against my back,
Inside my eyes
Calming, I feel I’m never alone;
There’s always someone to look me back in the eye.
I reach out my hand, you simultaneously yours
Which is mine, to yourself across the line.
Across the barrier of worlds and time
I feel you press from the other side.
Your eyes and expression are mine.
I am not one, but two who are one.
I whisper “you you you”
Into the air, I am never alone.
Version 2:
I’ll never see you, my self
You move as I move as we stand back to back,
But each of my moves is a search for your face
As you likewise do.
Forever we search for each other,
Closer than we ever could be
But never to touch,
Always to want
Turn around – but I never can quite.
I just miss your face, but I still feel you warm
At my back, pulling at my string
Like I pull on yours, which is mine.
I am not one, but two who are one.
To the air I whisper “you”
As my heart ever plays our drone.
Across the universe it sounds back.
I both sing and hear the note
03/21/2011

Leaver
I should’ve known better than to hook into you
But affection did never give much of a choice
To this day I’d bend round and turn inside out
To put your life at ease.
I find it dilapidated
How am I one hundred percent and you’re zero?
Oh the way I feel ain’t physical;
You burrowed into my emotions but I know you
I know who you are
You’re a leaver, you’re a leaver
You’re the first to run off
Is it precaution? I’m awash in
What could’ve been ours
I’m not a leaver at all – I cling to what’s dear
Opposites attract – ain’t it unfair?
I cannot sleep ’cause of it
This time around I’m the bug
I gave up my power
Now look at you walkin’ round so smug.
But you’re a leaver, you’re a leaver
Call yourself complex
Well my dear maybe one day
You’ll be stuck in this vex
Then you will know what it’s like to be left all a sudden
Oh, I shouldn’t care after so much time
But I’m still standing in the middle of the pile
Hoping that you’ll come back
No matter what, you are mine
I’m on a tightrope of devotion and insanity
I’ve always heard insanity and love look alike
Now I know – and I will never come back
To you, leaver
I want you out of me
I won’t stop pinin’ til my heart forgets your company
How you did deceive
But don’t misinterpret – I don’t blame you
I’m sure given the circumstance you did the best you could
But neither of us knew to leave when we should –
On the very first day
For good.
03/22/11

To Answer Your Question, Margaret
I wanted my light so much I could not wait patiently
So I mined every face for the spark in its eyes
When I glimpsed a reflection of the distant stars I took it and with it ran off
Maybe I am too young to do otherwise
I created my desire like we all always do
Then we try to explain it from a million views
But every theory is roundabout and never hits the heart of the stone
Yes, I think it’s all in our minds and we are all alone
03/23/11
Nobody Knew
A motley of strangers from separate lands
Was bound toward the same destination,
None could foresee that the speck in the skyline
Was a point where multiple roads converge.
And when they arrived, nobody knew the nature of what they had stumbled into.
Nobody knew but that which drew
Them together, if more than mere chance.
But I have a feeling that it was just that,
For by chance they parted, too,
Unless in their time they exacted a change
That went unseen by them
But known by the one with the sneaky grin
On the face of the hand that orchestrates.
The merchant brought magic,
The gardener love,
The build brought the binding blue.
What would transpire upon the disrobing
Of layers, nobody knew.
The gardener saw everything under the sun,
The merchant saw that which was seen by none,
The builder knew how to maneuver around the contours of any land.
At the end of their stay inside the oasis
Each returned to his own occupation.
The merchant became just the merchant again
And wandered on to a new town.
The builder returned and resumed to do
Only what the world knew him to,
But who he was in combination
With the others, nobody knew.
The gardener retreated to tend to his plants,

Loving the world they provided,
But missed the taste of harmony
Whose echo in him still resided.
Nobody knew what they’d fallen into
Until it was far behind them
And they turned around to see the lights
Glowing brighter with distance and fading with time
As they separately searched for another oasis
Of many converging lines.
03/25/11

What would I say if I could write something even I would never see?
I’d say I love you and want you always with me.
It’s really simple:
The things I keep returning to are the realer ones.
But she’s die-dying in the river while I swim on.
I was born with a raging twin inside,
Her bony back to mine
Snarling at all,
She never wants anything good
To get the best of me.
Life has its rules but everything’s been to kill her off.
And now she’s die-die-dying in the river as I swim on.
It’s simple really:
I love you for no reason other than I do
And that’s fine. Looks like the fool has won
I want what I want and that is all.
Sink low in the afterglow
It turns out it’s not all gone.
All this affection I don’t know how to manage
Hangs about in the air.
Say something please. I’ll simply wish for
My dreams to come true.
It is so simple when the snarler fades away, no longer needed.
I’ll sink soft and low
Into the afterglow
I’m the open pining longing striving hand outside the door.
Half is what I feel like.
Affection is all around.

04/02/11

At the Core
I can’t complain about my wonderful life
As I stand where a million roads converge
(I seem to be choosing but really it’s fate pushing
My back inexorably.
Or if you’re a skeptic we’ll call it the breeze).
The wheel rotates round on its intricate rim,
Designs flash before my eyes
As I take in with wonder all I can see
And dance to the myriad intricacy.
But underneath
The surface, deep
In a place where none of that reaches,
I’m still sad,
Still crying
At the core.
No matter what transpires on the surface levels six feet down,
In one chamber deepest in I wail one note for all of time
Into space; I cry or smile
Or anything I do,
It’s a skin reaction; underneath
No link ties to this play.
No matter how the winds sway
Behind the world, behind my smile,
Behind reactions, circumstances,
Happiness, annoyance,
At the very core
From my deepest heart I pour and pour
Into the stars, my only song,
I do not know for how long;
Time’s not known behind my forward smile.
I’m so sad here it’s agony;
Meanwhile the hand, it pushes me
From scenery to scenery;
It makes no change inside.
At the core I’m wailing, wailing
Into an infinite drop,
Crying a constant note that aims to bring you close,
And chasing lights that race into a black hole, out of sight.
04/04/11 – 04/23/11

Burn With the Sun
I cannot stop myself, I cannot stop my mind
From taking me up on this self-induced high.
Every time I reach it it’s fire and nothing more –
It couldn’t be purer.
The next day when I look around,
Everyone seems to be on the ground,
And where am I?
In my self-induced high.
How this state does terrify me.
If I keep this up I’m gonna burn with the sun,
Burn through the elements one by one
Until what’s left is a substance flames can’t scorch.
I don’t want to leave it all behind
But even at home I’m in another world.
One week ago I was down in the low;
What changed to propel me out, I don’t know.
No more heart-rending pangs –
Well, yes – but I go on with them in the background, white noise.
Couldn’t have it anyway with my feet off the ground.
I’m creating an image round an empty core,
I can do so much I couldn’t dare to before.
So far away from this world, I don’t know when I’m coming back;
There’s a hook in my mind that ties me to earth
And if I go too high the alarms go off,
Then I quench my excitement and quench the light
’Til I come low enough to take a respite.
For now I’m burning with the sun;
I’ve forgotten everyone
Except me, I am my own world,
With one aim every cell leans toward.
Forget everything else; I can’t explain.
If you’re not up there I know it seems insane.
As if from a plane, look down at the clouds
And see how simple and free,
And the people below and their stores and their roads
Are an intricate web of fine threads woven,
Trifling from this height.
04/11/11

Endless Motivation
You say you lack motivation;
Well I know an endless wellspring.
But be warned of the cost to dip;
Can you imagine your heart ever rending?
Endlessly yearning forward,
Your neck craning out toward
A back turned from you like a silent wall of brick.
You will lose yourself, you will do everything
You never could see yourself do
Without hesitation to hold you back;
Your body will fly with your heart at the head
On a gust of wind that never rests
And you’ll pour and pour and continue to pour
Forever, forever more.
Yes, you can have endless motivation,
But can you pay the cost?
04/12/11
Pre-poem
Spitting on embarrassment,
Waving away dignity
Along with every value you hold,
Leaving only direction and speed.
You fly and cry and crane your neck
Futilely,
Losing yourself,
You’ll do everything you couldn’t see yourself do;
Your body will fly with your heart at the head.

I’m in love with a ghost,
In love with a phantom,
In love with a shadow
That just disappeared,
In love with a rope
That just whipped round the corner,
In love with a wink
That lived so brief,
In love with a memory,
In love with a moment,
In love with the mountain’s peak,
In love not with someone
But someone elated,
In love with what could be.
The sword pierces over and over through me
Once the ghost walked through me and left his mark.
I, too, am a phantom; isn’t it fitting I find
My match in a moment’s spark?
My love’s hard to reach when he’s everywhere,
In minutest acts or a loaded stare,
In the sun over leaves,
In beauty, in what comes naturally from thee.
I’m in love with a phantom,
In love with a ghost,
The sun’s reflection over the sea,
The interplay between lapping waves
And how closely we speak by the shore,
In love with the words that can find no words,
I’m in love with the melody,
In love with the spirit
I glimpse sometimes,
Unquenchingly, achingly.
04/14/11

Rite of Passage
I’m just tryin’ to keep it balanced these days,
But I feel I am walkin’ a tightrope.
I took a deep little plunge into a deep little pool
And forgot the world outside.
In the water reflected were all of the stars,
And I swam in the simple sea.
But rip me back out into the cold air
And set me to walk on bare feet.
I’m tryin’ to hold it together successfully,
Leaning each second to catch what is falling,
Purging my heart of ideals;
How it longs to sleep,
But I’ve got no more feed.
We mark the end of a lengthy dream
That bloomed like a garden inside;
How unpleasant to wake and tend the fields.
I’ve come to childhood’s end,
I can feel it though still groggy
As my body goes to toil under the midday sun,
Remembering the sweetest dream,
After forgetting its real little plot of land
That it put out of mind so easily
To let me indulge a little longer in soft dreaming.
04/15/11

Still
Time does not heal where it can’t reach.
Beneath the surface
I am the same
I am here still.
Is there such a feeling as too much?
You pour and pour out every moment,
Knowing forever is not enough
To move from behind out to the front.
The scenery
I catch dimly
That circles past
Is all okay.
Inside I’m in the same place, still.
It runs ahead of me forever.
I’ve touched what doesn’t fade,
Behind the veil
And after all this time, I am there,
Still.
It’s in my heart my mind my body, all of me
Flings itself to this sprinting entity
Sprawling, arching, unimaginably deep
It permeates far ahead
And slithers back into my bones.
I am there still
I feel it still
I spit on thrill,
There I am.
My only care,
One wailing note
That fills all space.
It’s been the same forever
And I am here still,
Playing on top, knowing it doesn’t matter,
That someday I’ll die
So who cares? Who cares
About your idiocy?
Run ahead of my thoughts racing after me,
Beneath my body’s functions and the web they constructed

That means nothing,
I am there,
Still.
04/18/2011

The Toll of Tourism
I was born in the country out west, where I feel home;
There the air, sun through leaves falls and permeates my bones;
I breathe deep in and recognize
What feels right,
What is mine;
What falls into place without reason or trying.
Among the trees, walking through the woods,
By the still, deep lake
I’m submerged in the details;
Where am I? I cannot separate.
I take a trip to the city for the very first time,
First second I’m knocked to the ground – it’s not mine
This unfamiliar place; “I never will love it,” I say,
But day by day (if I desire) I learn
How to weave through the streets, adopting the patterns;
I’m in Rome and I conform my ways to their ways.
I think I love it, I think I could stay
On, snatching mannerisms, donning new hair and glasses;
New hobbies developed; wrapped inside I find myself enveloped.
Then the breeze comes in; it blows me back home
Away from the din, to rest in my own,
My comfort, like a battery and I am a toy
Of the breeze, whichever way today it blows.
I take a trip to the city and play with the kids,
I meet you with your different eyes and plunge in
(After the fact I wonder if you took any of mine)
And we dance out the differences in firework flames.
In this city on the sea I never find peace
You’d think (I think) it will kill me –
But in time I crave instability
Just like I once craved peace.

Let’s dance in what feels strange,
Wearing clothes that don’t fit us;
I’m a circle knocking into a cube,
Getting dented;
Walking off the ground in this unfamiliar town,
From the air waving ’bye; don’t let me come down
’Cause I am staying in the air as a stranger in anxiety
That inspires me to leave more than footprints in my wake.
It’s the toll of being a tourist on my wrung, twisted body and worth it for its sake.
The memory of “home” is burned into my heart
So I’ve no qualms to part
With the search for what I have found.
I rely on the wind now
And pray that it doesn’t calm down.
I want to dabble in lives that are not mine,
Live tales out of karma, buds off the line,
Stories that are chapters out of time
To fix my soul or something before I go home.
I took a trip to the stars and forgot all I knew;
Earth’s customs fell apart into the nothings they are
Before the blank face of outer space.
I took a trip to the sea and in time loved the waves,
Swung oppositely to previously preferred stability;
I took a trip to the desert and wandered for a thousand days.
Now I return home to rest and relearn
That I belong to the earth.
I find my people again and I do not care
For the bliss of complacency;
Not to want is the scariest state; how free
When you drive and feel you’re going nowhere; see the clouds
In awe as if you arrived on earth today.
I was born in the country – but something was missing;
I looked at the others and stared at their ways.
So I traveled ’round the planet and found that everyone has their ways.
04/28/11

The Colored Screen
A wall of bricks covered in light and shadow;
A woman on her laptop, also enveloped
In sunlight hitting her shoulders,
Not as pretty as the younger, emptier girls
Who swarmed in and stand around me making one noise
With four mouths, in identical skinny jeans,
But she looks alive,
eyes portals to depths, preoccupied.
Inside me this brick wall, the people, this scene
rip open like wallpaper; behind
Is a world without form –
the reality under my body –
projecting onto the outside, easily finally.
Between the two sides lies this thin, detailed screen,
a paper lantern encasing a too-bright light.
I lost my life,
Don’t remember why
I sit here studying (feels like I go to no end),
Like the girl on her laptop, the man on his,
The serious lady in glasses reading,
Each speeding separately like atoms, randomly,
Colliding, parting, and going along.
(Except for the noble gases
Who are too complete to need anyone,
And form no reactions, sit bored in the world
For reasons unknown to me).
This day my body took to breathe and recuperate,
To move slow, like the turtle, in concerto
With no need to rush,
Dancing in step, speaking in
Body language, what all understand
Unquestioned when the world inside
Is freely projected and reflected and seen through the colored screen.
04/30/2011

In the Back of My Mind
I can’t get you out of the back of my mind,
Can’t get you out of the back of my mind,
Take you over everyone else put together.
You interfere as I sit here outside,
Can’t get you out of the back of my mind,
Time is not doing its job this memory to weather.
I enjoy the buffet as much as I can,
Take in every thrill that brushes my skin
But it’s not really worth a dime; I’d trade it away in an instant
If you would stay.
Cause I can’t get you out of the back of my mind,
My heart is so stubborn and it has decided,
So why do you turn away so stubbornly?
Cure me of this disease;
I’m foolhardy beyond rationality,
Staring at this splinter,
This extra limb, impatiently.
In all that I say I feel your ears on it,
My words go through your eyes before they make it
To the surface – only in my heart I’m sure,
My heart is pure, singing one note,
Unfrayed and in one piece
That gives itself against my will,
And I don’t need the thrill
Of the buffet, of their smiles, and I offer you no wiles
So it beguiles me
That you cannot see
Or feel what do I in the back of my mind.
It’s a backdrop for all that unfolds in my world;
No one warned me of this possible strangeturn.
I’m full in the pit
As the surface spins round – but I don’t,
I stay with you
In the back of my mind.
I try blocking it out
And diverting my eyes
But no matter where I go
Or how high I jump, or what mask I wear
I’m still there
And the rubber band always snaps back
And I find you

In the back of my mind still there.
And honestly I do not care
That you seemed to do less than what society says you should do.
I’m still bound and am standing my ground
With no sight of an end, and no clue what it’s worth;
Once again throwing treasures into a void.
But I’m not annoyed,
I’m only there
(In the back of my mind
You don’t disappear
Even after such time).
05/08/11

Just Go To Bed
Sometimes it’s better to just go to bed
Than agonize.
Undo the supercoils wound up by your mind.
Tell myself so many lessons,
Hope one day the tension lessens.
I want too much from every day
(To let myself be happy).
I go steadfast along my way
(Not showy and not flashy).
I’ve told myself only the dominant win;
Now surely I will lose with loss in mind.
I have an enemy, living deep inside of me.
How did he settle so heavily in? That is a mystery.
He ruins all my peace, and talks like a self-defeatist;
Or is peace the enemy?
05/08/11

Alone With Myself
The car’s rearlights cut
Distractingly across the smooth slate sky I watch deepening
Most of all loving
The glow that remains in the center,
Orb with a moonstone core
Crept over slow by edges dipped in thunderstorm.
It’s the first time I see this,
For I awoke this morn
From ever sleep. Often I feel
Behind my life I lie in bed dreaming.
Trees golden green overlain with gray yellow
Concrete gray blue-tinged roads below.
A gaping yawn to catch your bellow
If you have the urge; but I stay calm.
This cup of tea is my father jumping
Is the pattern of the carpet he’s jumping on.
In the lines between all I see
Is a kind of movement past vision.
And in the space between my ears
A something substance paints this balcony door
Like the ocean, the questions on my biochem test
Spin a love affair which is also said by (and in turn describes)
The grass blowing outside ’neath the deepening sky,
Each blade a world, all blades a world,
The world a speck.
Nothing is anything and everything is everything
And I something/nothing sit taking it in,
As impressions fall into a vessel
That doesn’t exist; fall into air
Through a barrier not there
That catches and tries to repossess
What started and ended in the middle of a breath.
What do I do now,
Alone with myself?
05/10/11

What Are the Chances
What’s is like (I forget)
To find everything in one you met?
Two tiny specks among all possible stars
That mirror each other perfectly come
Face to face as around them the universe falls.
What are the chances? And what is it worth?
05/11/11

The Play We’re In
I try
But why do I
If I wake up and find my mind on you
Like a splinter I cannot remove.
Some people spend all their time together
With even their bodies entwined
But part for one day and do not remember
The other’s existence; I have a bit
Of the opposite issue.
Maybe the winds will blow us back together one day
Like characters reunited in one scene of the play.
We’ve appeared on stage in disjointed scenes
But the sun sees us and the timing between.
There have been so many acts performed throughout history
With their ones and twos, their mes and yous,
But this is the only one that I know
Through and through.
One script reenacted through different bodies
Or the same two actors who keep forgetting the story
And act it all over to remember again.
Because it feels like someone has already seen
This very same scene through my eyes.
05/13/2011

Don’t Reciprocate
Keep staying away from me as you do
My lingering confusion and attachment to you
Makes a wonderful little engine that keeps me on the move.
I don’t want the feel of love to come from your hands
Or for you to lead a dashing crusade of romance
Listen to my message: don’t reciprocate.
I hope I always feel the yearning
Towards a desired ending
So that I can keep creating
And one day win lots of fame.
For if my love were all requited
And in bliss we were united
To live contentedly, delighted
I’d die happy without a name.
My ego’s a growing little monster
Who wants his footprints in concrete.
He’s learned how to play and with a sneaky grin
Plans to pull out the rug from your feet.
05/13/11

Nothing Breaks My Heart
By morning I have forgotten the world I was lost in by night.
In the daylight I walk sober by the maxims steering me right.
But under cover of darkness, I slip into a world without words.
Alone after midnight on fog covered roads, every scene becomes a greeting card,
All together the year’s greatest film, and every song I hear fully, plunging in
Follow every note.
And nothing breaks my heart.
Nothing breaks my heart.
My heart breaks for no reason at all.
The composure built over the day comes undone and I descend to where daylight can’t explain;
My heart bursts open with wide open eyes, comes alive, during daylight detained.
Every motion squeezes me inside and nothing breaks my heart.
Nothing breaks my heart.
My heart is broken from no cause.
The understanding of these hours in the morning is a wisp
Until again tonight this downward spiral we shall descend
To where undoes all one language that through all resonates
By nighttime melding colors daylight separates.
05/17/11

Pimples on My Nose
Well hon, I am not one
To set much store by superstition
But there’s a saying from the motherland
About pimples on your nose:
If you have one you are loved by someone,
And today when I looked at my face
Smack dab in the center there was a little red dot –
Another pimple on my nose.
I’ve been watching their progress carefully
For the past very many months,
A steady procession of little red graces
Over the bump on my countenance.
Whoever thought I would feel so happy
About the fact that I have acne?
But it’s special, the one that cropped up today
By its place in the center, like it wants to say,
“Don’t for a minute be fooled by what’s seen.”
Now I’ll be happy if always there will remain
A pimple on my nose.

05/15/11

Enemies
Oh hey, I am not everyone
And I really hate the coldness in me
But most of all my hesitancy
And I’m making peace with my enemies
Being my enemies – not all can be friends
Especially those holding pointed spears.
Am I one of them?
I feel a line has been drawn
And I’m on one side,
And so many that I
Have been close to wound up across somehow
So I stare out, asking myself
What did I do to put us at odds?
What is there thriving inside of you
That aims with a hatred so sharply at me?
I’ve got a good feeling
For affinity,
If it exists or if there is friction.
We’ve wrapped our words around in so many ways
But my face remains my face.
Brick red doesn’t mesh with cerulean blue,
But I, from my dress, admire you.
Why did my enemies have to be
The ones I once held so dearly?
Or am I paranoid,
Living under the sea,
Imagining these spears pointed at me?
I come back to this vision
Best seen without eyes.
Try do deny and say that I
Am just being silly, and where is the proof?
Only a feeling? Is that enough?
Haven’t my feelings been wrong before?
But my gut tells me where the landmines are.
I see more clearly if I shut my eyes
And walk the terrain of the underworld,
If it exists or is only fiction.
05/17/11

*#?
If I could draw your face, it would be abstract.
You may be who you are,
But you still hold my heart.
I know it’s foolish to say winter is warm,
To point at what is unseen and say “everyone look!”
I feel I’m walking along a road I’ve made up
With every step I took.
I can’t deny when I plumb the depths inside
What sits at the bottom like a constant comet.
Oh since we met it’s been something I can’t explain.
You have my whole heart – it’s not in my chest
If someone is looking.
What is this made of? Feels like foreign fabric
That came from another planet
As I hold it in my hands, they grapple
With what follows no rules.
I will feel this hole forever deep inside my chest.
There will burn this endless fire,
As I laugh and move around the world,
Always feeling this behind
Whatever does transpire.
I’m cut off and how it hurts.
5/19/11

Dear Dad
I won’t ask for your help no more;
When you speak my ears are far removed
From any advice you give me
When I approach you with questions of gloom.
You huff and agonize as you overanalyze –
Don’t wanna give too much away –
But in the end your only words of comfort:
“Don’t worry, it’ll just happen someday.”
No it won’t
’Cause I just read a yahoo article
About people who stay single in their thirties.
I fall into each category (even “not in a category”)
Except “perpetually parties”.
Can’t you see we’re all set in our ways?
And tendencies will never change.
We’ve been long walking down our unintended road
Where I’ve spent so many years going against the breeze.
So why do you tell me to accept myself
If some tendencies are my downfall?
Another recommends that I bend my legs backwards,
But it does not feel right at all.
……
I’m gonna plug up my ears for a while.
Everyone’s such an expert on relationships.
Everyone is a master of life.
Everybody knows that they know better.
And I just wanted to create but I woke up bitter.
Why does every silly song turn out so serious!?
These lyrics bring my potential readers down.
My self-appraisal seems to be a bit delirious.
And every serious poem comes out funny.
I don’t think that’s funny.
(alt. ending)
Why does every silly song turn out so serious!?
These lyrics bring my potential readers down.
And every profound and meaningful poem has come out funny.
I don’t think that’s funny.
05/21/11

Found My Direction
Found my direction baby
Found my direction baby
Away from obligation
And always to me.
There is a quality that
Divides the population:
Some are best calm and steady,
Some need to chase sensation.
And I am neither one. I
Walk straddling the line.
That taste not sweet or salty
But different altogether,
A kind of sharpness that is
Reminiscent of jasmine.
The moon that’s strangely bright, the
Sun during an eclipse.
Some seek the comfort of friends,
Some meet their enemies to
Dive into battle, thrive on
Discord, not harmony.
I don’t know which is better.
I don’t know what I need.
Smooth running gears allay your heart
And feed it honeyed milk
And make you too lazy to walk,
Sensitive to a prick.
A constant thorn is born of war.
That polishes your core.
Found my direction baby
Finally found my way
Whatever’s unrelated
Has to get thrown away. I
Stop feeling obligated
And run to what is mine.
05/22/11

In That Place Again
And years from now
When I look back
It won’t be your face
That I remember
But the place
I was in
And I wonder
(Listening to the music that reminds
Me of traveling in the desert
Under the stars
Always in love
With all)
If I ever will be
In that place again.
Like a leaf
Your face withers with time,
Peeling off,
Stale paint,
Dead sheet of your eyes
And smile
Plastered
Flaking off falls.
It isn’t in you, you’re an avatar,
But something behind
The wall
Encases
Is what I’ll remember,
What sits in my heart.
And if I want to go to that place again
I just turn on the music
And close my eyes
And my heart dances
In memories
But not memories
These images
Move with the rhythm
Notes flicker stars
I ride along
With the sway on a camel
Through this desert
Of dancing sands
Every grain
My heart.

5/24/11

Regressin’
No one really knows just what to do
So take a step back from your own view
No need to carry with you what you held then
’Cause you might never see those mountains again.
Everybody’s tryin’ to find how to be
I don’t know but I’ve picked up a few keys
Like: don’t listen to who speaks with such certainty
To tell you what’s what and what life should be.
’Cause the truth is no one really knows
Even though they know they do.
Circumstances got everyone bound in their throes
And in their view.
But if you flip through how history did unfold
You’ll find every kind of mold.
I was playin’ in the world we’re in
But then I slipped out of my skin
Hit the floor, picked up my mandolin,
And walked along my way, strummin’
Lookin’ for the right way to go about
But such a pursuit does only clout.
So take a step back from all you’ve been told
’Cause anything can happen in our world.
Every day I’m slippin’ out of my skin and hitting the floor
Shake my head at what I played – I aint playin’ no more.
I’m addicted to starting all over again
’Stead of holding the increasingly weathered pieces together ’til God knows when.
Oh, there’s a monster inside of me
I call her my only enemy,
She brews a bitter poison inside my heart
That leaks out through my tries at artfulness
I don’t even know if besides her face
There’s anything else in this empty shell.
She claws at me like a banshee
Begging to be amputated
So the baby she’s smothering can breathe
And lazily bask in feeling elated.
In that fight going on inside
I’m not rooting for either side.
We came upon a transition

And now my conglomerate’s regressin’
To my old days, comin’ back as if I’d gone nowhere
And all these years vanished right into thin air
And left me here again.
No one really knows just how to do it
I don’t even know and I’ve been through it
So many have tried to tell me what it was
But my mind speaks up: honey, you weren’t there so shut up
Your words mean nothing. If you wanna know how to be
This poem will not help – sorry.
But I can break my own rule and claim one certainty:
Don’t make it your goal to follow someone’s mold,
Take a step back from what you’ve been told
’Cause if you look around you’ll see that every way to be is found in our world.
05/28/11

The Golden Grain
You, your shell
Is one of them;
Its words echo distantly
While your grain floats like a star overhead,
Appears separate, tied by a thread.
It’s what speaks, what looks
Around the world with wide open eyes,
A body that shines so bright
In a flowing colored myriad.
And your substantial form
Is a gray toned shadow
Whose eyes are dull,
Whose voice is a whisper
That echoes over the mountain ranges
Of lonely windswept chalk.
The worlds should switch;
The one unseen
Bursts with the colors of every dream.
While this world of colors our eyes convey,
(Close your eyes and the crowded hall where you stood
Is empty, abandoned, silent
And you walk through alone in the world)
Painted in shades of gray.
Reopen your eyes to the bustling world
Again and again – but always the same.
Close your eyes once more and wander
Through silence, in search of the golden grain.
When you find it the worlds are righted,
The outside repainted to match what’s in
As the world inside seeps through the veil,
The barrier, your skin.
People are pretty – how can you choose one body?
Don’t look for somebody.
I don’t know what else to do
But sit here without a clue.
And I, I’m happy,
Happier than I’ve ever been,
And I’ve only just realized,
Going, “huh, that’s interesting,
To find myself at a constant B.”
05/31/11

Imaginary Emptiness
I feel your absence like the void is a thing.
Not zero – we dip into the negatives.
Every second that passes without your presence
My skin crawls and twists, my heart drops down
And tastes the lack of love like bitterness in the air.
Take away the magnifying lens; burn off the taste buds;
Close my eyes; cut off the skin receptors.
Prevent me to feel
This nothingness like a shawl I can wrap around my shoulders.
It is felt everpresent – every wall burst open
To pour out the rip a diamond drip
At the cost of an endless feeling.
05/11

Fall Off Me
Thoughts from one minute prior, fall off.
I no longer speak your language.
Seeds blown by the breeze into my ear
Fall out when I take a step.
A minute through my body encapsulates a year,
The time to grow a flower
And wilt it back to ash.
So cycle thoughts through me –
Blossom, entwine, shrivel to dry brush.
So with my thoughts do I agree?
As with my change of clothes.
05/28/11

Song for the Future
Well, I’m gonna stop tryin’ to be someone and let go.
I chased down a mountain, but for what I don’t know;
Maybe just to prove to myself I could.
But life proved laughingly that I couldn’t not.
Now that I’m secure I’m gonna drop my crown.
Now that I don’t need proof in the sea I won’t drown
I’m gonna stop lookin’ down and throw in the net
And float along like a hedon how the waves may let.
I used to think I had to run after the world as it flew by me,
’Til I saw my feet running on the ground after a fantasy.
Now I’m tryin’ my hardest to be no one,
Sink into the background, be the girl in the shopping line.
One of ten billion, I want nothing more.
I’m tired of fire, and burned to my core.
Now what’s left is a little dwarf hard and white
That sinks into the folds of the black bed of night.
I knew I was right when I said it’s a phase.
I planned to be married once I stayed in place,
But darlin’ it’s impossible not to change;
I’m out of the mind I was in yesterday.
06/01/11
This is a song I would’ve written in my forties or fifties after going through life… but I wrote it when I
was twenty-one, on the day I got my first real job. It’s about looking back on the pressing need to be
someone and laughing because far from needing to run marathons, life is so made that you have to try
not to be someone. I think this is something I’ll learn later in life.

Hello, 2 AM
Deep to me the outlines drawn
Mean nothing though they’re looked upon;
Ignore the forms – a crowd of ghosts
Bustles through a silent city.
With my eyes closed I see clearly,
Navigating blind.
Where you saw walls there is nothing;
Out of nowhere, the hand of a bodiless friend.
Feel with your eyes closed open
The landscape’s contours rearranged,
Finding everybody’s shape –
Now open your eyes to the disconnect.
Who we are out here, what does it mean?
You go further out, I plunge deeper in.
I’m living inside my vision,
Drawing my resources closer in,
Living in silence, sunk into peace.
I don’t aim to explain
To anyone how I close my eyes and listen
To secrets spoken so plain
In a language I cannot relay,
Melodies strung of notes we can’t catch,
Wondering what it is I hear
If anything at all – or if
I’m hearing only the whistling cry –
From the farthest point in its trajectory –
Speeding through air it cuts into –
Of a boomerang I threw.
06/03/11

Letting myself fall free
I find I can’t fall too far.
But I imagine inside I’m falling
Because the light went out for a bit
And I prepare myself to live
The rest of my life without it
06/03/11

Turn the lights off
And find yourself
In a whole new land.
Turn the lights off,
Walk in darkness; you’ll see
A light up ahead; walk toward.
As you get closer,
Your body feels ever warmer;
You’ve swallowed this light into you.
But open your eyes;
You won’t see the light;
There are no guideposts in the world of day
For the underworld made of substancelessness
That most cannot access.
Yet it is the only place to visit
Where you can find lasting happiness.
Navigate according to streets
And you’ll never reach your heart.
06/05/11

The Ghost Plays Tricks on Me
He flies into an uninhabited shell
and looks at me out through its eyes,
curving the lips of this avatar
into a knowing smile.
Before I know it, he flies out,
leaving the shell to fall to the floor,
empty sockets for eyes.
He flies from puppet to puppet
pulling on strings,
animating their limbs
and I look on the scene, irresistibly;
my head spins round to tie him down,
but he just disappeared and I’m only in time
to catch the puppet going limp.
06/06/11

It doesn’t matter what language I speak;
They all sound the same.
We make plans that happen or not;
Either way is the same.
Day to night so many days,
Move silently from place to place,
Speak my words and play my part;
It doesn’t move my heart.
One note, one state, one word repeated,
Fantasy to circumstance
But always rings inside.
My heart pulses every beat with this reality,
Nonexistent in the light.
So help me help me
Leave this place I’ve been so long,
Held by my invisible friend
As we sing a song
That sounds like silence when I try to sing it out loud.
06/12/11

Every now and then I hear a note
Rung from a distant land.
I stop and ask myself: how much is fantasy
Of this reality I have so really known?
Upon the strike,
I see your face – the tenderest expression.
You are infinitely soft and sad and sweet,
Looking into me through your heart’s eye,
A rueful smile.
And my heart breaks for you,
Locked up so deep inside,
Flying farther ’way, grown fainter, like this ringing note.
But when we meet each other in the streets,
No, we cannot comply.
Every now and then I hear a note,
A distant messenger.
Every passing day that I remember,
Farther, farther, fainter.
06/21/11

Last Day
Well, boy, finally, you have set me free.
It’s the last day of this process.
Nothing much has changed between before and after,
I am the same as ever I was.
It took you far too long to let me know.
Were you afraid of being unkind?
One quick rip’s better than pulling slow
And digging in the knife.
I came to the end of foolishness;
There wasn’t any farther left to go.
Lost my body running after you,
And went blind to custom, too.
Ho boy, it’s ended; you were the first.
Now I await the consequences,
Looking forward to years in the future
Replaying inversions of these cadences.
But you know what I think? There was little to do,
Of my journey through this terrain, with you,
Catalyst: unchanged do you remain?
Will your life be of verses, or just a refrain?
06/21/11

Where to next?
To love the world, the whole world,
Every inch and crevice
I abandoned, I skimmed over,
Now that I’ve returned.
I never loved the world before.
First I stood outside;
Now I stand within.
Feel the wind through every cell
And let it break you
With no barrier,
No wanting,
Only moving, taking in.
No distance – now you’re in the middle
Spinning in
The center of the whirlwind,
Bearing the severance,
Forgetting rememberance,
Letting everything come and go.
In this whirlwind we don’t speak,
We don’t think, we don’t act,
We only dance. We only dance
Through every alley, weave a thread
Of gold until the whole wide world’s
Ensnared.
This state – no fear.
Death is ’round the corner
But we keep dancing here.
The desert sands are myriads of colors,
Melting, glistening, and dancing around you.
Nothing stays in place, it always moves,
In perfect coordination.
It is you, your mind’s creation,
A reflection.
Why to look within
When you can look without
And see all of yourself?
Every song becomes its fullness;
Words have disappeared.
Words are notes, and all is music,
Poetry, a flow.
I could talk about the details all forever;
Truly I don’t know
What land I’m walking in;
I don’t ask myself that, no.

06/22/11

Virtue
You can be superior, you can be soft,
Cultivate your gentleness, stand above desire,
You can be the nice one – “you’re the better one” they’ll say
As they run off with all the food cooked in your fire.
“Keep on burning! You know you burn so bright,
Your beautiful flame is our source of light!
Yes you’re the light one, we’re in the dark –
Lead us to safety in your strong ark.
We’ll collapse when we get to shore – but we’ll urge you
To keep reigniting your spark!
And you can roll in the hallowed words we say,
The reward for your naiveté.”
Show me one reason to be kind,
One benefit to softness, the logic in being nice.
Milliards extol these abstract virtues,
Which they laud with abstract praise.
Were the voices speaking out for kindness
Goading on a friend?
Urging him to lofty heights,
While they became the thief.
“Good” and “bad” are doubtful,
But results don’t need belief.
What geniuses spin such illusions
And stuff them into heads
To breed fools malleable enough to trust a view
That real laws by ideals does skew.
So you can be superior to me if you would like,
Steep yourself in virtue, bring your light into the light.
I don’t need to be extolled, I just need to reach my goal,
And you can take your fool’s gold praise and shove it right.
06/23/11

When the Sky is Clear
My whole life before this,
I waited for you, perfect,
my other half behind my back,
and every day felt like tomorrow
I’d walk around the bend and meet you.
After the whirlwind (which is far behind me),
I walk away from you, dissolved
are you, was I, and now
I face only the empty sky.
What was the point of being filled with so many
illusions, being made with seventeen eyes,
one inside, another distorting the light?
Why did my body have three extra arms dangling awkwardly?
Why did I know truths I strove to prove but couldn’t see?
And for what was that dream of perfection, consuming desire
that only fell off of me?
I walk away from you now, you illusion,
you dream, more phantom than I had known
this poem: ’bout nothing
love poems: to no one
the pull: imagination
true love: my fabrication
Life is the same as before in round two,
but I have no dreams – there are no such things.
I’m not waiting to find you around the bend,
I am not waiting,
I’m just –
06/26/11

Change in Attitude?!?
Every person’s eyes are windows
Into the soul – but not his own.
There is one soul, so who you sit with
Is always the same, redone
In a different mold. It’s true
What Rumi said, about getting back
What you lost in another form.
It’s the same inside,
People are tunnels.
Everything takes you to the same place.
No need to be afraid of loss;
There is no such thing, nor is the world scarce
But a cup overflowing at every turn!
06/28/11

Blue
To the garden I came for blue
I turn – right there
Around – again
Once more – look down
At my hand, blue
In my hair, blue streaks
Everywhere, what I seek
Turn about, a million seeds spring into
Flowers blue
Then wilt to cerulean, indigo ash
A new wave of blue ’cross the sky does flash
I look into you and I see blue
You’re gone, another comes, also blue
A stranger turns to glance at me
Blue peeks out as she turns swiftly
A thousand strangers blinking blue,
Open gates
Everything takes you to the same place
06/28/11

I’m Not Fighting
I’m not fighting, I’m complaining,
Making one hit once a month
In hopes it conveys that I want you
Through the lines between “hello, what’s up.”
I’m not a fighter, I don’t charge
The world down and stand at your door,
That’s creepy; I’m embarrassed
And my ego is worth more than love.
What love in me can I speak of
If I cannot raise hell?
If I resign myself to hope something outside
Will turn this to my will?
Feelings only feed one mouth,
It’s action that will do,
But I do not know how but to
Pour all the feelings out to you.
If I had one grain of what I claim
I’d learn to weave so easily
Like a stealthy silent spinner
Tangling up victory.
What talk of victory!?
With mine concerned love wouldn’t be.
What would love be?
A way, somehow, to break resistance down gently.
And I can see it work on me,
But I can’t emulate.
Is it weak to let go, let alone?
Would love care to save face?
Am I saving face? No I don’t think so.
I just hope one day by grace,
(The way I feel I know)
Will bring me what I want, so
Is soft certainty my weakness?
Forceful pushing – is that strength?
What is fighting? What is waiting,
Knowing deep you have to wait?
If I was filled with but a grain of that true gold
There wouldn’t be debate, I’d lose my hold

And fly with every particle.
I tried – does failure mean it wasn’t in the full?
Would you think even that I tried?
I hear rejection, but don’t listen,
Yes, I’m mad. I shouldn’t be
The world tells me
When through their rules this place I see.
But who won who paid graces heed?
To throw all that away I can in me
But outwardly – the dream knocks up against the street.
It’s not enough what I did, is it?
No, for I have given up.
If I let go – is it my weakness?
Or should I knock on your door
Until the tiny dents bore through?
Until the shouts of lunacy
Become white noise?
And if I can’t, what love can I write of?
07/01/11

When You Meet Your Love Out in the Streets
When you see your love
Walking in the streets,
Be it several years have passed,
And they have come to loose their jeans,
They are tiny, helpless, fighting ’gainst the world with that frail form;
Be they bloomed in fullness,
Curves abounding, all reflecting
The vitality of youth –
You’re stopped in your tracks just the same
And your heart breaks over every detail;
No matter what the detail is, it’s the all and only;
A sudden moment’s song
That has no notes
Rings inside your ears
Like a freight train speeding through,
Its gust of wind blows by you;
Shock eyes open suddenly;
Love breaks you without hesitancy.
Everything you knew –
Little glass delicates shattering.

Everything you built – in a tornado,
Iron melted, less form than liquid – and you
Are only on the ground where you stand.
Love beats with blood inside your heart,
A tear from which springs forth a note that cries
And when you’re back to sanity, slowly you stitch up the wound.
Love breaks you. What does love do?
Love breaks you suddenly.
You meet your love out in the streets –
Why does love break so mercilessly?
With love you cannot do a thing but gape,
Go blind, thrash your head, it makes no sense.
I know the things you think I ignore
Of sophistication, modern trends – keep up with the world.
But I find in it no pull or allure
Only so much effort to run after.
When you meet your love in the middle of the street
Suddenly, there’s nothing to do, nothing more.
7-05-2011
To Love
Love, I can’t convey you.
I knew your wind in passing,
But now I don’t remember.
In my mind I see a vision,
Yet I don’t know how you look.
I only saw your back.
One day you were fuller,
Blooming – and I loved
Everything about the beauty of your fullness.
Now you are so thin
Now that time has passed;
But in the way you break my heart there is no difference.
Love, you do something to me
That makes no sense out here
Amid the animals who fared the better,
Better nature’s laws they knew.
But all that, you undo,
You flower burst out from no seed,
Bloom from in my heart to out,
Disappear as suddenly,
Nothing here that I can grasp.
Love, I can’t convey you.
Though many years have passed
It means nothing – when you strike,
It isn’t you that I adore;
You are “adore” itself.

07/05/11

Green
When I decorate my room this time,
Green is really green.
I walked into the empty space,
But I was not alone.
Someone sat there
In a chair
Whose outline I could almost see.
With him I filled in every crevice
Intentionally,
Every piece of décor chosen
Utmost carefully.
I watched myself arranging
Every detail so slowly.
It is clear though I have moved
Before, this is the first time I
Have ever made my room.
Once you drink up all the juice
The bottle only’s left.
It bears an imprint of your favorite flavor,
Echo mere at best.
Throw it out and take another;
Foreign tastes refresh.
Deliciousness of yesterday –
Back there let it stay.
Take a new one.
Really take
And write of every detail.
Fall into another world,
Headlong, in the whole.
Don’t restrain the sever,
For you won’t stay there forever.
And you can really never
Cut the diamond thread.
Some people prefer not to collect photographs,
They cut off threads, they don’t accumulate
To spare themselves the pain of later having to clean out
That’s somewhat inevitable, I will admit.
An exchange of love letters, I think “what’s the point
If someday they’ll mean the opposite?”
You think you are above the game,
But you avoid it to spare yourself future pain.
Is that so high and mighty?
I say it would be more advanced

To go normally through the exchange.
What does that look like from the outside?
Like nothing at all has changed.
07/07/11

Ode to Question
Question, I always hear you
asking yourself to me,
And everyone we see.
But your answer, no one knows.
Question, you meant to ask “You?”
But out loud it came out, “where to?”
So we headed to the bar on the right
and talked about you all night –
but it was not what you meant us to do.
As our talk circumvented your essence,
people recited the soundest theories,
but as you have erased every answer
and become the only care in me,
the logic I heard did not fit,
and the core was never truly hit.
But it’s not that their answers are untrue,
it is that no one hears clearly you.
Before you asked yourself to me
I mulled you over from afar.
How many theories I could spin
before you were within.
Now all answers fall short,
and all comments make no point.
I can do less the more you are near;
all that is left to me is to hear.
God, if you exist,
only you can answer this question
that always makes itself heard
over the noise of the world.
I’m left to put my faith in hopes
that serendipity will be kind
to resolve the hole in my chest,
lest an ellipsis conclude my life.
07/10/11

I cut off everything but what I chose to keep
Inside my world. A tailor to my life,
Decidedly my favorite shades are pumpkin, red, and plum.
The million others I have filtered out;
Choosing what min’rals form my planet. Don’t you know how dumb
I am but you keep hanging on. How do I cut
Your stubborn arm? Step on your fingers ’cause you’re blue
And my sky painted all in gold has no need for your shade
Offered so desperately it makes me laugh. But I have better things to do
Like run to my horizon. And, well, you – you can go fuck yourself
My dear. It isn’t my burden to bear. I am the artisan
Of my own life, the captain of my soul.
I like the steak and steak knives, think the ones for butter
Can all go. I picked the right degree
To twist the blinds, let just the right amount of light
Into my lonely room. Do you not see it’s something that I choose?
The things you represent are nothing like what I have built
My world of, and your constant knocks just make me more annoyed.
Now bring me wine someone. I am an idiot
Who doesn’t see, refuse to feel the threats against my cool
Painted all over your nice face, your friendly smile,
Your boring ways, your timid style
That almost begs me to unravel the whole spool
Of threads that spin your tender ways, defenseless laughable,
Fertile ground for feet to tread, and most will be so eager;
Even I am not exempt. So I smile back at your smile,
All the while without the reason mirrored.
Choosing in my mind to stick to my cool character
And chase others whom I think are cool like me but cooler.
I will never see, or let myself become a fool
The way you foolishly urged me to do.
And who are you? What are you doing
Calling me to you? You are a castle worn
That drags a body uber sleek to sink with you,
But I refuse. My world will be complete ’thout shades of blue.
07/11/11

Not Much of a Poem
Tell me, how did this turn out so uneven?
I need you, I want to take you in my world
And give you everything forever.
But you, you do not need me;
You like to be alone.
You could get used to it, you say;
Meanwhile I pine.
I call and call your name out,
But it gets drowned out by your stereo
While you’re in your room, singing alone.
Why don’t you need someone?
Maybe someday.
Why do you like being alone?
Too much stress?
The benefits will outweigh it dear, trust me,
And I’d give you everything
But you like being alone, you like being alone,
And I can’t bear to be half.
07/18/11

My Heart is a Fish
My heart is a fish swimming in the river,
A little fish with a big death wish,
Throwing itself all over,
Looking for a hook.
My heart is trying to line up
The pickup sticks lying jumbled.
You face may have another name;
And good and bad may look the same.
My heart doesn’t know one situation from another.
My heart fills so many outlines with one color.
My heart will always find some reason to break or maim.
No matter what the cause, it always breaks the same.
Your voice is starting to sound not like yours,
But so much better.
Your drunken written pretty words,
Read like a love letter.
You’re a poet of smooth finesse;
You’re on my mind, hate to confess.
Look at you and me, and you will see
I’m going blind.
I don’t need this, another lover.
Out of your line, I’ll keep my cover.
Surface of scorching knives;
No tenderness belies.
Inside it’s silent but outside it roars.
It’s fire, fire,
It’s a burning sun.
Hear only silent roaring,
Miss the one
Who stirred up tenderness.
None of that here in this.
Throw out your hundred arms like licking flames.
The fish swims lost in circles round and round,
Getting confused between the sea and ground.
My heart needs none of this;
Let it peacefully miss
A feel of love so soft
When it is held it falls apart.
07/19/2011

Memory of Other Organs
One time that you looked at me
Anchors me to memory
I saw so much – how much did I make up?
Do you deny, are you in pain –
Did I see straight, this whole time have I been insane
And imagined feelings that never did reside?
From that one time stems a memory
That won’t let go of me,
A pothole in the past I can’t pull my foot out of,
A hook on a line tuggin’ me all the time
I’ve gone blind to the goings-on outside
Though I move along with the flow
The way my life does go
But way back and behind
And on top of my mind
It lies unresolved,
A sentence without punctuation,
Half a thought spoken,
Dropped in a token, I twist, I wait
As I turn the handle
It’s hard to handle being up in the air
Playing to whatever goes on out there
While I don’t care, deep under waiting for the click
And whatever goes on, I follow along,
I do my part, I lust, I thrust, I make art,
I work, I act kind, kind of like a jerk,
I find my peace of mind and then I regret it
Then over again the circles spin,
I pretend to be tied up but I am not
Except for one memory that has my core caught,
A moment’s completion,
A ghost well I know,
Out of this world he’s a visitor
Whom I bumped into as he was taking his tour,
Then drifted back into an unreachable plane
And I chased, but I knew it was in vain,
Hit against a wall, banged my fists in pain,
Extending to taste a foreign flavor
My earthly taste buds were not made for,
A taste I will not find running through countries,
The only taste for which I have a taste,
Gouged out my eyes, replaced with a light,
Now nothing I see lines up with what’s in me.
Nothing outside conforms to what I so certainly know.
There’s a story, there’s a burn, there’s a lie from you
Am I making up the fact that something wasn’t right?
Am I making up love? I know for certain

When I get excited, it is not love,
It never is love, now I’ll never confuse it
With the something I knew once, though I don’t anymore,
Hear only an echo, can’t let go, I try to loosen my grip
But my chest has a rip to which it is attached
’Cause it’s proof that I met my best friend once,
With no name, no game, no home, no form, no way to follow.
My world spins ’round me (suppose we), hollow.
And only the core does matter;
The shapes outside don’t mean a thing.
What’s in a name? Absolutely nothing!
How does this rag change if I call it “king”?
You can be poor, mature, a child, inane, pious, tame;
But attributes, to me they all look the same.
07/25/11

Something to Think About
I need something to think about while the day passes, dull
Something for my mind to chew over, to keep it full.
Sometimes it’s philosophy or the great things that I do,
But the object my mind most often lands on is you.
To all my guys,
I think of you and only you all the time.
To all my guys
Who aren’t mine, your face is prime.
Everyone takes a turn wearing the mask of the main,
The emotions and words of each rendition the same,
The role is easy enough for the choice of actor
Not to matter too much.
I don’t really believe that I’m in love with you,
That we’re meant to be, will come eventually
Back together again and be the best of friends.
You’re on an even footing with the other loose ends.
A tapestry with dangling threads – that’s life.
All I want is to live out so many good nights.
I don’t really believe you’re the source of my suff’ring,
Just the formless unrest that always is gurgling
Needs a form to slip on and it’s often your face,
But with any other it feels just the same.

Whoever stayed entertained tasting only salt?
I want sugar and bitter, the whole palate.
Travel ’round the world, “tasting” every kind.
Be prepared and be warned that I won’t bind.
(But a benefit is being blind).
’Cause the world is big and life is short
And if love is over begin the sport.
This same happened to me many years ago
As a teenager with a much calmer flow
Of hormones – you know where I’m trying to go?
With my overripe fruit of ideals out the window.
07/28/11

I feel like I close my eyes and walk into a light,
But oh no that’s not what they see.
Feeling doesn’t translate into what the scene looks like;
Its trace is invisibility.
Where can I find proof to show you
That this truly is the best
When this removes the need for show,
For being appropriately dressed?
No photographs will capture, no neighbors be impressed,
No mansions will be bought from it, no footprints will be left.
No knowledge will support it, no logic will agree.
Until you jump into the kingdom in the air yourself
Anything I say of it will make no sense to thee
And even if I talk for days it will all sound like lunacy.
All I could say, though it won’t help, would be, “believe you me.”
The world gauges happiness by judging appearance,
But happiness would never ask that a photo
Be taken and displayed to have itself validated.
How can you see what doesn’t put on a show?
My conviction could flip, I could walk off a cliff,
But what can I do? By what else can I go?
Maybe only cold hard reason;
Maybe this will be my lesson.
07/30/11

Right now, this is the certainty
That courses through. I feel, I do
That you take me wherever I need to go;
I don’t travel alone, when I have my skin.
All towns and gardens look familiar;
I find whatever situation I’ve fallen in
Provides if you flip over the bricks of the places
In the cracks, if you look twice at the inhabitants’ faces
Oh you’ll find a friend, hidden from you at first glance.
Calmly you go with no need to rush.
That is how you lead me.
I walk and the path seems to wind like a choice
Taking me wherever I need to be
Or is every place connected analogously?
Is that dismal or a miracle?
Depends on your eyes.
Before I came to the world again
I was wanderin’ lookin’ for
And could find what I sought in no venue,
And learned I would not find it anywhere.
But when you find a diamond you find a mine.
When you taste a drop you’re drowned in the sea,
And you drink and drink but it’ll never empty.
You drown in a diamond spill from the rip in the screen
And you might die of overwhelm staring straight at the burning sun.
07/31/11

King of My Heart
King of my heart, why don’t you come to me?
I’ve done acrobatics across the world,
Been this and that from sea to sea,
The opposite of what I was, what I never thought I’d be.
King of my heart, I have constant unrest.
I long to draw you to me, but you leave me powerless;
I come to your wall, but find it covered in hieroglyphs.
I had hours of speech prepared but when I open my mouth
I cannot speak your tongue,
And I do not know how to reach undertow and pull your body to mine.
But it’s not my body you touch, it’s in my heart that we converse,
And if we lived only in that world, of emotions,
Without resistance we’d instantly join.
But in my whole state, I burn and burn.
Once I quiet my body I hear you clear
Ringing through my heart, your place.
Our room resides on the upper floor
But on the ground level sits the door
And between the two there is no staircase.
You think me quiet; you’ve made me mute.
King of my heart, not a trace of the brute
Do I find in you, being so refined,
So sensitive, in yourself confined.
What have you done? You’ve burned me away,
Made me a marriage with the air.
My body is like my guard dog, bounding
Its movements of which my heart doesn’t care;
It has its own story, but I am not there,
I wait for you, king, beside your chair
By the window that looks out to everywhere,
But you are not to be found there.
Just now for a moment I had barely a taste
Of loving the same as I loved being by your side
Loving our break and divide.
08/01/11

Well, by now wore off the spell and I stand in the plain.
Metabolized my body the last microbe of this illness
That fogged my brain and skewed my mind as it ran through each vein,
But now I’ve gained immunity forever to this sickness.
Well, worn off has all the spell
And I stand by my lone.
Looking out ahead of me I see but a vast plain.
Looking back upon my life I see it was a dance
I’m forced to ask: was it just me, or was it circumstance?
Who’s to say the flowers weren’t my interpretation
Of abstractions and my friends not shadows I formed into friends?
Their reactions, our exchanges, only tales of my creation?
The brightness of a situation that which my mind lends?
Whatever I knock into, how can I give it appraisal
If I know the grain of wood that’s making up this sturdy table
Has a quality beyond itself that’s but my fantasy?
Is it ever circumstance, or is it only me?
08/09/11

I Don’t Want to be Fine
I don’t want to give up my struggle,
I don’t want to run out of time,
I don’t want to reach the goal I’ve been trying to reach.
I’ve criticized spending your life in a dream world
While a dream world I have lived in,
But now that the clouds are dissipating,
I’d say “fuck the real world” and jump back in
Because you won’t find anything here
But echoes, and you set a misaim
In searching the outside world for a diamond
You saw in a dream so real
You felt sure it must lie out your window
The moment you awoke.
All your life you dream of a prize,
But don’t know that the prize is the dream
Of something beyond this reality of our eyes.
Our ability to create,
What I’ve cursed as distortion is, yes, a distortion,
A trick of my mind to change without changing;
What other creature on earth can this power wield?
All my life I’ve struggled against this tendency
To recreate to my fit reality
For I always found myself going against the way the world went;
I always went the other way.
But now I am okay.
So long I wished I’d but agree
To resolve the constant disharmony
Between what I saw and what I felt should be,
But now there’s no fight to quench
And I feel maybe I’m on the ledge
Of rain about to put out the fire,
About to say that I resign
Just now did I learn to love it
And now I don’t want to be fine.
08-11-11

Confusion/Closeness
I feel a closeness, I don’t know to whom.
When it has no form it leaves me confused.
Something whispers inside and drives me deeper into
The tunnel of the world where is only one.
I am the character, I am every one.
Outside my private room I talk to none.
Inside it, I create with me
A world blocked off to brutality.
But outside of this sacred air I’m such a bitch,
Discord between my heart and my outward itch.
How do I live? I stick out my left hand and grab my right.
We embrace each other, we love and we fight.
Everyone thinks I’m cold, do they?
Or impersonal when I’ve naught to say
Of myself; I’m talking, but talking to
The only one whose view I accept.
Lately I have been so confused, I cannot express
Ideals hang tenuously and partial needs give my body no rest
But urge to build beginnings of bonds that are only half-meant,
Partways-wanted, that will be hard to part
While up in my head and perhaps in my heart,
Which has been a quiet bystander,
I cling to one hundred percent and try not to thwart
The pure dream with my body’s slander.
But repression is no way to go, is it?
And aren’t I back here again?
Thinking, thinking (but now also drinking –
They call it a vice but I think it assists,
They frown upon it, but I smile at the ease
Of these nights without thoughts, though my mind resists
(My mind’s so strong with its iron reigns)).
All I want truly’s for this poem to end,
For it to have worked out, for the past to mend,
For my heart to feel peace lest my mind persists
In exalting the merits of struggle as but an excuse,
But not deal with my real half patterns
That make me fall short, nor live life half-meant,
Nor accept incompletion or come to terms with the way relations are bent.
I feel this closeness (I wanted to)

That doesn’t reach out to another.
There is no question of who
Sits on the receiving end – no other.
There’s no receiving end, no talk of end,
No talk of who, but just this feel,
Nothing waiting around the bend,
No bend, but only the world as it is is real.
And I add to with imagination
Closeness of my own creation
’Cause we are more than animals
And have greater needs.
There’s little magic in a princess’ sparkles;
A different mouth our glitter feeds.
08/13/11

Around the World
Don’t you come too close to me, I flirt with everyone
And I flirt with them the same as if they were the same person.
There’s no discrimination to my taste.
I like to get a feel a little deeper than the skin;
Assuming that I’m sure before I take a step within
Is a misled method that’s led me astray.
So I play a little, stir the pot
To figure out just what you’ve got.
You know how I love blue, but how it changes so dramatically depending on the lighting.
I’m running round the world, trying to keep a dream in mind
Of my one hundred, but I keep hitting so many ninety-fives
And to succumb to its demise sometimes becomes only too tempting.
I had my heart broken, broken, broken,
Now the compass arrow’s pointing everywhere and nowhere;
I’ve no direction
So I’m running round the world
Finding out about all I didn’t know.
I remember knowing that I felt so sure, sure, sure
But if I can’t have what I want I want nothing more
But my body’s still a body still is burning
And some days all day I spend the hours feeling only yearning.
But something I have to do to move on if this won’t change.
Yes, it still holds me inside but the scenery becomes a different stage.
My body’s moving on while my heart still drags behind.
So I dig into each pair of eyes just like a hopeless miner
Looking for no treasure, but to understand the crevices and lines
That line the walls – of you, not of my mind,
For I know those all too well, indeed they’re all I’ve ever known.
I’ve hit posts or human bodies, and by my veils off been thrown
So now I go around the world in hopes I will be realigned,
No longer seeking what I’ve found, what is not out there to find.
08/14/11

I Don’t Want to Be 21
These new habits are taking a toll,
Walking the field like it is a tightrope.
Don’t know what I want: to live alone,
Have a family, travel ’round the world.
Every prick dips under my skin, flips a switch in my mind;
Take the grain and fly. Weave a story that does not comply
With the goings-on of my physical life.
Up on a pedestal, on a throne
Where I placed myself and myself alone.
Every little touch is much too much.
Crawls under my skin, becomes an elephant.
Then I retreat and harden the hierophant
Image the world perceives.
Think too much of the future, more of the past,
How this grain will destroy of my life the rest,
Trap me in binding circumstance .
I was this way, too, when I was nineteen
And still believed it was drawn by fate.
But now I see patterns between the plunge
I could’ve taken and the one I’m about to take.
No, nothing conforms to my interior
But I take the scraps ’cause I’m inferior;
At least, that’s what I’m afraid is the reason
For these what seem like mistakes.
Does anyone think this much about every step they take?
Does every move have the danger of leading me into wet concrete?
No, I don’t trust me feet, they cannot see
(Nor my libido), or ideals I can’t let go.
There are so many ropes of thought, I choke.
I don’t want to hurt anyone,
But I’m a danger to myself and everyone.
When I think too much, I am no fun.
What worth has fun? What does have worth?
Ever since I’ve been unhooked I fear I’ve been kicked off
The team that bats for the kingdom of God.
All I want’s invisible. Does anyone else
Place a value on this nothingness?
Will no one understand? Do even I?
I’m so confused, just turning
The wheel around and round.
Looks like I need a new inner goal.
I feel myself coming to this new skin,
But still it’s far away ahead,
My other life, meanwhile I apologize
For smacking you with my spinning tentacles
With flaming tips of burning youth.

In this confusion, I’ve acted somewhat uncouth.
Even I wish I’d be past this age
Where anything could be the truth.
08/22/11

I’m Gonna Leave You
You make me feel so comfortable,
Even happy – but tell me what it’s worth
If you say nothing matters
But the moment when we’re born and die?
And aren’t our birth and death only ever in our minds
As moments we never experience?
So isn’t what matters what we do with what is here?
What is happiness and humor worth?
We laugh all the time – but every road takes turns.
In the moment (sometimes) I’m sure with you
But when I am alone my ideals invade,
Screaming “run! Cause he’s not going far
Spinning round and round in the human drama,
And you know you’ll never rest lest you keep moving
On the wind.”
Your philosophy is, “it’ll work out, somehow,”
But look at the lives of those who uphold that excuse.
I say you’ve got to do it and if you don’t push,
You’ll settle and say, “it just happened that way,”
When really, you let it occur, but kept up that veil
To sleep at night
And ignored he who told you twist your body and fight.
Is it unpleasant dear, tell me, to hear?
Would you rather I whisper secrets into your ear?
Should we keep cracking jokes, keep finding out
That we seem to be the same beneath
(Only when we’re close), but what’s that feeling worth?

I’ve known peace I’ve known in moments few;
For the rest of my life without it I could do
Because a taste is enough of what you want true,
And you’ll have it forever in memory;
Can never hold anyway intangibility.
My body goes to you, though, though my consciousness
Disagrees and screams he’ll drag you down
And thus we get this wound-up poem.
You could know me, I feel that clear;
It could be personal, what I fear,
But I don’t want to tie us up in that bind,
The most painful knot you could unwind,
And something in my brain tells me I would;
I’m gonna leave you, dear, and when I do, for good.
Done it times before, had it done to me;
Know the ins and outs of splintering.
I may love you, you make me feel so happy (sometimes),
I’d tell you everything, such a friend –
But I’ll leave you in the very end
Or eat myself alive like I did
Every time I’ve been in this same spiderweb.
Haven’t told a soul of what’s going on
(Though everyone around us knows).
I keep asking myself, why am I here?
Who do I trust? Not myself for sure.
My mind knows best, it can’t ignore
What my excited heart claims doesn’t matter.
But its tough ideals, do I trust
When they say, “seek one on your level.”
But last night I was crawling on the ground,
Punching, yelling, and drinking and stumbling around.
Who was I looking to find there, a king?
Looked in the mirror and it shattered everything;
I cried and dropped it to join the throng
Getting tossed around by the empty waves
Once they let themselves go; but I still hang on.
Where is the light? Is it in this sea
Or at the safe lighthouse of my dreams,
(An artificiality built to reach the skies,
A testament to something beyond animalism;
Forgetting it, I quickly grow horns and talons.)
My life in fantasy, or maybe at the top of this hierarchy
I have drawn out that is crowned by a throne.
(And you’re a bottom dweller, dear)
It isn’t fair that I tried, and will keep on trying,
And once the hormones fade you’ll be left knowing

That I’ll volunteer to carry the load.
Perhaps you say you are young, but some things just don’t
Depend on your age. My dear, I wish
You did something with your life
Other than party every night
(You’d be a generous king, with your light,
But you’ve got to work to make the outside match the good things inside).
And if we get together on a tipsy occasion,
The threads will be frayed,
For the fabric is not of the vision I painted
Whose remake soothes me from head to heart to root.
I see a stranger, place them beneath;
Everybody says that I’m aloof;
At such a young age, look, already better
Than everyone else in the world.
In their eyes I try to see myself; I question
Why they didn’t want to keep going.
What do I know of the world? But nothing
Unless it’s the one I inhabit alone.
So it’s a fight; on one side I agree
With my high ideals; but should I hold on
To what I fear can’t be recaptured once it’s gone?
Or let go of this nonsense and join the show
Of human drama caught in trifles
I couldn’t care less about. How sad
I could stay alone and every day this seems more okay?
Not only, but what I want truly, not dirt and not trouble.
Never been more confused, but two things I know:
One: I’ll never be able to stay in place.
Two: people don’t change
(Even with a transformative love?).
08/26/11

Second Love
And I feel you are where I once was,
Eyes open wide, dancing in the dust,
In the height of a kingdom streams color across
A world for so long gray.
But how can my eyes open wide again
For the very first time, as they did then?
My place now’s to let them half-close
And bask in the luxury of being loved.
And I can’t wait until you break
And blink as if you just awoke
To find the build-up of you broke,
That history begins today.
How strange not to be the one chasing after the comet
With all I can give. How strange
Not to hang on the edge, but to rest in bed
And close my eyes. With my eyes closed
I see I’ve been lulled into peace.
Still in this bed I remember and feel
Threads unfulfilled in their fate to tie,
Thinking one day the fray will demand completion
At the cost of my by-then-built life.
How different is this second love
That leaves me calm like a wounded soldier
With nothing to do but to be taken care of
By who has love in his eyes for me,
And quietly I smile in return,
But my mind, once burned, now cuts short
Any swell my heart might take to fly.
You are only young once inside.
And I’ll bask in the luxury
Of being the older soul.
Around the kernel dances second love,
But deep, deep under I chase the light
That gave a part of me immortality
When it was young,
Deep, deep in a place I’ve forgotten
Existing untouched, that runs on its own,
A little perpetual motion machine
Still chasing the light –
Even though I feel I‘ve stepped into it.
08/27/11

Madness
I reopened this book to write of a situation almost gone.
As I revisited the stations, the sentiment filled up my heart with light
And I felt I beheld something unique in a lifetime.
In the late stages, when I was coming out of it, I began to call a spell,
And look down upon as madness, what, if I stood above us
I might see was really, like I thought (though I thought me mad to think it),
A binding of our souls in the cosmos, outside of Earth.
Now, I’ve submerged myself in being realistic, shunning fantasy
And, because it’s in the distant past, I relegated this trip
To someplace farther than memory.
I feel myself forgetting
And as I do it breaks my heart,
And like before a shell breaks open and what’s inside cries out.
Could it be that I do hit upon a truth
Too high above to ever send down confirmation, proof?
Will my earthly body trapped for years inside its earthly life
Be left to think, as do its fellow earthlings,
That such notions are fantastically madness? Impossibility? Nothing but fantasy?
Be unable to feel a material so fine flow over my form?
Will my earthly life play out its rest without this quality?
When I touched upon this nothing that was something, did I really?
What will happen when for longer time spans I forget?
Will this deepest part lie sleeping til by accident
I strike again upon this book I built once in a secret chamber?
What do I even write of now?
It’s hard to hold to nothing.
Will my heart once finding fully filling
Have but memories
While my body ages, while my personality
Looks back upon a brightness that my common sense rejects?
Until one day; will I know then, how I could have lived my dream
But be too old to do a thing, in this garden world a queen
Who never took her role, but preferred to live convention
Though we have one life to grow into ourselves ’thout intervention?
09/2-4/11

About Nothing

When I was young the world was slowly turning gray as I grew older,
Sunsets ceasing to inspire, mountains draining out their color.
Didn’t want a thing around me, no allures that hooked my mind.
My heart was quiet, waiting for an unseen, unknown diamond light.
I swam inside a sea of rhinestones posing as the sun,
Knowing not one sourced the light when standing on its own.
I couldn’t tie a name or a give a form to the elusive key,
I only knew nowhere in this world lay what did belong to me.
One day when I was younger something touched me from another world.
For years I felt this single moment’s imprint on my core.
Spent all my days trying to find again, explain, to recapture
The only thing that mattered anymore,
Twisted the shawl until my hands went numb and held the air,
Looked with burning eyes so hard, the image disappeared,
Panicking my sanity went after this light to a fall;
Was there ever anything at all?
As I watched the comet fly out of my world, mountains broke open,
Sky and walls ripped like a screen and everything began to cry.
From the rip there poured out endlessly a stream of diamonds,
More color thrown over all than could ever hold an eye.
When I was younger finally I gave up on the chase
After a light that even memory could not contain.
Let it go as if it never happened, carried on
Knowing I’d never know it again.
No matter what my body did from then on, ’twas the same
Inside where every morsel, though inspired awe, was never kept.
My body paid no mind to Earth but lived on it as in a game,
While inside eyes closed to await the day it died, and slept.
When I was young a rocket shot me straight out of this sphere
Then circled round and took me back to Earth; the ground was hit.
No longer did I find the rank of pathways to take clear,
Having once been thrown out of orbit.
09/07/11

Love Is Easy
My mind has so many rules for how to live well.
I’ve been a good and observant student all my life.
But something that feels right pulls me against that way
As I consider cutting off all the threads with my knife.
Life breaks me apart, but it’s never enough.
My mind pushes down the urge to love.
09/07/11

Something Killed Me
It’s like this whole time I was dreaming
(Maybe I’m still dreaming now)
But I feel I awoke just now and blinked off all the cobwebs.
The dream is truly beautiful, but only is a dream.
Inside all is quiet now, what sat so deep has crumbled down.
What fine silt so smooth at first enveloping my core
Cracked off to leave a hollow.
Now the notes fall in and resonate without an altered timbre.
There are no ideals here, there is nothing here to reach.
You are no desired, and I am left so clean.
You make me into who I seem to be –
I have refused, but I refuse no longer.
It’s too real, as I’ve known all along.
There are no ideals here, and if this is the ideal
I don’t want it anymore.
No one will agree – but they can keep on chasing after
Some epitome – but I won’t be
The drop that fights its way back to the waterfall.
The waterfall’s in me.
And now I see, in it’s the drop, the waves ashore, the melting current, placidly before
The fall roars through its heart.
I don’t think of kings or queens, rich inside their field of diamonds.
I don’t think of stars – I hear only silence.
Somewhere I dropped my diamond.
You can have it all.
I don’t think of love.
And I forget the waterfall.
09/21/11

The Way Things Are
We’re gonna go deep and far and deep and far,
Plunge into the creepy dark.
Become our monsters, free and snarling
With our fangs all bared.
We’re gonna go down the tunnel, far away
From the world beneath the light of day
And come to know ourselves behind the play.
We will take our masks off and reveal
The little gremlins underneath
And in the cave whose walls we’ll feel
Our shadows will flicker across
For seconds, lit up by the torches dotting crevices.
We’ll forget the world and what we think is us.
I will be a devil, dragging you
Along a line of fairy dust,
My little buddy plaything
I return to for a loving breast.
I’ll keep us in the realm of air and meanwhile with my back to you
Shake hands with all the proper mannequins whose eyes are dead
As you, poor soul, a little gremlin, hobbles with a light and wide eyes
After me, who’ll always be ahead.
We’re gonna go deep and far, so deep and far
To find out how things really are,
Turn inside out and thrash until we don’t know who we are.
Writhe unbridled ’long the walls,
Let our monster pets roam free
To dance as they were never let before.
We’ll transform to bug-eyed hairy faces
Lashing out forked tongues,
Speak a language native to the cave
But gibberish above.
There will be no reservation of even the smallest part,
Nor observance of conduct how to behave.
Gods are flying ’mong the stars,
Kings and queens tilling the earth,
But underground this population scampers
Out of discipline.
Let the kids run wildly making mischief with a sneaky smile.
I won’t be afraid to plunge right in.
If we think ourselves angels I’d laugh

And have to disagree.
I’ll crawl into my monster’s skin
And befriend my enemy.
So long I’ve heard the tunnel’s song as it’s been luring me –
Who am I to trample over curiosity?
In the past I took a step and ran back
To meld with the world
The few incomplete dark truths I incompletely learned.
The gremlins sang a song, but a few notes I’d ever heard,
Outside their world, entirely absurd.
09/23/11

Dearest Friend
I feel you have locked me out
(I hear whispers through your wall
In a language I can’t understand)
But outside I’ll remain.
Everything is in this life
(I never asked for)
Except the golden center.
I’d exchange for it these images
If I knew how.
Even all this happiness
Feels only like a dream.
Happiness, annoyance, suffering –
Inside I stay the same.
These trees in the foggy mist
Take me back to silent memories
Of music played a thousand years before.
Deep impressions one way or another
Turn out uncannily correct.
I feel I have felt the highest love
In you giving me up.
So high to say I feel it
Makes me sound like I’m insane.
But in silent thought when I’m alone
I hear you live across the wall.
Your music tells the story
Of what’s hidden in your heart,
Kept hidden by your face
(Only I am fool enough to believe it a charade).
Even you might not know on the surface what you did.
But I have felt the longing,
I have felt the denial.
I have felt you turn your back to me and start to cry.
My imagination?
You would never tell.
If I woke up in a different city, with a different life, a name,
A husband, family, friends, talents – I’d still be the same,
I still would talk to you
As you keep me barred out of your gate,
Aching to let me inside
Across the wall, my dearest friend.
09/26/11

Out of Time
Even though the evidence has faced me in plain sight
Standing here alone I feel that something isn’t right.
The theory entertains itself (against my logic’s cries)
That you have such control as lets you bury down a well
That looks at me feigned emptily, the spark inside your eyes,
And seem as if you haven’t changed, so I could never tell.
A thin link you cannot suppress still hovers in the air;
Just a couple molecules sensed ever so faintly.
I never try to catch the taste; more reason that it’s there.
On the wind I’ve felt a sadness that did not belong to me.
It seems someday the universe must pay for oversight
That made us know of one another but go on in spite.
We are an X, touched once in center, then gone separately;
We weren’t meant to meet here; we met accidentally
As we passed each other going down our separate lines,
Exchanging mirrored glances in a moment out of time,
A glance that I cannot forget: I saw you playing me
In the world that you belong in; I dropped my own instantly
And chased a flying comet fated for another corner,
Never knowing who I am, nor seeing my own reflection.
We caught in a moment out of time.
But there’s no diverting the course.
No, we weren’t meant to come together, maybe only to remember,
Maybe to stay sentimental, lose ourselves in words.
09/26/11

Why do I still write poetry
If, once I write it, I never agree
With what I wrote and think it lunacy
And become afraid of what’s in me?
I weave stories to get out perceptions
That swirl inside my head,
So fine, sometimes reeled in only by the thinnest thread;
And I wonder in the end
If it wasn’t perceived but invented?
They don’t even have to rhyme, no,
Poetry has lost its rules.
The only thing remaining is its name
And even that is loose.
If the world did not call this a poem
Neither I would.
I do not know what this thing is
But a hundred words repeated
According to loose rhythm,
Ten ideas elaborated.
I’ve been writing poems for so long;
I lose myself when I
Try to get out what longs to escape
(Though I never can; that’s why
I keep writing on – it’s not a choice,
Nor that at which I try,
But a growth I’ve gotten sick of and wonder
When it will fall off and die.
I’ve written so many “poems” now
I couldn’t tell you what poetry is.
09/26/11
This morning I thought I’d never write poems again;
It just goes to show how little I know.
I was partially right – I could not write
Of a new relationship over which I tried my heart to excite.
(Believe me it’s good) – but I can write of only one
Who doesn’t exist, who is none.
I write about nothing, stories that aren’t logically true.
I don’t know why I do.
09/26/11

Don’t ask about the festival –
I was there but didn’t see a thing.
There was too much all around me,
So loudly it overwhelmed.
Your body can only take so much in.
How the light hit those blades of grass, formed the shadows on pillars,
The fountain’s moving water, her face and hers,
Their fashionable clothes.
I could go on about the things I never saw.
In one little square lay a whole world;
I wanted to plunge into one for more than a minute
And know everything about it I could.
There were too many unexplored worlds around me.
I was walking alone
And I must’ve looked a little strange.
It rent my heart to see happy duets
Because I’ve denied it so long for myself
That I’ve gotten used to being deprived
But there’s no need.
I go out and in, out and in, travel between.
More often than not I close myself off in my room,
Then I come out and play.
But don’t ask me about the festival;
There was too much to see;
I couldn’t tell you objectively
That it was okay.
09/26/11
A Poem With No Rules
A lover and a festival –
A body and a soul –
A person and a god
Meet each other on a road.
They are walking in a line
But throw a glance that’s out of time.
And each must keep going where each one must go.
A star and an observer –
Two comets flying past –
The same inside their essences
But on two different paths.
Brief meeting of a moment;
Too long it cannot last.
The universe must pay sometime
For its indifference.
09/26/11

To My Child
I wish I could tell you of good and bad,
About wrong and right, about day and night,
But drunkenness has led me to my light,
Shown me my face and revealed my taste.
My mind has spun so many tales,
Spun me so, I’ve forgotten where’s north.
But when I’m imbibed with a little drink in my veins
My body quickly remembers and rushes forth.
And all that morality – what is it worth
If it’s somebody else’s shoved onto me?
I may look bad now, may look like a fool,
But I no longer think fun is wrong, you see.
How can I ever have a child?
What do I tell them they should do?
Following conduct has hidden so many
Facets of myself from my view.
It was by chance I stumbled onto this cure –
You’ll find so much you need accidentally
When you drop course and set out to explore –
And I wish I could offer some guidelines to you
But unravel your learning is what I will do –
As you go there are no posts to grab onto,
Nor a blanket rule for what or how to,
No way barred from trying til you’ve gone at it,
No ingredient prohibited to be added,
Only, child, mix it discriminately.
10/01/11

I think I think
That this is magic
That by
My hand’s touch you’ll
Change automatic
I guess I’ll have to go through it
To prove to myself it’s not true.
But I believe
In spite of good sense
In this avenue
I’m waiting for
A face like mine so we can
Remain standing
Still for the rest of time
But I know
If I met him I would have nothing to say.
I would get so bored after a minute and I’d walk away.
I think I think
That I have just started to live.
I feel I feel
Myself always in love.
I need I need
So little that contains so much.
I know I know
That we are out of this world.
Ideal shattered
Set off to find it once again.
Insanity
But I go on anyway
So why do we
Keep talking
Walking down one road
When we should stay
Silent and stop and look around
And see our game
Every minute
Wake up, start again.
I wasn’t here just a second ago, oh no.

10/3/11

Is It An Age?
Is it an age?
Or is it a mood?
Never been crazy like this
Never wanted to.
Is it my age now?
A mental disease?
I feel a time for bloodletting’s come
And later I’ll swing back to my calm self
It only lasts ’til I’m too scared to carry on.
Yes, I’m afraid of being high
But why not let it come down on its own?
So many go crazy under the night
Like comets falling to the ground,
Wasting themselves;
Is that what I’m doing?
Is this a time for fun with you?
The concept’s never been so important
As the urge to explore excites my veins.
I’d been so long in the low but now I
Find myself listening to techno.
Just for a time?
What am I afraid of?
Discovering so many different faces
Doors to unexplored places
That open at night
Or whenever the mood strikes
But I just burn to waste in these flames,
Wasting what needs to be wasted
So a resistant kernel remains (if).
Yes hormones got me in their throes
’Cause I’ve so late come into the teenage
Regressing from being an old lady like Sophie,
I’ll say to you what strikes me, however crazy
Said for the moment – no need to follow through
With action when it’s enough to brew
Excitement that’s cheap anyway.
10/03/11

Oh you, you are so beautiful
A figure moving inside a mirror
Set at fifteen degrees to my zero.
I watch you and know that you aren’t mine
And when I watch you I let you go.
You are everything I love
Unfolding in another plane
Made a way my hands can’t hold
A pattern that can't fit in my world
10-06-2011

The Song
I had a conversation
About what one can do
With his earthly life
As if we knew
We are now in the middle –
And I had to ask why.
In your time as a half
As a bud poking out
A flowered animation
A brief manifestation
How you spend your earthly life
Becomes such a weighty question.
Some are striving higher
Craning their necks
For a name on this planet
Until they leave
While some are content
In the smaller things
Pebbles on the street.
Everyone strives
For something. But I
Do not believe.
Something pauses, it disagrees.
The song tells me
It comes to the same.
Suddenly
The question makes me turn around again.

I have been around
And come back to leave
Over and over
What I acquire in my earthly life
And return to my nonexistent friend
With my back to thee.
The song casts over
Their fates a light
Blinding without compromise.
When they return
When the brief
Period of half degrees
And compromises
Ends to lead
To a plain
We come to see
Who we are on Earth is not to keep
In the song that dissolves
Our visions.
We
I wonder why
For what we strive
It makes no sense
For this earthly life
When it’s that only.
I turn away
From everything that I can gain.
Cleanse me now
Forever for
My time on Earth that I remain.
I go to the store
I go to the job –
Not for long now.
Who we are
Is a manifestation,
A ray of sun
Through these prisms, everyone.
But under the guise
The passage of time
The song tells me
It doesn’t matter
It can’t be judged
When it comes to one
And I ask why
It must be spun

Into a billion half formed pieces:
For one to hear
The song that’s sung

10/9/11

It’s a hard road the farther you go,
The path gets narrower, plains farther below,
Their voices still rise to you like an echo
Shouting so much sound advice you should know.
It’s a hard road; there’s always the danger to cling
To being something
And stop just living.
I have no advice for the higher you climb.
In time all advice falls away, in time.
10/15/11
Bad People
Good people
They marry who they should.
Good people
Celebrate all the holidays.
They don’t give their families shit,
They don’t give them a hard time
’Cause they’re so good.
And you are one of them.
Bad people
Lately I have been around
Bad people
In a way I have always rebelled,
Early stepped off the proper path
To follow something I called my heart.
Now I’m not dating who I should,
At work I act real smart
Though I know it’ll come back to bite
That I’m not good.
You’ll never see a picture from a night
That shows things as they are inside.
I do not pose to play to angles made with light
Nor do I feel compelled to smile
So you might see a cranky mess who makes a fool out of herself
As she hangs over sketchy guys.

If she were going for a doctor
She would need to look good on the cover,
Have a likewise proper lover
Dress him in proper attire.
Bad people
I am one of the
Bad people
Spitting on society
Too selfish not to live so free
I act more as it pleases me
Good thing I’m pleased by pleasant deeds
But still not on the path that leads
To pleasant photographs and praise
But to a freedom in them hid
Barely betrayed by my photographed face.
Good people
Have so many photos of how they are
Good people
On Earth shine like star
As they marry who they should
As they excel in their careers
As they step over their heart
And get guidance from fellow good peers
As they die and get forgotten
Forget the heart that turned so rotten
Silenced after so many years
To the bellow of their fears
That constantly yelled in their ears
To be good people.
10/16/11

The One
So clearly I feel childhood ended long ago
When a full love burst, first led my heart to a whole
From pieces, back to pieces – once known, now forgotten
A time when I was steeped in the one.
Now I have half loves given in half degrees
That my heart don’t fill, but do I stand still
While I still breathe?
The clouds have cleared round the castle
And revealed a hill left to climb
Not by magic, to get the dream
I don’t believe in anymore (do I?)
It’s hard to see the castle from the valley down below
Where I wander now, meeting so many others who do not go
Toward the castle, but they’re just as valid;
You see so many lives and forget your dream one is possible.
In the castle lives the one
But the closer that I get
The more I forget
And ask, “where is this shadow from?”
That looms across my world
Feeling an ominous threat.
I’ll know when I’ve reached the door,
I know I’ll know, know I’m not there,
But do I walk alone or stop to talk with some along the road?
10/16/11

The Dream, What Was It For?
You chase a dream and in
The chase you’re often dour
Walking on for what
Feels like senseless nothing
Waiting for the hour
To finally unite
With a dream that binds your heart
And pulses in your mind
As if it stood outside.
If you simply keep onward
No matter what is said
Coming from spectators
Or from your own head
You reach the end and know
That you are with your goal
Just as you imagined
Is the blissful culmination
Enveloping elation
You are lost, you are no more.
But after some time passes
And you remain burning
The fire burns away
The image of your dream
And every standard built
In relation to it seems
To have dissolved
And left uncertain
How you should appraise:
What you loved you hate
Bad to good fermented
Back and forth and back returned
Through the structure you have churned
Until the whole dream has unraveled
Unrecognizable –
Now you are left so tired
Depleted of your wood
That fire burned completely through
And in the end left you with nothing
Not even your dream
Which, underneath the wrappers
Of its image had no core.
In the center of your fantasy
Lay not what you looked for.
Your dream you have now found
To be devoid of your desire,
All you’ve done on a foundation
Set a foot up off the ground.

Again the urge to search
For what it is you want
But how, now that you’ve learned
In no dream lies what you got?
Now that you have proven
No face contains the spark
Stop searching all the faces.
If it is not there,
Nor in analogous endeavors
(As all games are built the same
As all games are played on Earth)
Then where?
You could journey as musician
From beginning to end
Reach the highest position
Reach out your hand
To take your top place
And grasp the air –
Suddenly falls
What became your role
Start another journey
With a new goal
Start as a carpenter
Master the art
Become a master
Again restart
Knowing you will not find
The gem at the top.
Perhaps the road is paved in precious stones
And at the end you step off.
10/16/11

With my eye I spy kings, doing great deeds,
Publicized all over.
I see beauties waiting for years alone,
Enjoying the show.
There are lands I hear of whose legends make me
Yearn to visit these places,
Splitting my life into a million pieces
That the eye of my mind desires
Looking at the view of an endless journey,
Responsibility at its back.
Hearing stories of kings and adventurers,
So because they were so born,
Plants a poisonous seed in my mind
That makes me yearn for greatness,
To twist my mold around to reform.
But most of us are peasants
On our local plot of land –
And if I am to be one as well,
Then such will be my hand.
Put out of my mind these dreams
Of what I do not own.
You can have a million on Earth,
But better have one than zero, right?
If I am to be only average, while my friends fly ahead
For their traits conducive to conquest and I remain in place
For my calm, that is just as well.
And I will live it out until the end,
And will not fight.
10/22/11

My Invisible Friend
My invisible friend,
I longed for you so long,
For so many years in a barren world,
Winding with the tune of your strange song
Against my common sense
Until the notes melded across
Bridging the chasm of opposites
To leave me muddled, at a loss
Of what notes did, did not, belong.
It led me off a cliff (it seemed);
I went again over, over.
Now after many trials
I find my instinct is a blur.
At this fork I’ve come to to decide
My learned mind insists you but deter
Me from my life.
Now do I stay with you, my nothing,
Living only inside me?
I find no outward proof of presence,
But I do internally.
You are oriented backwards
To the world my feet are in
And if I let you be my guide here
Am I doomed never to win?
Shouldn’t you feel shame towards me
For such a coarse concern?
It was you who taught me finery
As I awaited your return.
(When you were gone
In that vast empty space
I learned what I could never learn
Before in that same emptiness.)
If I give you up, my nothing,
Deeply I know it’s for good.
I have been with you my whole short life
Whose flow our bond withstood.
But it was you who cut our bond with blade
And I whose heart was bled,
And if you call out to me now,
You’ll find it’s I who left.

Bring your judgment on me, friend,
For what I do decide.
Cut me off for dropping God
And parting with his stride.
I don’t need my God now;
I have left you o’er the wall
And if you sing out to me
I will hear no note at all.
So, my friend, again it ends,
The hundredth time, now by my hand,
Your mountain out of mind, forgotten
Images we shared.
And if I am a godless peasant
Do forgive my risked miscalculation,
For our time was dear,
And it is not that I would like to lose your voice,
But I can’t hear
A different sound between your call
And what has none of it at all.
Perhaps I walked away a second
Right before you came back down
And opened up your gate to let me in.
But I have given every vision
Up of what I thought I’d chase
To live with what I get,
And you out in the distance,
On your mountain, ’cross your wall,
Sending notes out of your call,
Inside this valley, I forget.
My invisible friend now I see
The source of my pain has been my longing for thee
For me.
If I’d let your burn me away fully
I would feel no pull,
You’d be in my world
We would be in accord as we were deeply.
If I didn’t see you only through my shadow
We would not be separate.
My friend, do let me let you go
And let us live now side by side,

Back to back
With our closed eyes
Playing our respective plays
That never cross
Go on without my eyes upon your back
Along the path I also take.
10-22 – 12-18-11

